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Casting votes 
Kitsumkalum off-reserve band 
members vote in election for the 
first time\NEWS A13 
He's a scoundrel 
Why women can't resist the oddly 
I desirable hero in a play opening 
this week\COMMUNITY B1 
Midget melee 
Terrace's Midget rep hockey team 
faces injuries left, right and center 
at zone finals\SPORTS B4 
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Gas pain ay b j t tarti g m e us s n 
PNG is nearly broke and if PNG actually fails and goes bankrupt. 
it has shut down its Kitimat methanol plant 
it needs more money 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE PAIN may be just beginning for na- 
tural gas customers already paying double 
what they were two years ago. 
Pacific Northem Gas (PNG) is in a growing 
financial crisis that has already pushed it to the 
brink of insolvency, the B.C. Utilities Commis- 
sion heard last week as it considered the util- 
ity's recent series of rate increases. 
The dire picture that emerged from five days 
of hearings is one so bleak it suggests the best 
chance of relief for ordinary homeowners may be 
"It's pretty hard to get a utility into a situation 
this bad,".said Richard Gathercole, an intervenor 
at the hearing representing low-income consumer 
groups. 
But he said the right combination of factors -
the loss of a major customer, an economic down, 
turn, and skyrocketing as prices - have con- 
verged on PNG. 
"You'd like to be more optimistic but I don't 
think most of. us are very optimistic right now." 
The northwest's gas provider has jacked resi- 
dential gas rates by 42 per cent in three steps " 
since October. If the BCUC rejects the increases, 
the extra payments will be refunded to custo- 
mers. 
The majority of the increases are strictly the 
More on A5 
[] Natural gas costs have surpas- 
sed electricity here. 
[] Chop PNG's profits, groups say. 
[] Rates could kill other industries. 
result of sharply higher natural gas prices - 
which are hammering as users everywhere. 
Those costs simply flow through to users and 
can't be blocked by the commission. 
But part of the recent increases tem from 
PNG's sudden cash flow crisis arising from the 
expected loss of giant industrial customer Me- 
thanex Corp. 
and says it wants a more favourable deal from 
PNG to transport i s gas if it reopens. 
PNG officials said they believe Methanex -
which uses 60 per cent of the natural gas flowing 
through the utility's pipelines - will never re- 
open. That expectation has prompted them to 
prepare to shift Methanex's share of the costs of 
running the utility onto other users. 
The situation has also alarmed PNG's credi- 
tors. 
PNG president Roy Dyce told the commission 
banks want to reduce PNG's line of credit below 
its present $30 million. 
Exacerbating the problem is that PNG rates 
Continued Page A2 
Doubt cast 
on Kincolith 
r ue Oodles of oolichan J THE OOLICHAN were running strong in the Skeena River two pert resident Jackie Bolton showing eight-year-old Stanley how weekends ago and Tsimshian people from up and down the to handle a dip net. The annual chance to feast on oolichan 
Terrace Standard launches web site 
THE TERRACE STANDARD now has its own 
web site at www.terracestandard.com. 
Selected news, community and sports stor- 
ies and letters tO the editor from each week's 
newspaper can be viewed on line at the site. 
"This is an added service for our readers," 
said publisher Rod Link. "It's a great way for 
former Terrace residents who have moved 
away to keep in touch with events here." 
The Standard's classified ads can also be 
read on line through www.terracestandard.com. 
One of the site's features is a Question of 
the Week, which "samples reader opinion on a 
new topic each week. Results of the web poll 
will be published in the regular newspaper. 
The site is also a community portal, provi- 
ding an extensive collection of valuable links 
to other Internet sites. Links are included to 
local schools, regional tourism and business 
sites, local weather, road reports, and even 
photo radar locations. It's also easy to connect 
to dozens more B.C. community newspapers. 
The web site also enables the newspaper to 
occasionally go beyond the bounds of its 
weekly publication date and deliver breaking 
news immediately. When an earthquake rat- 
tled the northwest Feb. 17 we reported etails 
on our web site that afternoon. 
Development is also underway to provide 
access to story archives on the web site. 
School budget balanced, 
but new challenges loom 
Literacy goal up 
against drop in 
student numbers 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THIS YEAR'S $50 million school 
board budget is balanced but the 
The district is down by 150 stu- 
dents more than expected. That's 
a significant drop, Georges aid, 
"adding that trend is expected to 
continue next year. 
The district will spend the next 
few months developing next 
year's budget, an exercise 
demands on next year's budget G.eorges predicts will be ehallen- 
are already stacking up. grog as officials grapple with 
"multiple Marcel Georges, secretary-.' bud issues" affecting the 
treasurer of the Coast Mountains get. 
School District, said the educa- Georges' warning comes just as 
That could cost 
about $200,000, ac 2 
cording to district 
assistant superinten- 
dent Sharon Beedle, 
who gave trustees' 
an overview of liter- 
acy programs last 
week. 
Most of that 
would be training 
and stuffing costs to 
hire reading assis- 
administrators have been told to tants, Beedle added. tion ministry came through with a 
special purpose grant enabling the :find ways. of  expanding literacy In November 
district o balance its books, programs throughout the district, King tried to get his 
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teraey district wide. King said about 30 per cent of 
Peter King 
students tested here in the 
education ministry's 2000 
Foundation Skills Assess- 
ment, a province-wide 
snapshot of basic skills, 
did not meet literacy ex- 
pectations. 
King said the school dis- 
trict spent $60,000 last 
year in its search to hire a 
superintendent, 
"That money would have 
been far better spent on 
students," he said. "To 
me, I think [improving li- 
teracy] should be a 
priority." 
Beedle said the district will be 
collecting data at the end of the 
school year to see if these literacy 
programs are making an impact. 
road jobs 
A NATIVE-OWNED company in the Nass is worried 
people and businesses there will be squeezed out of any 
opportunities from a $30 million road project. 
Officials from Saxwhl Lisims Construction Ltd, say 
earlier equirements for local hire and local business de- 
velopment have been watered down in the final docu- 
ments submitted by developers who want to build the 
29kin road from Greenville west to Kincolith at the 
mouth of the Nass River. 
"Our concern is that there won't be anything for local 
hire and skills development training," said Neil Okabe, 
Saxwhl Lisims general manager. 
"And we also think there won't be anything for Ter- 
race and Prince Rupert either." 
Okabe and other people from Saxwhl Lisims say that 
when developers were first solicited nearly two years 
ago, local hire and business development figure promin- 
ently among criteria to be used to determine who would 
get the project. 
"But now, in the request for proposals, local hire and 
development makes up just 10 per cent of the points in 
the bidding process," he said. 
"We suspect local hire will be very, very minor if 
anything at all." 
Saxwhl Lisims was formed by the villages of Green- 
ville and Kincolith to not only become involved in the 
road project, but to undertake maintenance projects and 
further development leading off once the road is finished. 
"We've invested a lot in training and in capacity 
building," said Okabo. 
He said the corporation's hopes were high during dis- 
cussions with potential developers going back two years. 
But that changed after Saxwhl Lisims got a chance to 
examine the requests for proposal documents. 
The deadline for submission has now passed and the 
proposals are being examined to determine who will 
build the road. 
Okabe said Saxwhl Lisims officials believe that those 
running the project are obsessed with keeping it on its 
$30 million budget. 
And while Saxwhl supports the need for budget con- 
trol, the feeling is that anything perceived as a risk to 
that is being eliminated. 
The Saxwhl belief is rooted in the new way in which 
this project will be managed. 
Instead of having the contractor hearing the full finan- 
cial burden should the complex and difficult project run 
into cost overruns, any overruns will now be shared be- 
tween the contractor and the road's three owners - the 
federal, provincial and Nisga'a Lisims governments. 
That three governments' desire to avoid having to pay 
for overruns then results in pressure to tighten down on 
costs as much as possible, said Okabe. 
He said Saxwhl Lisims is also disappointed because 
it's getting no support from the Nisga'a Lisims govern. 
ment. 
Nisga'tl Lisims government land and resources direc. 
tar CollierAzak said there will be local hire and oppor- 
tunities resulting from the road work. 
"That's their opinion. I don't share that," said Azak of 
the Saxwhl criticism. "There will be opportunities for 
local hire." 
Azak confirmed the Nisga'a Llsims government 
would have to share in making up for any cost overruns 
and that this makes it important the project comes in on 
budget. 
"The two are very much linked together,,' he said of 
the issue of local hire laid against construction cost. 
"The bottom line is we want the road built." 
Azak said the Nisga'a Lisims government also real. 
izes it won't be able to make everybody happy. 
The successful road builder should be chosen very 
soon to follow up on an earlier government commitment 
to have work started this spring. Construction is extmeted 
to last two years. 
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From front 
PNG hikes 
just buy time 
haven't allowed it to collect money quickly enough to 
keep pace with rising gas prices. 
Its credit line is essentially maxed out. 
Had the BCUC not approved the Oct. 1 interim rate 
increase without a hearing, Dyce said, PNG would have 
been insolvent a few weeks ago. 
Nor will the trio of rate hikes the commission is now 
considering uarantee PNG's even mid-term survival. 
They will merely buy time to attempt to refinance the 
line of credit, he said. 
Asked how that would happen, Dyce said he wasn't 
sure and admitted most banks aren't interested in talking 
to PNG right now. 
"I guess the last option is junk bonds," Dyce said, re- 
ferring to bonds that pay very high interest rates but are 
shunned by conservative investors and pension funds be- 
cause of the high risk of default. 
"I've never heard of a utility going for junk bonds, but 
we may be the first," he said. "I have nothing to indicate 
whether or not we could even get junk bonds to be quite 
honest." 
If rate increases allow the company to survive the 
next 18 months and refinance, PNG then faces the re- 
quirement to make a major $12 million payment on a 
debt in mid-2002. 
Then in October 2002 it face's the expiry of its main 
contract with Methanex and the loss of a major source of 
revenue. Up until then Methanex must pay PNG 80 per 
cent of what it would pay under full production even if 
its plant is shut down. 
Dyce predicted PNG will be back before the commis- 
sion then in what he called "phase two" seeking even 
more extensive restructuring of its rate classes. That 
could mean much higher prices then as other users on 
the system must pick up costs once borne by Methanex. 
"Two years down the road we have a serious problem 
that will have to be addressed," he said. 
Dyce said the utility hasn't given up hope and be- 
lieves the situation will improve because high gas com- 
modity prices may be easing by then. 
"We are committed to coming out of this process as a 
viable utility," he said. 
However, other big uncertainties 10ore. 
The high prices are driving other big industrial users, 
such as Skeena Cellulose and Eurocan's Kitimat paper 
mill, to reduce gas use in favour of alternate fuels. 
PNG's survival plan is predicated on keeping them as 
major industrial customers. 
Loss of some of their business as they try to use other 
fuels could force more load to be shifted onto residential 
users, and loss of all their load - particularly if Eurocan, 
SCI and Methanex were to shut down - would be fatal, 
Dyce said. 
"The white flag would be up -we simply couldn't 
cope with it," Dyce said. 
Much evidence came from northern mayors who Said 
their citizens are at the limit of what they can pay. 
Any more, they suggested, may trigger a mass exodus 
t'rom thelgas,system to electricity and wood heat ...... 
Each loss of major or minor customer s"i'urther thr~a: 
tens tliLviability ,of the utility bT'f6icing even higher 
rates that some said can lead to a "death spiral." 
The utilities commission is charged with setting a 
rate that gives a reasonable r turn to PNG's shareholders 
and charges a fair and reasonable price to consumers. 
It may not be able to do that and end up with rates 
that don't have users fleeing the system for other fuels. 
"It can't be done," said Richard Gathercole, a public 
advocate with the B.C. Public Interest Advocacy Centre. 
"You really don't have the possibility of a win-win si- 
tuation." 
He said PNG's prescription may be just delaying the 
inevitable day of reckoning. 
"It's putting off the crisis," he said. "The question is 
should we be doing this or should we be asking the com- 
mission to deal with the crisis now." 
Oathercole, a veteran of numerous gas rate hearings, 
says he's never seen a utility this close to failing. 
Asked whether the argument could be made that con- 
sumers in the region would be better off if PNG col- 
lapses, Gathercole said: "It could be made." 
If it failed, it would presumably operate under eceiv- 
ership until such time as a buyer could be found, he said. 
He suggested he and other groups will push the com- 
mission to reduce PNG's regulated profit margin, which 
presently delivers a 10 per cent return on equity. 
That will mainly penalize Westcoast Energy, PNG's 
largest and only voting shareholder. 
Taking a hit on profits should be preferable to losing 
the company, he said. 
"It's time for the shareholder to be looking at this 
very seriously," Gathercole said. 
He said Westcoast has always" known its PNG system 
is a risky one. "This utility just never made sense," Oa- 
thercole said. "You lose one big customer and it really 
jacks up the rates for everyone lse." 
Hearings conclude this week in Vancouver. Partici- 
pants then submit written final arguments. 
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Vic's passion to sell vehicles lives on! 
The staff of Terrace Chrysler 
are pleased to welcome 
VICTOR CAVALIIEIRO 
to their winning team of sales associates. 
Vic brings with him many ears of 
experience inthe sales & automobile industry. 
Vic tttv ites j~u  to stop in  and  see h im fo r  
a l l  your  automot tve  requ i rements .  ~ " 
TER c'CE 
~ [~ -" I ;ii'Ak,'l III ~ | |  
4916 Hwy. 16 West 
635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 
DLR#5958 
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Blasting rock 
to widen road News In Brief 
Helmut confirmed 
FOR YEARS people driving the highway from Terrace 
to Prince Rupert have had to round the sharp corner 
under Carwash Rock about 50kin west of here. 
The narrow piece of road has historically posed a ha- 
zard to motorists. 
But by the end of March that stretch of road will not 
only be wider, but a lot more safer for drivers. 
"Some big rig drivers and bus drivers have had some 
close calls out there," said Greg Ross project coordina- 
tor for the ministry of transportation and highways, 
"We are trying to increase the distance between the 
travel lane and that rock wall," said Ross. 
The increased space - up to 1.5 metres of it - be- 
tween the inside lane and the rock outcropping is expec- 
ted to increase drivers' sight distance. 
The project will also increase the clearance by 12 
metres which should make rounding that corner less dan- 
gerous particularly for larger vehicles. 
A Chase, B.C. company has been awarded the 
$119,300 contract o remove 300 cubic metres of rock 
from the bluff. 
The crews are drilling 600 linear meters of rock bolts 
into the reek to stabilize the bluff. They're spending a lot 
of time dozens of meters up on the rock face suspended 
by ropes in order to drill the holes for the bolts. 
Drilling began March 5 and blasting is expected to 
take place into the March 17 weekend. 
Traffic delays in the area are to be expected but the 
ministry is posting road closure times on the overhead 
electronic signs west of Terrace and east of Prince Ru- 
pert. 
So far, says contractor Mike Hall, the project is on 
schedule. He also said that run-off from above the rock 
face will still drip onto the road and passing vehicles. It 
will still be Carwash Rock. 
CHRIS WOUTERS is one of ten people drilling and 
blasting at Carwash Rock 48 km west of Terrace. 
FIFTY SUPPORTERS turned out March 3 to con- 
firm Helmut Giesbrecht as the NDP's candidate in 
Skeena in the next provincial election. 
Giesbrecht's nomination was not opposed. Skee- 
na's MLA said he'd fight based on his record. 
" I f  you filter out international economic pres- 
sures that no provincial government could with- 
stand, our record is one of achievement and invest- 
ment in all regions of this province," Giesbrecht 
said. 
Dead man identified 
SIXTY-NINE-year-old Lionel Sears was identified 
last week as the man who died in a Thornhill 
house fire Feb. 23. 
According to fire officials it appeared that Mr. 
Sears was putting wood in his wood stove when his 
clothing caught on fire. 
Police attending the call confirmed Sears had 
died at the scene, No foul play is suspected. 
BILL HALL is roped up and hanging about 20 metres off the ground as he 
and co-worker Rob Seymour drill holes in the rock face of Carwash Rock. Nine- 
metre bolts are inserted to stabilize the bluff once blasting is completed. 
Skeena riding area 
takes in all of Kitwanga 
A SLIGHT change in the electoral boun- 
daries means more Kitwanga residents 
will be voting in the Skeena constituency 
in the coming provincial election. 
In the past boundaries followed Hwy 
37 and some Kitwanga residents voted in 
Skeena and the rest voted in Bulkley 
Valley-Stikine. 
That's changed in the latest re&awing 
of the boundaries, and all Kitwanga vo- 
ters will now be part of Skeena. 
The riding's major population centres 
are Terrace and Kitimat. 
The other change means residents of 
the tiny village of Hartley Bay on the 
coast now will vote in North Coast, along 
with residents of Prince Rupert, the 
Queen Charlotte Islands, the Nass Valley 
and Stewart. 
The population of the Skeena riding is 
34,210, according to Elections B.C. 
That's 27.4 per cent below the 49,660 
average population for a riding that was 
the goal when the boundaries were last 
redrawn. 
Local people and politicians in 1998 
persuaded the electoral boundary com- 
mission to allow this and other northern 
ridings to remain largely unchanged. 
Four more ridings were added in the 
urban south, meaning B.C. will elect a 
total of 79 MLAs this election. 
School site debated 
ARCHITECTS and Coast Mountains School Dis- 
trict administrators will be on hand Wednesday 
afternoon for a public information session on the 
Skeena replacement school. 
The meeting starts at 4 p.m. today in the Skeena 
Junior Secondary School gym. Anyone interested 
in how the plans for the $12 million project are 
shaping up is encouraged toattend. 
Construction on the replacement school is slated 
to begin this spring. The architect firm of Grant and 
Sinclair is expected to present design drawings. 
The school district has hired a project manage- 
ment team from the Surrey school district to help. 
Two convicted 
after grizzly bear shot 
TWO MORICETOWN men have been convicted 
of unlawful possession, trafficking of dead wildlife 
and making false statements towildlife officials. 
Gerald Arthur TaR and John James Joseph now 
face jail terms, fines and suspended sentences 
stemming from a 1999 incident. 
A Hazelton man shot and killed a grizzly bear 
on his property in September 1999. He turned the 
hide over to Tait and Joseph, who held a valid 
hunting permit for the bears, said the ministry. 
The two men took the hide to the ministry's 
wildlife branch for compulsory inspection and 
claimed that Joseph was the shooter. The hide was 
then sold to a taxidermist, said the ministry. 
TaR will serve two conditional jail sentences 
totalling 6 months, he will have to pay a $500 fine 
and $400 restitution to the taxidermist. 
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We have assembled probably the finest line-up of Springwall Chiropractic 
beds we've ever had for this special event. We have weeded through all the 
possible contenders to bring you the best of the best. Which one is the best 
one for you? - Let us help you decide, after all, we are the sleep experts. 
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Call for 
Submissions 
Des igns  for  Coast  Sa l i sh  House /Welcome Po le  
Ob ject ive  
The BC regional office of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) 
is seeking submissions for a free-standing House/Welcome Pole design 
reflecting a Coast Salish artistic heritage, 
Who Can App ly  , ,, 
Established or emerging mist-ca~ers who are S ~ years o~age and older. 
Submissions must be postmarked no later than April 30,2001, Late or 
incomplete submissions will not be considered and willbe returned. 
Contact  ~ ~ i ~ 
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada 
Suite 600- 1138 Melville Street 
Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 4S3 
Attention: Pole Design Jury 
c/o Nina Tryggvason, Accommodations 
Phoner c 
Fax: (604) 775-7149 
E-maih tryggvaso nn@inac.gc.ca 
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Sleep better tonight on a new springwall 
chiropractic bed - your back deserves it! 
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Bad be , Kev in  , - . . .  
THE NORTHWEST should get on its knees and 
pray that if, as expected, B.C. Liberal leader Gor- 
don Campbell is elected premier, he does not let 
one of his MLAs near anything that has anything 
to do with this area. 
That MLA is Kevin Krueger who represents 
Kamloops-North Thompson in the provincial le- 
gislature. He knows beans all about the northwest 
by virtue of a column published in a Kamloops 
newspaper on March 4. 
The column is about the flood of government 
spending announcements in the lead up to the 
provincial election. It's a relevant topic and one 
that we should rightly expect an opposition MLA 
to criticize. 
Where Mr. Krueger falls to pieces is in his 
listing of the $2.3 million supportive housing 
project on the vacant land adjacent o Terraceview 
Lodge. Mr. Krueger would want his constituents 
to believe this is something that should not have 
happened. He tags the project as unworthy be- 
cause it is in the riding of Skeena, held by NDP 
highways minister Helmut Giesbrecht. 
Not so, Mr. Krueger. This project actually pre- 
dates the current NDP government with the first 
proposals made back in the 1980s. If anything, 
Mr. ICrueger should be asking why it took so 
long to be approved in the first place. 
Mr. Krueger isn't finished. He writes, "The 
public is accustomed by now to government 
waste" and includes Skeena Cellulose on a list 
with fast ferries, the failed convention centre in 
Vancouver, FRBC and the Carrier lumber case 
among others. 
,~ Mr: ,~ege~ ~, artd, the .B,C., ~ber a, ls - obvipu~ 7 
lY dis, agre~e,,with ~hat~ .t.he.N. DP ,did, with Skeena 
Cellialose: And  h is  boss,  Mr: Canipbell, 'li~s" 
made it quite clear that if elected, he'll sell off 
Skeena Cellulose as fast as he realistically can. 
But to categorize the Skeena Cellulose purchase 
as "waste" shows a remarkable ignorance of the 
complex and horrific events of 1997 when the 
company was headed down the tubes. 
Mr. Krueger would have been far better off to 
state what he would have done if he were the 
government back then. 
Being in opposition is easy and Mr. Krueger. 
has shown he can do that. He once called union- 
ized health care workers "toilet cleaners" in op- 
posing a pay equity settlement. 
But being a member of a government is a very 
serious business. Mr. Krueger, in his comments 
about the northwest, appears to show little capa- 
city to extend beyond his role as an opposition 
MLA to being a member of a governing party. 
Politically, he certainly hasn't done his fellow 
northwest candidates any favours. Mr. Krueger is 
just another southern guy who thinks he knows 
what's best for us. We have enough of that as it 
is. 
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The system needs to change 
VICTORIA - The choice of Allow me to present my Most municipalities 
parties British Columbia vo- 
ters will have in the next elec- 
tion is truly astounding. 
Aside from the Liberals and 
the New Democratic Party, 
the two major adversaries, 
there will be the Greens, the 
Pot Party, the Rhino Party and 
maybe either some sort of 
right-wing fringe party or Re- 
form Party, Family Coalition 
Party and Unity Party. 
Some even want to revive 
the old Social Credit Party to 
"give voters a viable alterna- 
tive" to the Liberals. Now, 
there's a laugh. 
Obviously these folks aren't 
aware that it is a right-wing 
party that appears to be 
headed for certain victory in 
the next election and that the 
so-called Liberals will have a 
l | : |e l  ~ 11 :  l |~ Iz l  d I [_.| 1 
HUBERT BEYER 
fancy to. 
It is a system that actually 
makes a mockery of demo- 
cracy, a system that demands 
blind obedience from MLAs to 
support their respective par- 
ties, even if they may have 
idea of how Parliament might 
actually work. Imagine an 
election campaign without 
parties. All candidates would 
run as independents. 
Rather than parroting the 
party line during the cam- 
paign, candidates would actu- 
ally have to think for them- 
selves, present voters with 
their own vision of the future 
of their country or province. 
Voters would send their choice 
to Victoria, based on individ- 
ual merit. 
Next the legislature com- 
prising only independent 
MLAs would appoint a premier 
and cabinet ministers. 
The cabinet, with input 
from ministries would generate 
legislation, which it would 
present o the legislature for 
small army of former Socreds other ideas, debate and ap, proval. Since all 
,at the starting ate when Pre-', 7 I( i sa  :system lhat 'makes~ ,M'I~[a~r'e i~ale" ende"ts' free 
mint Ujjal Dosanjh firesthe 0e.oates on spending ies!imates, votes ~q,  give~, h, , i ,~ ',' 
:*'~i.~t6i'. . . . . . . . .  ' ' ':'. liidic[ous Since in:the' end, ti~:e" '~lii~/nc'es would~ f'6~m,~i~ut 
government can and will force they would shift, based on free 
closure and railroad their bud- and individual choices of whe- 
get through the House. ther to support or oppose legis- 
It is that system which has lation. 
led to the ugly spectacle of I suppose that every first- 
Of the further-tans, only the 
Green Party.may have chance 
to elect one or two members. 
They are waging their biggest 
battle in Nelson-Creston to 
beat Corky Ev.ans. 
And then it's back to busi- 
ness as usual, with the govern- 
ing party, due to its majority, 
ramming through every piece 
of legislation it may take a 
the federal Liberals killing, 
contrary to their own policy, 
an Alliance motion to appoint 
an ethics watchdog who re- 
ports to Parliament rather than 
the prime minister. 
year political science student 
would gleefully cut my idea to 
pieces. Actually , studies have 
been done on this and similar 
models and they arc believed 
- to work .  on a small scale, 
PARENTS' DIFFICULTIES 
raising teens were treated 40 
years ago in a bestseller titled 
Where Did you go? Out. What 
Did You do? Nothing. Parents 
of today's teenagers are still in 
the dark. 
Or some parents agree with 
Roseanne who said, "As a 
housewife, I feel that if the 
kids are still alive when my 
husband gets home from work, 
then, hey, I've done my job." 
Over the past two summers 
our neighbourhoods' irtbiknrs 
have swarmed over two moun- 
tains of gravel stockpiled by a 
developer. Kids are drawn to 
the piles like gamblers to 
Vegas. Until dark each day, 
dirt bikes and ATVs snarl up, 
down, and around those two 
heaps. 
I worried the gravel might 
dry out, slide, and bury a 
smaller kid. Indeed, last sum- 
are 
operating on this model, but if 
we don't try it on a larger 
scale, we can't really say that 
it doesn't work. And try it we 
probably won't. 
So we will continue to be 
treated to the spectacle of can- 
didates checking their brains at 
the constituency office and 
submitting to the brainwash 
tactics of getting them to 
mouth party platitudes during 
the campaign. 
Staying inside the box is 
what it's sometimes referred to. 
And once elected, they'll 
dutifully check their brains at 
the revolving doors o f  the le- 
gislative chamber, heckle 
when they're told, bang their 
desks when they're told and 
vote how they're told. 
I have covered the B.C. Le- 
gislature for 18 years. Yes, 
.i~i~Tpmi~ti.me: to. time, there has 
i =h, een,,.intelligent debate, but 
i nlos(iof tl~e time it resembles 
more of a sitcom than a cham- 
ber where grown-up eople de- 
cide the future of the province. 
The system survives in spite 
of itself, but more often than 
not, it subtracts from the sum 
total of mankind's progress. 
Buyer can be reached at: 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http: / /www.hubertbeyer. corn
This is just far too dangerous 
• I I i .  i =I.1 mlel" I :! ! ~.l~l;I ~-4 
I walked home after lunch 
Sunday, the gravel area was 
alive. 
Two dirtbikes rode the cir- 
cuit - out across the flaL turn 
toward the gravel pile, throttle 
up for enough momentum to 
scale to the plateau, descend, 
circle. Repeat. 
A knot of young folk chatted 
beside several cars. A pickup, 
backed up to the ditch, had no 
doubt ransported one or more 
bikes to the site, 
Half an hour later as I 
washed dishes, a truck roared 
past and I caught a flash of ... a 
water skier? On Dobbie? 
I crossed the kitchen for a 
second look. A speeding pick- 
up was towing a dirtbike at the 
end of a 30 foot rope. The rider 
wore a helmet. 
I was stunned. Angered at 
CLAUDETi'E SANDECKI 
RCMP issued a warning about 
a sandpile that could shift, 
suffocating kids. 
Thankfully, no ATV flipped 
over, no kid was injured, and 
though the pile wore down, it 
never avalanched. the kids' arrogance Annoyed 
Last weekend we enjoyed that their parents hadn't a clue 
mer in  the lower mainland our second spring weekend. As  what they were up to. 
'FHE:/CoO/.P C.~E 
L6'~ tat-~T" ELSE.., 
1$.4Rou~ll~.aOcH ~:
Suppose the pickup slowed 
and the rope tangled around the 
,bike's wheels? What if the 
bike hit a rock? What if he lost 
control on the curve? Or lost 
his balance but couldn't dis- 
engage from the tow rope? 
What if he careened off into 
someone's yard? 
On any public road, towing 
• with a rope is illegal. Unli- 
censed dirtbikes are also ille- 
gal. In the words of one RCMP 
officer, "There are plenty of 
fines here for everybody." 
Luck - not good judgment - 
saved the biker Sunday. Next 
time he - and anyone on or 
near his path - could be 
maimed or killed. 
Yet when those boys walked 
into their kitchens that evening 
I'll bet when Morn asked, 
"Where did you go?", the kid 
mumbled, "Out". And if. she 
asked "Wl~at did you do?" the 
kid grunted, "Nothing." 
: i ~ ?~:: /?i • ' 
~S~AL~nl ACf~A~ ~ACH '
I~C-- / I 
P 
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Sl~elal thanks to allour Contributors and correspondents 
for their time end talents 
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Electricity now costs more than gas 
Mayors warn of exodus out 
of gas if increases okayed 
HUGE INCREASES in natural gas 
rates in northwestern B.C. must be 
rejected to avoid a mass exodus 
of homeowners from the use of 
gas, northern B•C. mayors told the 
B.C. Utilities Commission. 
Pacific Northern Gas wants the 
commission's approval for resi- 
dential increases totalling 42 per 
cent over the past five months. 
"We believe this increase is 
excessive and should not be 
granted," said Houston mayor 
Tom Euverman, who presented an 
1,800 signature petition from his 
residents opposing further in- 
creases .  
He told the commission four or 
five people a week are inquiring 
at his town's fire hall about re- 
turning to wood heat because of 
high hatural gas prices. 
"We want that fuel in our com- 
munities, but not at a price we 
can't afford," added Fort St. 
James mayor Jim Togyi. 
Telkwa mayor Sharon Hartwell 
told of how one elderly woman in 
her town received an $800 gas 
bill. 
"I truly don't know how these 
people are going to manage," she 
said. 
Besides rising prices, the 
mayors noted PNG layoffs to re- 
duce costs have removed service 
technicians based in towns such 
as Houston and Fort St. James. 
"After promoting the use of na- 
tural gas as a clean, efficient, 
safe; low-cost fuel, and luring the 
public to change to natural gas 
with government incentive grants, 
our citizens are now left with the 
worry of collossal costs and con- 
ceres of safety," Hartwell said. 
Missing from the hearings were 
presentations from any .City of 
Terrace representative. 
High prices forcing homeow- 
ners away from natural gas heat 
and industry out of the northwest 
threaten to further increase finan- 
cial pressure on PNG as it loses 
customers, warned Justin Rigsby, 
president of the Terrace Chamber 
of Commerce. 
'Imposing a.dditiona! cost;.in- 
e~'eas~s . hh I~(z'~ineS~e~:aiid t~biisu- 
n~ers .w1'il'promote a tfeatb- ~sp~ral 
that may not be averted, R~gsby 
said: 
"The cost to purchase gas will 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS: The northwest utility has been driven to the edge of insolvency by high 
gas prices, an economic downturn and too heavy a reliance on one big industrial customer, 
Gas 
! 
Testimony before the B.C. Utilities 
Commission shows natural gas 
provider Pacific Northern Gas is in 
crisis. And its customers are along 
for the ride. 
.1. 
A special report by Jeff Nagel 
become extremely prohibitive as where natural gas rates for heating 
PNG customers dwindle." will be significantly, above elec- 
the commission the gas company 
has yet to have a customer dis- 
connect hat it can attribute to 
high gas prices. 
He rejected suggestions home- 
ovcners are on the verge of switch- 
ing heating fuels in large numbers. 
And he predicted the price 
P/'qG has to pay for natural gas 
will go down. 
"We believe that beyond 18 to 
24 mouths, prices will be on the 
decline," Dyce said. 
"We think this is going to be a 
temporary situation and we will 
quickly get back to being compe- 
titive with electricity." 
Gathereole disagreed. 
"It's going to be I think two or 
three years before we see signif- 
icant easing of the price because 
it ,,will take that long to bring more 
supply on," he said. 
Gathercole also disputed 
PNG's premise that just because 
customers haven't disconnected it 
can expect to sell the same 
amount of natural gas as in the 
past. 
He said many people with mul- 
tiple heating sources, such as 
electric baseboard heaters or a 
wood stove, are using those more 
and turning down or turning off 
their gas furnace. 
A homeusingelectricitvwould trieity bills, which has never "That doesn't show that .  
~J~ ' d ~;  ,t '~t  1"  ' ' "~  t ' ,  ~' '~" ' ~ ; I , "  ~'" ;~ ' . "  " " "  . ' ~ " ''~ 'r~i , " ,  , ' , ' , ,  - ~ , , .  ~ '  ~ '~;  ~ i .~~ , a .$t,471 ;pet ettr; the-commls- hap~en.e.d, said Rich r Ga e~- ~tlJey ve lost the customer ba[ it 
sion heard, v/hile haf~r~l-g'ds cost§'"d~61e: xec'utive drrect0r of the ' foOt'they have, he said. ~ . . . . . . . . .  
'are now'approaclimg $1,900 per B.C. Pubhc Interes~ Advocacy As a result, he sa~d; PNG s 
year. Centre. forecast for gas consumption is 
"We've got a situation now PNG president Roy Dyce told overly optimistic. 
Chop into PNG's profits, advocate says 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS' regulated profit 
margin should be trimmed to ease the hit to 
natural gas customers, the B.C. Utilities Com- 
mission was told last week. 
The utility is regulated to allow a 10 per 
cent return on equity, noted Richard Gather- 
cole, executive director of the B.C. Public In- 
terest Advocacy Centre. 
"Maybe we're in a situation where the 
shareholders ought to contribute through at 
least a lower return or in some other way," 
Gathercole suggested• 
Pacific Northern Gas president Roy Dyce 
rejected that notion, saying the shareholders 
have already taken a "significant hit" to their 
investments in the company• 
Dyce said PNG already moved 
last year to suspend regular dividends 
- something highly unusual for a util- 
ity and unprecedented in PNG's 20- 
year history• 
And, he said, the 'price of the 
stock has nose-dived by more than 60 
per cent from last May. 
"Not only to lose the dividends 
but to lose 60 per cent of their in- 
vestment over that period of time, I 
would suggest o you they have al- 
ready paid dearly in this situation," 
Dyce responded. 
The elimination of dividends 
makes PNG less attractive as a normally divi- 
Richard 
Gathercole 
dead paying stock in the investment 
community. 
The utility is under great pressure be- 
cause of the shutdown since last sum- 
mer of Methanex Corp.'s Kitimat me- 
thanol plant. 
The plant is the largest single consu- 
mer of PNG's gas. 
PNG has already laid off 40 employ- 
ees, foregone stock dividends, and re- 
structured finances before seeking 
major rate increases, PNG officials 
said. 
"PNG acted swiftly to use all possible 
means to stabilize our financial situa- 
tion," Dyce said. 
Rates threaten to destroy 
=ndustry, E urocan warns 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS isn't 
the only northwest industry in a fi- 
nancial crisis, say officials with 
Eurocan Pulp and Paper in Kiti- 
mat. 
"Obviously PNG is facing a 
crisis situation and the solution 
they've proposed is to offload that 
problem onto ratepayers," Euro- 
con's Bill Legrow told the B.C. 
Utilities Commission last week. 
BUt he said ratepayers such as 
Eurocan are also at the precipice 
and could be driven over it by gas 
price increases. 
"We're here to ask the com- 
mission to put a stop to what we 
see as a first step in what could 
be a self-destructive process." 
The paper mill, a major Kit,- 
mat employer, last year threa- 
tened to shut down without major 
cost reductions, citing a long his- 
tory of losses over the past de- 
cade. 
Eurocan did achieve a $2 mil- 
lion profit in 2000, company offi- 
cials told the hearing, but is.pro- 
jecting a $14 million loss for 
2001. 
Legrow called on the commis- 
sion to reject d iego  s rate in- 
PNG enjoyed higher profits based 
on risk of relying on one customer 
Because the viability of the 
gas system depends on a small 
number of big industrial custo- 
mers, the commission heard, PNG 
has enjoyed a risk premium that 
guaranteed higher profits than 
comparable utilities. 
The utility, and its main owner, 
Westcoast Energy, has always 
known it could fail, 
Legrow noted parent company 
tern it decided to repay construe- 
tion costs over 50 years. 
That lias turned out to be much 
longer than the expected lifetime 
of Methanex here. 
"So what happens in October 
2002 when the main Methanex 
contract expires? What happens if 
Skeena [Cellulose] fails and that 
load goes away? What happens if 
a substantial number of residen- 
"The very event that was anticipated by that risk 
premium is happening and now they want the load 
to pick up the tab." 
Westcoast has benefitted for years 
from PNG's extra profits because 
of the risk. 
"The very event that was anti- 
cipated by that risk premium is 
happening and now they want the 
load to pick up'the tab," he said. 
The result is PNG's request for 
a 10 per cent transmission rate in- 
crease for all other customers In 
tials switch from gas to perhaps in 
this part of the world to wood 
fuels? What happens in October 
2003 when the second Methanex "
contract expires? And I could do 
scenarios for a while here, but 
that probably gets the point 
across." 
If PNG tries to recover costs 
each time it loses a' customer 
creases• : anticipation of lost revenue from from the remaining customer 
"PNG Was a high'risk venture Methanex. 
when it was built," Legrow said. 
and more users flee or go broke. 
"Every time the rate gets 
jacked higher somebody else is 
going to work harder to get off the 
line," he said. 
Legrow said higher natural gas 
costs have put "a tremendous 
amount of pressure on our 
operations." 
He said Eurocan is trying to re- 
duce natural gas use in favour of 
burning oil and wood waste as 
much as possible. 
Legrow said Eurocan will take 
the commission's decision on 
PNG's rates as a signal as to 
where gas costs will go over the 
next few years and govern itself 
accordingly. 
At stake is the potential clo- 
sure of the paper mill, said West 
Fraser vlee-president Lon Schroe- 
def. 
Eurocan's top executive told 
the commission he's even mini- 
mizing his use of natural gas at 
his Kittrnat home by using electri- 
cal heaters, 
"It's off, gas is off," Schroeder 
said. "We're using electricity," 
Eur0can employs 600 workers 
at its Kitimat paper mill. 
Around 40 of them commute to 
base, he suggested, the result will work from Terrace and Lakelse 
When PNG built the gas sys- be a "death spiral" as prices rise Lake, 
Th, 
I 
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Dismayed at alley plan 
Dear Sir: 
I read of the Terrace city council's plans to 
eliminate back lanes with great dismay. 
My house on Scott was built about 30 years ago, 
with access from the alley at the back as an 
important feature. The buildings, fruit trees, shrubs 
and garden beds are located with access from the 
alley in mind, and these game items are what 
persuaded me to purchase this particular house, 
Eliminating the alley will greatly reduce the utility 
of my land, and reduce its value far more than the 
additional few square feet will increase it. 
Is the Terrace council prepared to compensate me 
for this loss of utility? 
I could regain a portion of the convenience offered 
by having alley access by relocating fences and 
garden beds, but the costs will far outweigh the 
increase in value provided by the few extra square 
feet. 
The extra land is no bargain, either. The soil in the 
laneway consists of hardpacked clay and gravel, with 
such poor drainage that a hint of rain turns it into 
soup. Simply providing this area with sufficient 
drainage and improving the soil to the point where it 
would grow grass acceptably would cost more than it 
is worth - assuming I could get equipment in to do 
the work!. This is poor land, but a great alley. Let's 
leave it that way. 
Robert MacDonald, Terrace, B.C. 
Sacred airport land 
An open letter to: 
Mayor and Council 
When Mother Nature created the Terrace/Kitimat 
platean, she must have held a pilot's licence. In this 
vast region of Canada, where can be found a sight 
more conducive to flight? We hold the key. 
Time is on our side. Leaving the present buildings, 
over the next few years, clean off the surface from the 
Beam Station road to Highway 37, thus exposing the 
potential of this flat tableland• 
Reflect on the miracles ince the bush pilot. Try to 
imagine the advancement i .aircraft and spacecraft, 
the safety features, the many improvements in 
glidepaths ahead. Science will defeat our present 
enemy, the elements. Speed and space will be 
measured in seconds. Networks will play their part. 
We could become ahub, a world flight centre. 
Do not give up one square metre of this huge 
aircraft carrier. Develop and never lose sight of this 
priceless natural resource. Negotiate with Ottawa and 
Victoria now. Take up this challenge of the new 
century. Show the world and the universe who we are, 
what we are, and where we are. 
Gerald Duffus, Terrace, B.C. 
Stop vote buying 
Dear Sir: 
i'~iii~dt I ;tills l~tt~r ~to" tl~6se::whci~db~nOt - acct~p't~ he 
'theory that 'B,S. Baffles Brains'. This is the tactic.of 
Premier" Ujjal Dosanjh. The announcements by Mr. 
Dosanjh on a continuous basis must be dealt with in a 
serious manner. 
The many discrepancies and problems of the NDP 
which began with Glen Clark's tenure is the 
responsibility of all ministers at that time, including 
the financial fiasco of Elizabeth Cull and her so- 
called "balancing the budget" act. 
Would a financial officer of any organization 
survive such an absolute blatant misrepresentation? 
Even though she was not in the cabinet after the 
election, you are now paying her wages as she is now 
a hired hand in the premier's office. 
Regarding the fast ferry fiasco (the definition of 
fiasco is 'spectacular failure'), the NDP went outside 
of their ranks and found Gordon Wilson hoping he 
would be saviour of this multi-million dollar boon- 
doggle. 
There is the Bingo-gate and Glen Clark's 
encounter with the gambling group that forced his 
resignation. 
There are other serious problems which the NDP is 
trying to sweep under the rug. I feel that a good strong 
organization is necessary to deal with the inner 
sanctum of lhis NDP government. 
Let us not allow the premier to use our tax money 
to buy our votes in the upcoming election. B.C. 
Andy Nabess, Terrace, 
Dear S tmply" irresponsible - 
Young people have never in previous times had 
access and information on pregnancy, disease, drugs 
etc. and yet they choose in ever increasing numbers 
to ignore vital and explicit facts for their future 
quality of life• 
Who has not seen or heard of the flirtation with 
drugs. De.spite being saturated with this knowledge 
people expose themselves in ever increasing 
numbers, then have the nerve to .impose their 
irresponsible selves on others. 
So-tltled parents that create but then abuse, 
abandon, and expect others to raise and care for their 
children are irresponsible and seem to be taken for 
granted in this age of degeneracy. 
Then we have those characters that will push their 
luck seemingly ignoring all reasonable caution, 
smashing their bones getting buried, ignoring any 
posted rules or signs or the basic law of gravity 
expecting o~hers to be tearing to their aid. 
What has become of the super quality of self 
responsibility? Surely a radical rearrangement of our 
education system is a screaming imperative, a system 
that will strive to instill basic responsibility first, then 
math, college, careers. Maybe• 
D.L. Bulleld, Terrace, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C, V8G 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail 
us at standard@kermode.net. No attachments, 
please. We need your name, address and 
phone number for verification. Our deadline is 
noon Friday or noon Thursday if it's a long 
weekend. 
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Dear Sir: 
going to be homeless at 
Gas price forcing 
wr i te r  out  of  house  
I I I 
Thanks to PNG I'm CORRESPONDENC£ FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag the end of April. I am find- ing it impossible to cope 
with the escalating as in- 
creases, and find it even 
more difficult to compre- 
hend that this insanity has 
been allowed to continue 
for as long as it has. 
And they are still going 
for another increase at the 
end of April. 
Mahatma Gandhi  
(18969-1948) was once 
quoted as saying, "There 
is enough for everyone's: 
need, there isn't enough 
for everyone's greed." 
Clearly this is nothing 
more than a blatant cash 
grab and should most defi- 
nitely be nipped in the 
bud. 
When people are liter- 
ally being forced out of" 
their dwellings because 
they can no longer afford 
exorbitant, escalating as 
hikes, there is something 
drastically wrong with the 
program. 
When I first moved into 
this house 15 months ago, 
I went on the budget bil- 
ling plan. The amount was 
$95. In February 2001, I 
received a bill for $128.36. 
The other day I received 
another bill for $190.86 
payable by today. And 
they want to increase it 
again at the end of April. 
My rent is $650 a 
month, my income is $510 
a month. Obviously I am 
constantly faced with the 
challenge of finding 
responsible people to help 
with the rent and sharing 
of the utilities. 
• I have managed to do 
this for the past 15 months, 
but due to gas increases 
this will no longer be pos- 
sible because other people 
on assistance can't afford 
to pay the increases either. 
In the past year, the meter 
has been read once, and 
that was in November 
2000. 
The chap said he would 
be back around January 
15, 2001 to read it again. 
That never happened. So 
now they don't even take 
an accurate reading from 
the meter. They just gues- 
stimate and I'm being 
charged for something I'm 
not using. 
I was listening to a 
caller on the radio the 
other morning and they 
said they had turned the 
heat down to practically 
nothing, choosing to wear 
layers of clothing instead, 
and the bill was still $200. 
Why can't we vote? 
Dear Sir: 
In light of the up and coming provincial election I'd 
like to pose a question, why is it that teenagers do not 
get to vote7 
The decisions made in government affect us just as 
much as they do any adult. Politicians run our schools 
and make decisions that affect us but we don't get a say. 
The way I see it, that is discrimination. Canada is 
supposed to be a democratic nation but youths are dis- 
criminated against and told we can't vote because of 
our age. I suppose one reason might be because some of 
us just aren't mature enough, the problem is so many of 
us are. . .-+ - 
Youths face so ]nUch:discriminaiion because some of 
us are irresponsible~and immature biit not all of us. 
I am insulted at the way we are portrayed in the 
media, just last week I was reading a letter in this paper 
about he drug free zones and I got the feeling that the 
author felt all young people are a bunch of chain-smok- 
ing drug dealers. 
When N¢11i¢ McCiung fought for the woman's right to 
vote she noticed that according to the BNA Act that 
"No woman, idiot, lunatic or criminal shall vote" but I 
guess ince minors can't vote we get stuck in that group. 
I would like to conclude with the definition of demo- 
cracy according to Funk and IVagnalls. "Democracy - A 
form of government in which political power resides in 
all the people and is exercised by them directly or is 
given to elected representatives." 
Political power resides in all the people. I guess that 
means Canada isn't all that democratic after all. 
Megan Glover, Terrace B.C. 
Unbearable column 
Dear Sir: 
With more than 10,000 people in Terrace, can we not 
find more talented writers than Charlynn Toews? Her 
column on Feb. 28, was really pathetic. With all the in- 
teresting things going on around Terrace and the beauti- 
ful scenery in this area, do we need to use up space on 
The Terrace Standard with bears defecating in the 
woods? 
John A Saunders, Terrace, B,C. 
MARCH SPECIALS 
For The Month Of March, Enjoy! 
3 Io r  your  | I lli| ..... 
What's wrong with this ~n T i re  2001 ......... 
picture, people and when ~.: . . . . .  
is rational thinking going Catalogue [ l 1 
to prevail? At any rate I + 
would appreciate any and delivered + 
all feedback from anyone week. "  ~ ...... 
who is in the same situa. • . . . . . . . . .  
tion and can be reached at 
615-4724, please leave Garden Center"  .... • . . . . . . . . . . .  + message. "++'+' ~ i M. Logan, '~_~" 'J~6" . . . .  : z  • ,,:: '.'i 
Terrace, B.C. +" 
, I  - ~'.÷~?,, + ,+, ,c , , ,  ' t~ ~ .+: : . ,  -+ : :  . v  ~f~ ' (+ 
#63. How many loads perweek do you run 
~ih: your clothes dryer? 
#5.How much insulation do you have in 
your attic or ceiling? 
#11.Approximately in what year was your main 
heating system installed? 
+ . 
: '  i-~i #16iDoyou have a programmable 
.reak,-s,I 1 ++~:~w+~]l~. Hoteake Combo - Two hotcakes, 
~ ~  two eggs, two bacon, served with 
choice of coffee or tea 
l 
,+uoo,, "-° + i . Montreal Sirloin Melt - Sirloin steak ~1~.~.  t 
sauteed with fresh mushrooms and [ -~11 ~ , -.+ 
onions, seasoned to perfection with +~.Wt .  it 
Montreal steak spice and smothered in ~ ,  ' . .dK~ 
melted swiss cheese, served on a~~m~r~ m ~  a N S W e  g q u a  0 S [<e t h  
ram+, , ,+ ,  -+- ,  nn sti n Ii ese 
P+soarg°ta ° Fresh mushr°°ms tuffed with escar" 4~ / f [~  CaN h .  p . y  U s a v e  ? e ~  gets and baked in garlic butter and mozza Z • 
cheese,,0rvedwithgrilledgarllcpita. 41~D I e.I. o mo 
Steak +,rid Mushroom Neptune - a 6 oz. sirloin t. 
done the way you like it, accompanied by mush-' IV Introducing h.e,l,p.-the Home Energy Learning Progr~ r, a new Powe rt'  " 'afve t~om room neptune, served with pasta ~ ~J 
Caesar sslad, and ~| led garlic pi~t. ~ml~l lP  I ~ ~ r . ¢ ~  des+gned to help you reduce your energy costs, h.e.l.p, i d~LS with the ,e El~el~y Pt~ ~[e!, 
_ -t~m~').~.~_..W~tl~ [ 3esser" | ~ mh~l~r~+<"m i~,~ ' ' - . ,~ '~~ questionnaire +so available in,hard copy) that will produ +a customize )file outlining ene, 
,~k ~.~l~. /? Strawberry Shortcake - ~ ~ ~ ~  ) opportunities in your home. It II show you how even the smallest things 
"~~~'~4J l~  cakeOUr fresh baked molar, wh l te . l s  layered with whipped ~ I ~ ~  around yoor: house can rnake a big differelqce to your bill and the BC ~udr  0 
of the same and ~ ~ i ~+tj¢lt~-.~,~l,~l~,.~+~l~ 
i~ finished with scrumptious ~ fl 
l- 1 
| COUNTRY.I[Dij Dij ,he~ilytegether! i Get h.e,I. 
4702 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-630'~ ' 
• . . . .  
I tr cing . .l. .-the  r y L r i  r ram,  r Smart initiative fro  B( 
igned   , , starts  Home nergy rofil , an 
stion aire (also  hard ce a d profile r~ 
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School district tucks 635 TIPS 
away m e g a b u c ks • 
. . . . . .  , . . . .  , ii 
says union president 
THE COAST Mountains 
School District is sitting 
on hundreds of thousands 
of dollars in unspent 
money that's supposed to 
pay for textbooks and .tea- 
chefs training, the Terrace 
District Teachers' Union 
president says. 
"This district has over 
$500,~00 for learning ac- 
quisitions and teachers are 
wondering when they're 
going to get the materials 
they need to teach their 
kids," Frank Rowe told 
The Terrace Standard last 
week. 
His comments follow 
ones he made to school 
board trustees in which he 
said he's not satisfied with 
an administrative report 
into how two trust funds - 
the district's curriculum 
__  implementation and train- 
ing fund, and the district's 
learning resource fund - 
are being spent. 
"Where is that money 
is the basic question I 
think the board needed to 
have answered," Rowe 
said. 
Assistant superintendent 
Sharon Be,die told 
trustees a report on the 
district's learning resource 
fund can't be made until 
the budget is finalized. 
Her March 7 report on 
the district's curriculum 
implementation and train- 
ing fund shows $90,716 
has not been spent, includ- 
ing a $45,456 surplus. 
"That's just simply not 
true," Rowe said. 
According to Rowe's 
own figures, determined 
using the district's audited 
financial statements and 
information provided to the 
budget advisory committee 
by secretary-treasxirer Ma - 
cel: Georges, the imple-  
mentation and training sur- 
plus is much higher 
"There's a quarter of a 
mz.'!lign available, counting 
.the surplus from last year 
and this year's grant." 
Money from the imple- 
mentation and training 
fund is used, among other 
things, to assist specialist 
teachers who work with 
special needs students, he 
said. 
As well, Rowe insists 
the district has in excess 
of $'700,000 to spend on 
learning resources - items 
like textbooks, film strips, 
videos and even computer 
equipment and software. 
• Meanwhile, some tea- 
chers are sharing textbooks 
and course materials 
among classes, Rowe said. 
He learned last week of 
two Grade 7 classes that 
share 15 copies of course 
material, forcing the tea- 
chers to offer classes at 
different imes. 
"Fifteen copies is not 
even enough for one 
class," he said. "That's 
nuts when the district is 
sitting on hundreds of 
thousands of dollars," 
Rowe also said admin- 
istrators are deciding how 
these funds are used be- 
cause the board of  trustees 
no longer approves how 
the money is allocated or 
:spent, Rowe said. 
"They've cut the tea- 
chers and school-based ad- 
ministrators out of the 
• . . . .  
Frank Rowe 
planning process for  those 
funds," he said. "There's a 
huge need for materials in 
the schools and that need 
can't be met if the disbur- 
sement of the funds isn't 
clear and the access proto- 
cols aren't clear, and 
they're not." 
He urged the school 
board to insist on a more 
accurate report on the two 
trust funds. 
"Teachers in this dis- 
trict do not have sufficient 
resources to do their jobs," 
he said. "I think it's im- 
perative the board ask for 
a full report on both the 
funds and develop revised 
protocols of distribution 
and access." 
The board referred 
Rowe's presentation to ad- 
ministration for a response. 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
~ D  EXPRESS SERVICE " 
S,ewort ,o 
I ~ m t s  in be~een. Pick- 
l ~ ' n  Terrace, C.O.D. and 
_courier service. ' . 
" P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
"" Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
i l  Terrace Depol: 635-7676 
ii 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, SmOthers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
, -  Terrace. B.C. VeG lX7 
l^ ~.- , ,~  Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-21_60 
~..~.4mmdelio~ " 24 hour pager 
n 
Dr. P. A. Okimi 
General Dentist, Or~odontics, T~ 
New patient,, welcome. 
, .',~ 
i...~ffice Hours 
~Mon. Thurs 8:00 a,m,- 4:30 p,m, 
200-4619 Park Ave 
Terrace, B,C, V8G 1V5 
(250) 635-7611 I 
,~'~ 
How do you make Canada's most powerful lineup of trucks even more 
appealing? With the most powerful, Dodge different deals of the year, including 
great No Charge Options• So head on down to Canada's Truck Stop• 
, ' , i  ~ i *-.' ;" ~ 
LEASE FOR 
Plus $3,869 downpayment 
or equivalent rade and 
$400 security deposit. 
$810 freight included. 
2001 Dodge Dakota Club Cab Sport 4x4 
"The  #1 se l l ing  p ickup  in  i ts  c lass . "  
246 Package includes: • 3,9L Magnum. V6 ff5hp engine • 4-Speed automatic tfansmission 
• Air conditioning ° Speed control • Tilt steedng • Heavy duty shock absorbers •15" A}uminum wheels 
• Floor mats • Next-Generation dual air bags • Complimentary tank of fu# 
• 5yr/lOO,OOOkm*pnwertrsin coverage plus 5yr/lOO,OOOkm*roadside assistance 
LEASE FOR 
Plus $3,709 downpayment 
or equivalent trade and 
$475 security deposit, 
$985 freight included. 
2001 Dodge Ram Quad Cab ST 4x4 "Off-Road" 
"P ickup  that  broke the ru les  w i th  b ig r ig s ty l ing  and four  doors."  
24A Package includes', • 52L Magnum. VO 230hp engine • 4-Speed automatic transmission • Air conditioning 
• Speed control • AIWFM stereo cassette - Tilt steering • Front stabilizer bar • Fog lamps 
. Next-Generation dual air bags with passenger on/off switch • Heavy duty shock absorbers •Anti-spin differential 
• On/off road tires • Tow books • Skid plate-fuel tank, transfer case • Oversized 17" aluminum dins 
I f i e  • Complimentar tank of fuel 5 yrl1OO,OOOkm powertro[n coverage plus 5 yr/lOO,OOOkm' roadside assistance . 
28o  ° 28o ° f , • purchase financing up to 48 months on all 2001 1 Dodge Durango models. 
2001 Dodge Durango Sport 4x4 
, ~| ,,  
Carguids  s 2001 Best Buy Awardo 
26B P.ackage includeD: • 4.7L Magnum, V8 235hp engine • Next-Generation multi-speed automatic transmission 
Air conditioning • Speed control • Tilt steering • Keyless remote ntry. Power locks/windows/mirrors 
~a$l Jd . .  
IV IDEND NOTICE  
TICE is hereby given 
the Board of Directors 
~acINo Norlhern Gas Ltd. 
declared the following 
Idends on the issued 
outstanding shares of 
Corporation: 
ASS A and CLASS B 
MMON SHARES: No 
darly dividend to be paid, 
By' Order of the Board 
David G. Unruh 
Secretary 
VanCouver, B C, 
February 28, ~001 
• Next-Generation dual air begs • 3rd Row seating • Front & rear floor mats. Rear windghiefd wiper 
• AM/FM stereo cassette •Heavy duty suspension • 15" Aluminum wheels • Complimentary tank of furl" 
f • I 5yrllOO,OOOkm powertrain coveroge plus 5yrllOO,OOOkm roadside assistance 
Oo~e cuHoraera reldlhe fine pr|~: t, t t This Is a limil~ lime offex which may not be corflhln~ wtlh any olher OTTers except [of Grad Re'gate and apply to relail delivene~ for ~rsonal use only on all new In-slock 200] vehicles. Dealer may sell/Irase fo¢ ress. Dearer uder/Irade may be 
~KA[  lU~i  24A~+C~+~+AR.T~$~co~b~igati~:$~6~43~Da~a;$j8`5]2Ram.~,easeh~ancei~exe~ra~esare:L3%Dak~a~5~3%~am~me~res~re~imi~6]~.~haqe~f$~]5~mf~re~cosski~etres~Leasesin~defr~h~a~exdude~cenco~nsura~ce`tazesaM 
~ ~  reEI$~ratI~1beseued~sedend~eacos~ilh~buybackrequiremen~s.f|2~8%purcha~nnandn~upt~a4~.~th~erm~an2~e~ang~4x4m~e]s.~e:$35~/~@2~8~4~m~th~m;m~1hIypaym~$7r~6]~88L~4~C~st~tberr~IniIs 
~- '~ ~,;  ~,2,0~3,35,'e,2,328,40. ToBI obll[ttton ts $3r,oar,35/$42,328.40, ri~:[r~[ includes fie,hi, tases =~d exc[~es tice~e,gegist~gio~, and t~su~e~e. I~ese are stmpte col¢~la~i~ o~y 0 Carl,Ida's 2001 "e~st O~ ~a;d tn Spods ~Jhlit), ca|eg~, ° ~aduafe Rebate ap#es as tollows. 
i ~ L .  'tea 'V 'vv ' '  ~a  *-  $500 cash afl~w'~, on leas~ vehicles, $150 ~sh allowance on Neon purchase, $10~ cash allowance on !0urchase of whlcle e~cludlns ch~ysre~ Neon. Offer applies to all vehrcles excluding Oodie V~pex and Chrtslet Pro~er. Some conditions apofy See nee e for complete deta~lt end 
vl ,  lpp ' r lu I )o  con~lliont, f Whlchwecome! flrlL ,~ne coedilieea pply.See be£ex fotdetails, [Cexnphmentar/tankof uel wflhlhe purcha, or lease of I[I neelnei[~le~hqslexvehides.®Jeepind Is! Visit us at  www dai  ' ' l . - - , 'h - , , . ' '^• - -
le l lUl~ tvadt mzfl~ of O~imh~l',~pl~ C~po;at~ used undtl Ilcen~ t~ Osiml~hrplex Canada inc, Otln~exOh~lef Clnada In~. Is a wholly ~nd s,t)~idtart d Oalrnl~Chrplex C~atlco, . s n . ' ; ;  e~,, s .  y a t~ ht,,¢ll 
;HR¥SLER 
Jeep  
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LOCAL developing company, Rossco Ventures, has started clearing the way 
for a new access to the Terrace Mountain trail at the end of Munthe St. on the 
bench. A neighbourhood meeting regarding the developer's proposed develop- 
ment in that area is slated for the end of the month. 
ii 
Large road contract 
to widen highway 
into Nass to be let 
THE MOST difficult portion of a seven- 
year, $41 million plan to improve the 
highway into and in the Nass Valley is to 
start his spring. 
Highways ministry officials this week 
are to grant a two and a half year contract 
to widen the Nass Highway as it runs be- 
side Lava Lake. 
With all costs figured in, this particu- 
lar project should cost about $7 million, 
says highways ministry official Dave St. 
Thomas. 
The project requires blasting rock and 
filling in portions of the lake for a suit- 
able road bed, said St. Thomas. 
Right now the route is very narrow 
and, at the south end of the lake, subject 
to flooding during high water times. 
"It's 10.72kin of total reconstruction," 
said St. Thomas. "It begins at the south 
end of Lava Lake and extends up to the 
north, by the [lava bed] park." 
"We have 220,000 cubic metres of 
rock to move," he said of the plan to 
The plan is to close the road comple- 
tely between 7 p.m. to 4 a.rn. on Mon- 
days, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thurs- 
days during peak construction times. 
There will also be 20-minute closures 
during the day. 
All told, blasting and roadbed building 
will take about wo years of the two and a 
half year project. 
Also taking place this year is paving of 
the 4.6kin stretch from Sand Lake north to 
Lava Lake. 
The roadbed was finished last year and 
contractors wanted to give it a year to 
settle before paving, said St. Thomas. 
Design work will continue to fix up an- 
other piece of the Nisga'a Highway, from 
the W.D. McKay Bridge into Greenville. 
The $41 million program was an- 
nounced in 1999 and is being paid for by 
the B.C. Transportation Finance Author- 
ity, a government agency which borrows 
money for large capital highways pro- 
jeets. 
widen the road. It also involves new bridges, measuies 
That'll.,require:iekteiiSi~/e.blastifigiien, to protect fish~ilhabitaii~:~eetions:of the :  
ough so' that there :will have to be A'oad-Nxsga!a l-hgEway as~ff wm~ts:,:along the~ 
closures during some: phaSes of the pro' Nass River a(e also'being'raised to avoid 
ject, said St. Thomas. flooding problems. 
Share your Canada with the world! 
Are you interested in other cuttur~ and wortdng with 
teanage~? EF Founc~ation for Foreign Study is currently 
IookJng for volunteer Exchange Coordinatom who would 
love to work with local high schools, host families and 
exchange students from 26 different countries, Join a 
nattbnal and International team of volunteers, Expenses 
are re~mburced and training Is provided. 
EF High School ~ is #so currently Iooldng for Outbound 
Leaders to recru# Cat.allan students to participat e in our 
high school year exchange program. Incentives apply and 
expenses are re/rnburced. For more Information call: 
. I  
ffff ltff_ Foundation for 1-800-263.2825 
i l~r,.,... Foreign Study ~" ~. r  ~ m,m.,e.~,m 
Team Captains 
There will be a meeting of tean~ captains 
for this years relay for a friend. 
Wednesday,  March 14, 2001 
8:00 p.m.  • Room 334 
Coast  Inn of  tee West  
46Z0 Lakelse Avenue,  Terrace 
For more information, phone 
ILynda Fagan 635-9276 
'~ J~ Canadian So¢i6t~ 
Cancer canadienne 
~e ~ Society du cancer 
HEY... 
do your 
boots 
look 
hke 
this? 
March 14-28 ,  2001 
All Boots 
lO -4o Of f  
I 
|1 i i '1 ~1 i ' i i i 
Reduce the health risks associated : I] 
with excess weight. Live better ,d  I 
and longer ...lighter. "~*'~® I 
National Leader 
Ron Gray 
CHRISTIA~ PARTI DE 
HERITAGE .'HERITAGE 
PARTY ~ CHRETIEN 
/ - 
COMMUNIQUE 
Heritage Place 155 Queen Street, Suite 200 Ottawa, ON K1P6L1 
Ph (613)788-3716 Fax (819)669-6498 Email: edchp@netcorn.ca Website: www.chp.ca 
This Communiqu6 may be copied 
i '  
The Only Way to a Sound Economy 
Not long ago, I quoted Dr. Laura Schlessinger, 
who had written, "It's the morality, stupid!", her 
take-off'on the 1992 Clinton campaign slogan, 
"It's the economy, stupid!" 
Let me expand on that. Because a lot of people -
including the Canadian Alliance - make the 
mistake of thinking that moral issues are 
somehow peripheral, or merely subjective, and 
that we should instead concentrate on sound 
economies. 
drink too much, abuse drugs and sleep around: 
moral issues. And then we expect others to pay 
for the consequences of abusing our bodies: 
covetousness. Another moral issue. 
The reasons crime threatens our homes, streets, 
playgrounds and school yards is that we have 
adopted a "therapeutic" view of evil: we call it 
"sickness" instead of sin, and instead of 
punishing it, we pity it. That's lying to ourselves. 
And dishonesty is a moral issue. We're also 
They're wrong. Not just a little bit off-base, but corrupting justice: another moral issue; And the 
DEAD ~RONG,Here's why . . . . . .  astonishing increase in serious crime (rapes - up 
" : "~ : " ' (  ~ " 4 " '  " "  ~ !~: : ~': " ? " " : : '  " . . ~i:~:,~]~.~,;r,~,~.~.~:,.,  :i~'~~ ~!~e;~:~.v,~i~e~, " i~,~ m.ore'~an,4~5~! m 40 years, murders - more 
-A decade ago, hlstonan Gertrude Hlmmelfafb enod Is lar el because ;"-, ..... , : . . . .  :~ than tripled in the same p " ):" g y 
wrote (in the respected business magazine, we protect the "right" of people to feed their 
Forbes) that sound morality is the very 
foundation of a sound economy. We cannot hope 
to have a good economy if we neglect the 
nation's morals. A free-running, productive 
economy absolutely depends upon trust; and trust 
depends upon shared moral principles like 
honesty, integrity, diligence and responsibility. 
Moral issues. 
The reason Canada's dollar is dragging in the 
sewer is because we have deeply indebted future 
generations, which is really spending other 
people's money: it's theft. And that's a moral 
issue. 
The reason our health-care system is 
overburdened is that Canadians smoke too much, 
minds pornographic swill: lust. And we defend 
the right of deviants to celebrate their "pride" in 
perversions. More moral issues. 
Is Canada's productivity down? One reason 
people are less willing to work for what they 
want is that our governments stimulate the desire 
to have "something for nothing" through 
gambling - lotteries that rob the poor, and 
casinos that rob the middle-class. It's avarice: 
another moral issue. 
A sound economy is important, all right. But if 
we want a prosperous economy, we've got to get 
the moral foundation right - FIRST. Closing our 
eyes to that hard reality will never make it go 
away. 
...... i!: %/i 
% to know more 
about government services 
9 - -  r you  
v:~ ,v 
' , /  [ 
• Looking for a new job 
• Starting your own business 
• Getting access to the Internet 
• Taking parental leave 
• Planning your retirement :'::: 
• Making your home : (:  
energy efficient 
Learn more about the hundreds of services available. Call us and 
 ,en, in  . on ourWe .i,e Oro  
Service Canada Access Centre nearest you. ,~ : 
[ ' (  
 ad'/i 
1 He's back 
FORMER ALLIANCE MP Mike Scott may be gone, but he's not entirely for- 
gotten as this slightly altered sign on Hwy37 leading to the airport shows, The 
sign had been covered up by a new one for current Skeena Alliance MP Andy 
Burton but somebody evidently thought hey'd take a peek underneath to see 
what was there, 
Terrace man drowns 
after vehicle goes 
off road into the river 
A TERRACE man is dead 
after his vehicle went off 
Highway 16 west of Kit- 
wanga and plunged into 
the icy Skeena River. 
The body of Lino Flor- 
iano Osorio, 20, was reco- 
vered from the river on the 
afternoon of March 6, 
three days after his vehicle 
was found submerged in 
the water. 
Just before 6 a.m. on 
March 3, a passing motor- 
ist from Terrace saw tire 
tracks leading off the road 
over the embankment, say 
RCMP. 
When looking over the 
edge Of the embankment 
that person saw the lights ..... 
of a vehic!e s h.injng~up:.u;~ 
thro,ugh the~ ice~,qn the~riyer. ~.~, 
twenty to thirty fce't be!ow' " 
the road, say police. 
A diver from the Ter- 
race Water Search and 
Rescue Team located 
Osorio's brown Ford Ran- 
ger shortly thereafter but 
found no sign of the Ter- 
race man. 
An extensive search 
using a police dog unit and 
helicopter was used to 
search for Osoric, 
The man's body was 
retrieved from the water 
three days after the vehi- 
cle was spotted, approx- 
imately 30 feet from the 
scene of the accident, said 
Cpl. Terry Johnson of the 
New Hazelton RCMP de- 
tachment. 
An RCMP traffic acci- 
dent specialist has deter- 
mined that the vehicle was 
travelling at least at the 
posted speed limit, said 
Johnson. 
Contributing factors in- 
clude icy road conditions 
and a curve at that point in 
the road. 
Thank You 
These ads have be0n funded by Fisheries Renewal 
BC through Terrace and Kitimat Partners for 
Salmonids to communicate oour community where 
dollars have been spent in our watersheds and what 
these dollars have accomplished. 
The author of"Notes From the Watershed" - Rena 
Gibson Protzner would like to thank the following 
people for their input to the ads and to recognize 
them for their personal efforts in restoring and 
benefiting our local fish populations', 
Cec i l i a  Batage l j  - 
Northwest  S tewardsh ip  Soc ie ty ,  
Debra  S tokes  - 
Depar tment  o f  F i sher ies  and  Oceans ,  
Lars  Reese-Hansen -
K i t sumka lum Band Counc i l  
Ly le  Bo l ton  - 
K i t sumka lum Band Counc i l  
Renee  Mika lo f f -  
Ha is la  F isher ies  Commiss ion ,  
Rob  D iermai r  - 
Nor thwest  S tewardsh ip  Soc ie ty  
Rob  He ibe in  - 
Depar tment  of  F i sher ies  and  Oceans ,  
Rod  L ink  - 
Ter race  Standard  
S imon Thompson - 
Nor thwest  Communi ty  Co l lege ,  
S teve  Jenn ings  - 
S tee lhead Soc ie ty  of  BC 
Tr i sh  Nuyten  • 
Nor thwest  Communi ty  Co l lege  
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RADELET & COMPANY ~arri,~ers & Solicitors 
Tax Law • Trusts;' Corporate & Commercial 
1333 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B,C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-087B Fax' 604-689-1386 
NOTES 
Beaver/Coho Study 
Many local people believe that the Kitimat River 
watershed has more beavers and beaver dams than 
would naturally be present as a result of extensive 
logging, Two tributaries ofthe Kitimat River, 
McNeill Creek and P~oose Creek, were the subjects 
of a study undertaken by the Haisla Fisheries 
Commission to determine if adult coho spawners, 
migrating upstream, were encountering barriers of 
beaver dams and collapsed bridges and were unable 
to reach their spawning rounds. 
Each creek was assessed on foot, from the mouth 
upstream. Possible barriers to coho migration were 
documented and mapped. Adult coho spawners 
were also counted and their distribution mapped. 
MeNeill Creek was found to have only one possible 
barrier to fish migration at low water [a collapsed 
bridge) and only one recent beaver activity along 
the shore. Goose Creek was found to have six 
possible barriers (beaver dams) that were large 
enough to obstruct fish passage during low water 
levels and recent beaver activity was noted along 
the banks, but not in the stream. 
This Fisheries Renewal BC funded project has 
determined that coho spawners were found 
upstream ofthe possible barriers, but only after 
significant rainfall (74 - 84 ram). It is suspected 
that most of the adult echo were able to cross the 
possible barriers during the high water event. Also 
noted was the decline of beaver presence on both 
creeks. This could be due to predators - black 
bears, wolves or wolverines, or the beavers could 
have left in search of more suitable forage. 
By documenting the possible barriers to echo 
migration, the Haisla Fisheries Commission is 
hopeful that funding will be available to monitor 
these potential barriers on an annual basis. Should 
they impede coho migration i  the future, the 
beaver dams may require breaching, or structures 
such as ladders or planks may have to be used to 
facilitate cho migration past these barriers. 
P 
Alaskan 
chip use 
opposed 
THE PROVINCE may ex- 
plore whether it can re- 
strict shipments of Alaskan 
pulp chips into B:C. to aid 
loggers here, says Skeena 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht. 
"A laska  is essentially 
dumping pulp Chips in B.C. 
because they  don't have 
any pulp mills in Alaska," 
he said. 
:Giesbrecht said the 
cheap-Alaskan chips are 
bought by Vancouver Is- 
land 'pu lp .  mills, which 
might instead buy chips 
from northwestern B.C. if 
there was a way to restrict imports. 
He said he's discussed 
the idea with forests mini- 
ster. . Gordon Wilson, but 
added ~it needs more re- 
Search. 
Wektcked around why 
it :wasn't possible for mills 
down. on the island to use 
northwest pu lp  chips 
instead," he said. 
:. He  said the issue may 
well become tied in with 
the dispute over Canadian 
softwood lumber exports to 
they,. 
i i !qt S one of these things 
whbrc, you questmn whe- 
" D thor we have free trade, 
: Oiesbrecht said, "B.C. 
ma't  freely ship lumber 
into the United States, yet 
Alaska can dump chips 
intmB,C.  I t  begs some 
questions as to what's hap- 
peking." 
:New markets for north- 
west pulp would be valu- 
able to the region, because 
of :the high proportion of 
pulp content in forests 
he re, he said. 
Th~ War Amps 
EVER A G A I N !  
Video Series 
"lfl • Wav~ everyone suffers,,, 
We mull n41wr III it 
. happen tg•|A," 
T• Mme ~ IIt~l~ vtgtt ~ Weet l~t st 
=. vw~.wammps.cs 
|a, , 1~00.250-3030. 
( • , i ) " " ' • " /~*"~-~'~"~" ..... ~i I • . ! i :=- ) i  
!::!:i:i :: - . . . . .  
m 
m 
u = :; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - ............ ,:,,:,-=: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,,, - : ,  ' .: .: . -- i:.;i 
. . , . •  
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WISE BUYERS READ THE LEGAL COPY: 'Lease a new 2001 F-150 XLT SuperCeb 4~.4 .61. V8 with cute t ro tsky ,  a~ t~.  ti~, limit~l'~p ~ '  axe, mo~y ~e~ of $459 b~ On a 3~ mo~h lease Iron Fc,~J Cre~i~ lo q~,ISed reta~llessees, onapproved credit. Son'e cond~tlor~ epW and e m11e,age 
mstddion of 08,000 k~n over ~ months apply, an additional c/~rge of $0.08 pet km over 08,000 km o~r 3 yeats plus applicable taxes, apply. $2,999 downp~jme~l or equlvaio~ trade, fif~t rnonlh's payme~ required. Secu~y deposit waived, Total ioeso obligation of $I 9,883, residual of $18,410, plus aDpl~ble ~x~. 
Offer Incl~es ~' t .~Ight (~f,O90) end excludes license nd insurance. **Lease lhe eccessory pacl~je; hood protector (~65Z-16C 900-AA), bedHr~'/taligate Nner (F75Z-9908038-.Be), nJon~:j boards (blFk) (XL3Z-16450-CAA ~I-~ (XL3Z-1645(]-CAB [RH~, monthly p~yrnent of $1Z b~ed on s 36 month fosse fmffl 
FonJ CredA to quaked retail tessee~, on approved c~dit. Dealer may lease for less. Limited lime offer, Financing not ovallable with any other Offer. Some concrrllons epply. Offer may change wlthod n~ca, Dealer may not have vehicle in stock. Allow 8.1 0 weeks delivery on fa~toi7 orders, See dealer f~ detall~. • - 
• /! . 
FORD Fax (250) 635 2783 Toll Fr'ee l .800 4631128 
o 
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Medical Briefs 
Savings on food 
THE TERRACE Area Health Council's switch to a 
new food preparation system in which meals are 
prepared ahead of time and kept hot or chilled 
until ready for serving appears to be paying off. 
Of the $920,311 budgeted for the fiscal year up 
until Feb. 1, $882,367 was spent for a savings of 
$37,944. 
The switch to the "cook chill" system involved 
new facilities at Mills Memorial Hospital and re- 
placed the majority of the food preparation ser- 
vices at Terraceview Lodge. 
Wages underspent 
NURSING SHORTAGES at Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal continue to show up in the plus side of its 
wages budget. 
As of Feb. 1, Mills Memorial was operating 
$366,634 in the black with the great majority of 
that due to budgeting for a full complement of 
nurses. But Mills, as is the case with other hospi- 
tals in the province, continues to suffer from not 
having enough nurses to staff its requirements. 
While the Terrace Area Health Council isn't 
using its nurses' wage budget o its maximum, it is 
facing higher natural gas prices. The invoice for 
January was almost $28,0000 just for the hospital, 
approximately $16,000 over original estimates. 
Still short of nurses 
FINDING ENOUGH nurses for Mills Memorial 
Hospital remains a difficult issue. 
As of March 1, the hospital had 14.5 vacant po- 
sitions and had eight filled eight of those with tem- 
porary placements, ays nursing director Marg Pc- 
trick. 
In intensive care, for instance, there no replace- 
ments have been found for 1.5 permanent, full time 
critical care float positions and a temporary full 
time position is only being filled when somebody 
is available. 
"I wouldn't say it's getting worse, but it is not 
getting any better," said Petrick. 
She's beginning to worry that there might not be 
enough registered nurses on hand over  the summer 
to allow for holidays. 
One avenue Petrick is exploring is bringing in 
four Bachelor of Science nursing students from the 
University of Northern B.C. in Prince George for 
Psych unit 
plan approved 
LONG-PLANNED and long awaited renovations to the 
10-bed regional psychiatric unit at Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital will now go ahead, 
The project has been stalled since last year because 
bids for the project came in at $200,000 over the 
$427,000 originally allocated. 
Terrace Area Health Council chief executive officer 
Dieter Kuntz says the health ministry and the regional 
hospital financing authority, which put up the original 
$427,000, will share the additional cost. 
News of the cost sharing agreement is welcome news 
for the unit which has long been recognized as being in- 
sufficient for patient needs. 
The renovations will result in a new common kitchen 
area, a new common patient area and two new patient 
"safe" rooms. 
These latter zooms replace ones that have been 
judged unsuitable for patients. 
Along with physical renovations, the health council is 
slowly making progress on finding psychiatrists. 
The unit closed in January after its clinical director 
left and a replacement, either temporary or permanent, 
could not be found. 
The health council is now borrowing a psychiatrist • 
from Prince Rupert to act as clinical director. That 
began late last month. 
It has also recently found a American-trained Cana- 
dian psychiatrist to fill one of three new staff positions. 
Nurse plan 
widens out 
NORTHWEST COM- 
MUNITY College is ex- 
panding its search for re- 
gistered nurses who 
haven't worked for awhile 
but who now want to return 
to the profession. 
Only three people 
turned out for an informa- 
tion meeting at the college 
here last week in anticipa- 
tion of having the program 
based in this city. 
So now the college is 
searching for interested 
people throughout the col- 
the summer. 
They'd be able to do some of the work normally 
done by nurses and would help to relieve workload 
pressures, he said. 
Course could be delayed 
PLANS TO begin offering a 16-month licensed 
practical nurses program at Northwest Community 
College have been pushed back~ : :  - . 
College planners hacH~oped to'have the'course: 
in place by this September but they still have l~d 
no solid approval word from the provincial govern- 
ment, says college official Barb Sheridan. 
The planned curriculum and facilities also need 
to be checked out by the B.C. College of Licensed 
Practical Nurses and that's taking longer than ex- 
pected, she said. 
It could now be Jan. 2002 or even later before 
the program can now start, Sheridan added. That 
start date again depends upon financing. 
[ege region. And, depend- 
ing upon the response, the 
program could be based in 
the city where the demand 
is greatest, says college 
official Barb Sheridan. 
The program is to be 
run .by the college under 
the umbrella of Malaspina 
University College in Na- 
:~:~:':: But it requires a mini- . 
mum of eight participants, 
said Sheridan. 
"We need that many to 
make it viable," she said. :, 
The refresher program. 
involves classroom and in-. 
dependent study. But it 
also involves spending 
time in a hospital or other 
care facility under supervi- . : 
siGn. 
NEW " 
LOCATION 
The same great service 
from the same smiling 
faces! Come visit Lara 
and the staff across 
from the White Spot. 
O leno  CENTRAL FLOWERS 
Flower & GiR Shoppe 
~4619 Lakelse Ave., Terrace * 638-1900 * 1.888.326.6667 
f , ' , t "  - 
Whatever  your  Weld ing  Challenge;. .  
. . .M ILLER is the  so lu t ion!  
Superior Welding...Stil l  your #1 source for 
TRUE BLUE MILLER 
Ask for Wood. 
Wood's natural insulating properties make ~ 
: wood buildings like schools, recreation ~! 
centres and health care facilities more ~ 
energy efficient than concrete or steel. That 
reduces operating costs and the impact on 
': the environment. Wood is nature's choice, 
so make it yours. 
Ask for wood. Build With ptidein B.C. 
r " ,  
For information call 
1-877-929-WOOD 
visit us at  www,  ~ 
:: i:i ¸ , :~ !~ i ~i~:.i~i~ : :'i :<~ 
i •¸¸ . i 
Fol 
i i i i  
~ Commissaire 
la.protechon de ~ i ,i 
la vie pnvee du Canada ~! 
www.p" o ) 282-1376 or visit rlvC ~ i 
i i i i  i i i  i i i i i l l  i i n . . . .  
!',i 
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T E R R A C E  S T A N D A R E  
BUSINESS REVIEW 
I I  Water  works  
Q: 17o y0t~ have a p~rsr " - '  ,+...;i:,,iW~at:makes Tercaceth ~ ~ 
A: For aba lanced   THEVOEUNTEERS   
portfolio, include: 
I. P~,cat ~c,tv~ 2001 is the 
~. mat~vea~n~ YEAR OF THE VOLUNTEER 
3. Your doctor's advice We go ing  to  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dea, ReT.W w'p°rficip°dL 'e m ' i ~7~ ~l '~  t~ , . !~.~ Showcase  Ter race 's  ~~HARDvoLUNTEERs,WORKING 
o,,~,,,,,,~.,,.~ ,,,,~,,~.,,,,,,,,,, ~7n,,,,,., I ~ , : . -~- : _ -~.~ who they are! 
I ;~'%. • Your business can ' 
You are invited to }gin with us lot the SPONSOR A VOLUNTEER 
Ordination & Commissioning Just let us knowwho it is. 
o?~.~y-~'ux'l'a"" Captains We will photographand highlight that person II1 a 
Special Supplement, Your,.Investrnent Is only $75 + GSI, 
conducted by Commissioners Bill & Gwcn l,uttrell 
Supported hy Conunissioner Don Kerr (R), IT'S TIME TO LET THE PEOPLE WHO WORK SO HARD 
Lt. Colonel Bill Wilson (R), and the Divisional Staff KNOW THAT WE APPRECIA1E THEIR EFFORTS. 
On Saturday, March 17, 2001 at 2:30 p.m. at the Terrace For more Information, Ig 
Pentecostal Assembly •3511 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. . ~ . . .~ :  , please contact ,a~" . ,  
,~,+ ~ t@j Orlan or Darlene ~ L: 
There will be a batlquetfollowing the OtYlillaliOll Service ~": .... ]'+ ~++  ..... ,~X~'7~Vl+,.~ at the ~ll~:.k.. "% . ,`` 
.... + '.*:.++, X~,':., . . . . .  .(~X~0 Terrace Standard ~ "~. .  at Kitsumkahun Communi/ , Itall at j:OO p.nt. ' ~ ~ ~  ", '" , , ' ,  " "~ '~ ' ~ ~ t  " 
Sunday Services at  the K i tsumkahm Community Hall /[~ + " ~: + ~1~+'~ ' ~L " : ' + ~+~,  ,,.00+..+,,+o,++,+,.,;,o,.o.-++,,.,, +,aN+ +~+ . :~<r~ 
(Terrace Church St'wices tart, shared will1 ain,t't,) t • 
CONSTRUCTION is well underway on a water treatment plant at KItsumkalurn. 
The project, which includes work on water lines in the village, is to bring the ~,!L.iiii~i;i;iii::;:i!:+;i~:~!ii~i~i~+i:,:~: .......... ...... ~!i~:,.~'~%,.i~+:,~ ,. ~,~.~:i.  ~ ..... . ~ ~ ~  
band's water up to national drinking water standards. Costs of the project are "~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ' ~. ~ ............ ~ +~. ~,+.s ~,. ~ ............ , ~., .++,:~ :: :..: ....... ~,~,*-~ 
expected to come in at around $1 million. "~!i!il)!!~ : * i~ , " ' 
Ai r l ine  t i cket  pr ic ing  :+++++  . . . . . . . . . . . .  " - * "+ . . . . . . . . .  -+  " :  #,,~: @:i~.~'~::~i: , : =~ i~i,~+ march  ~ may m" ZWILLING z !i: : :~ii~!!!ili~ : ::~i~ ~iii Starla Sawatzky Lori Myers. & ~1~ J.A. HENCKELS, ~ I~n¥ ZWILLINO __ ' : i  
¢ !.~:Y?~: }b::~-~:il};~ ~: & Lawrence Penner Bruce Nezd ~ ~ I~1 J.A, HEHCKEI.$~i~i 
order  ca l led  ' farc ica l '  + ~i~, : i :a~ ~ Kn,fe& |,~ ~,  ::~'~):.i:iiii!.,,~ili!::: Apr i l  9.8 May20 ~-" '+" '  = ' I t  __  , ___ew_o__e__ .~ ~ . ;;i~!i~i!~:.N ~i Tina Bradley & Ti]lie Pinlott & ~.laUS~;L ,,~a 1~!'~1 ~ 
~ ~2!C; " :~!~ ,~i Marco Demel]o Shane Pearson ~ ~ .  ~,l[p~  :~ ~ ~ ] ~  $, ,~i~ 
Air Canada ordered to cut its 
Rupert  pr ices ,::,, ~ ~ DanielleParnel]& Denise Brown & ~+J~I~.++:::~.]IW I. ++.[IS~ I~ , . . .~ . -  ~! " " ~ "I ; ": I ll-,.~li!~" A FEDERAL ruling order- ment is ordering Air Cam- | ~ ~ + ;  
ing "Air Canada to slash its da to lower prices while Burr Wright Brent Halfyard 
ticket prices in Prince Ru- another is directing it to ! " ' ~ : :  ~" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ::' ~; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ 1  
pert won't force Hawkair raise prices so as not to [ ~: : : "~: : :~+~"~ ......... :~ " ~ : ............................................... 
Aviation to stop serving unfairly compete with 
that city, the startup air- startup airlines. 
line says. The federal Competi- 
The Canadian Transpor- tion Bureau, a different 
tation Agency has ordered agency, has ordered Air 
Air Canada to offer flights Canada to raise its fares 
from Prince Rupert to on some eastern Canadian 
Vancouver for $200 return routes after complaints of 
to match prices Air Cana- predatory pricing. 
da had been offering be- Hawkair is also alleging 
tween: Winnipeg and Sas- predatory pricing by Air 
katoon. Canada on the basis of a 
Hawkair, which has just seat sale it offered in Ter- 
expanded service into race. 
Prince Rupert, isn't war- Air Canada officials say 
fled and doesn't plan to Dave Menzies they haven't yet decided 
alter its service, there, co- + .' ' , ~ how torespond to theorder 
owner,Dave;.M~nzies:Sa.id. ~*,x:ouldn' t do'~.~,,that !:0itb~ri~h +.~tO cut-farb~=.iii::Pzinee? Rti~:+..',ii 
• He Said iii's': tie'z: "the Menzies said. " "i~ert, butSaid:the carrie'/' is 
agency has made an error He predicted that the perplexed it's being told to 
and didn"t know there's order will either be with- do two different things by 
fresh competition on the drawn or else, if it stands, different branches of gay- 
Prince Rupert run. Air Canada will fulfill i t  eminent. 
"We've all been having by offering only a couple "If we respond to the 
a pretty good chuck le  of seats at that price level Canadian Transportation 
about it," Menzies said. on each flight. Agency and lower the 
The $200 fare is below "It 's not in any signif- fares we would be signific- 
Hawkair's lowest Prince icant way going to alter ant ly  undercut t ing  
Rupert fare of $318 includ- the reality of service into Hawkair," said Air Canada 
ing allfees and taxes. Rupert," he said, adding representat ive Angela 
"We could not operate Hawkair is getting strong Mah. 
our machine for $200 re- support in Prince Rupert. "That clearly contra- 
turn out of Prince Rupert He called it farcical diets the position taken by 
and I know Air Canada that one arm of govern- the Competition Bureau." 
"~" ~ r - - ' J  ~ Mind Body & Soul 
~~l l~~~" ~ 358 pity Centr?, Kitimat, B.C. 
632 6300 or 1 888 456-9100 
6o</y ~ 
 ,ange Your Body! Change " ' -"-  ' " - '  
+. Here's How. . .  
Enter the 
OI RIr 'g* HEALTHY 
Sponsored by Mind Body & 
~ere to help YOU make this remarkable 12 ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
(Contest open to Kitimat and Terrace residents. Must be 18 years of age. Call for information.) 
• Body Fat Reduction • Exercise. Nutrition 
I ii 
CONGRATULAT IONS 
to our 
February  Winner  ' 
MELANIE LAPOINTE 
' L~'+, 
. ~ ~ ,  s/ . + 1 
Body Reshaping 
on her new pair of Adidas Runners 
and EAS T-shirt 
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Tsimshian getting money 
as part of treaty preparat,on 
TSIMSHIAN VILLAGES here and on the coast will get 
a total of $1.45 million from the federal and provincial 
governments for projects related to an eventual treaty 
settlement. 
It's the first significant interim measures deal for the 
Tsimshian, allowing them to pursue key goals while 
treaty talks continue. 
Tsimshian chief negotiator Gerald Wesley said bands 
want to delve into areas such as forestry, aquaculture, 
ecotourism and fisheries ahead of a treaty. 
Each of the seven bands expect o quickly reach indi- 
vidual agreements o tap into the money for their own 
projects. "The individual agreements will be active, we 
hopes within the next few weeks and running through the 
balance of this calendar year," Wesley said. 
"It's an attempt o achieve something with both le- 
wis of government while we're negotiating." 
Money could be spent raining band members for jobs 
in those areas, hiring outside professionals, and in some 
cases for capital costs to get projects tarted. 
Close to Terrace, for example, the Kitsumkalum band 
is interested in creating jobs and profits for the band in 
forestry, so the money might be channelled into starting 
up some kind of forestry related venture. 
Other coastal groups may pursue projects such as de- 
veloping their own ferry services, Wesley said. 
He said they also hope the provisions will block log- 
ging or other development of the HeWs Gate Slough 
area of the Skeena River just downstream of Terrace. 
Wesley said the area is a critical food fishing area to 
the Tsimshian. "It's such an overly sensitive area and 
very small it could be ver easily disrupted," he said. 
A $450,000 chunk of 
money is specifically ear- 
marked for the Tsimshian 
to prepare their own land- 
use plans. 
Wesley said the Kit- 
sumkalum and Kitselas 
bands flanking Terrace will 
use that money to decide 
how the surrounding lands 
and resources hould be 
managed. 
The Tsimshian, who had 
boycotted the final stages 
of the Kalum Land and 
Resource Management 
Plan (LRMP), would then 
reconcile their own land- 
use plan with the one 
drawn up by local stake- 
t.! .~ 
Gerald Wesley 
holders. 
"They could come together with the Kalum LRMP, 
set the plans side by side and say now what," Wesley 
explained. "Where do we agree? Where do we have 
major differences?" 
He said the Tsimshian are asking the province to hold 
off on approving and implementing the Kalum LRMP re' 
commendations until that can happen. 
The Kalum land-use plan was finished in December 
and is now being sent to Victoria for final approval by 
cabinet. It's not yet know when that approval might take 
place. 
Medical Equipmenl: 
Loan Service J '~ '~ 
Your Oonadon ~"  ~,~ 
com~n~, It I ! 
,~ .  ~ i i 
Oansdlan Red Cross. 
Did you know. one in every 100 children in B.C. is born 
with a heart disea, se each y!ar, and all of them receive 
care through B.C. s Children s H0spita[? 
~d~'en's Hospital 
www.kidslete~on cor  
Free custom.fit 2,5 US gallon fuel can standard with all VerticsI EDGE RMKs. 
2 
IF YOU CAN DREAM IT, 
WE CAN BU I LD IT. 
SNOW CHECK SELECT. 
Customize model year 2002 
700 and 800 RMKs 
Save up to $2,259 on factory 
installed custom options 
Plus, get a $200 Rebate and 
a free 2ndYear Engine Service 
Contract* 
Customization available only 
through Snow Check" Select- 
offer ends Apdl 16, 2001 
Snow Check ~ Select rebates 
are good on most model year 
2002 Polaris snowmobiles. 
Head to your dealer to order 
the sled you've always wanted. 
@ I= IDLRRIS"  
The Way Out. 
Create your dream sled online at 
www.p'olartsln dufftriss.com 
i . : I The Snow Check ''~ Se OCt p ogrem s not or,liable to pdnclpol, or employees of .Polo!l,, outhorlzed Po ads 61~rl.'D_u~rl~ 
dee ~rsh ps racer== government fie=st or rental units, Arc=liable only el pen ==lpatmg Sealers eno on galore muuum . . . . .  
' whore prohibited, taxed or rag== a ed hy few. *Censure=st must place o $500 non-refundable, nan.t.ranof==re.blo de l~ ! ~ 
per el 91ble model veer 2002 Polaris ==nowmobt[== to ¢lu==Ufy for the $200 rebate end free 2no year snore== s==wlco conzra~ 
ot the time of order. Snowmobiles purr.baaed und==r the Snow Check Select program mu,t be registered in the custom,r'e 
name as shown on the Snow Check Select form.The =custom=st must pay for end take daffy=cry of the Snow Chock Select 
. . . .  m~hi~==byno~aterthan~ct~ber1~2~1.Rebatom~!~dt~c~neum-er45.6~day`~'a~e-rp-ay.~-~.e`n~b`~agrrae-ntyttregi~e~t~t==~n 
: of the Snow Check Select snowmob e hy the dealer, Snmdo tile 20oz bnow ~.n==r~ =~ e~z snuw.~uu . 
from Polaris by October 1, 2001, he cu,tomer she have 10 days from the date of the unit's aolvel at the d==eferehlp 
I to comp eta the purchase.The Snow Check So oct offer applle, only to ave ab W o th== snowmobile =and the Polsrlo 
| sponsored promot on. I1== any trade-In and/or ultimate soiling price nogotlst==d b==twaan he authorized dealer end the 
customer, or pro.payment made berg re delivery of the snowmobile, Offer good M==rCh 1through April 16 2001 O~, select 
2002 models, Offer sot ve d on ndy 340 De uxe 340Tour nt~ 20 XC SP, 440 Pro X Fan end IFquld.coolod race meal,Is. 
I Po a s tess=ryes the r gh o change mode, end ,pec f cations el any t me w hour Incurring obligations. So== your 
pert dp==ffng Po er s doe ==r for d==tello. Polaris recommends that a I snowmobt e ride s take a tmlnl==lll course, Do not 
attempt maneuvers beyond your capability. Always wear a helmet end other safety epporol, @2001 Polaris Sales Inc, 
AuTo LEo DE 
28,15 KALUM STREET, TERRA(E PHONE: 638-1956 FAX.- 6318-0998 
~]  ~ ~_ Flnanclnglvallable I~l~L-II:l l~l~ 
iii i ! : / i i  ~ 
L ,U I<.ULL/ '~ '~L- '~ ~'~" 
• 1.8 Litre, 4-Cylinder, 125 Horsepower * VVl'-i Engine • Low Emissions Vehicle (LEN) 
• Fuel Economy AUTOMATIC TRA/VSMIS;SION - 7.7/5.4 L/lOOkm 37/52 mpg C~/l-lv/y '~ 
• AM/FM (:D w/Integated Clock. Ddver & Front Passenger Vanity Mirrors. Centre Console Box 
• Anchor Points for Child Restraint Seats • Child Protector Rear Door Locks. Colour.Keyed Bumpers 
~770' in Value 
• Remote Keyless Entry & Power Door Locks • Full Wheel Covers • Air Conditioning 
• 60/40 Split Rear Seat • Front and Rear Splash Guards • Body Side Moulding 
• dail Finandnl~ for up to ~6 mOnfhe 
I ' 
! 
~e for 
~e,~4-Cyl~inY136~H~clSeF~cwe!.~'Ul~ Low Emissions Vehicle (ULEV) 
• Fuel Economy AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION - 10.1/6.8 I_/lOOkm 28/42 mpg Cityflt~ ~ 
• Dunlop P205/65RI5 w/Full-Size Spare - 60/40 Split Rear Seat • Rear Seat Heater Ducts 
• Front & Rear Splash Guards • Child Protector Rear Door Locks * Full Wheel Covers • Intedor 
%010' in V~luo 
• Air Conditioning •AM/FI~ CD Stereo - 4-Speakers. Power Windows & Door Locks 
• Cruise Control • £olour-Keyed Power Remote Mirrors. Remote Ke~ess Entry 
%" 
Retail Fil=neinE for up to ~B ~29~,~'Rr  month For 4~ month,. 
• 3.0 Litre, V6, 210 Horsepower •VVT.i Engine (maximizes efficiency), Low Emk ~ l 
• t ~ ~ ~n ~ ~'~ ' Fuel Economy AUTOMAllC TRANSMISSION- 12.4/8.8 I./lOOkm 23/32 mpg C/ty//-/wy . . , -  ,~ ~ ~ ~  
o Child Protector Side Door Locks. Anchor Points/Child Restraint Seats • AM/FM Cassette CO - 4-Speakers ~ ~ ~ ~  
• Rear 50150 Split Removable Folding & Sliding Bench Seat w/Recline. Dual Air Conditioning ~ ~ i l ~ [ l ~ i ~ l ~  
== Dual Sliding Rear Passenger Doors. Side Window Defoggers • Tinted Glass, Rip-Out Side Rear Windows I I 
,9 '7 ,.vo, o . - . I I 
== Cruise Control • Power Windows & Door Locks ' Illuminated Entry • Key Lockout Protection ' ! 
.== Retained Access•ry P•wer ° P•we• Rem •te M ir•• rs '`  B•d ysi d• C•a d din • • rap hics • En•i•e • m m•b i • izer I ~ IW "- ' ' :~ " . . . . .  • 
. Retail Financing for up to :gfi monthe or LeaP, re= per month for 4g monthe. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  ~ " - - ' - -  $14172/$17~95N,$ly,347~nd mrl~ep ~nl~rk~['~8'58~8~$~7599~`~$~4`472~-~il'attd~nmarim~m95~nm`.Ad~tmomattmtna~u~.~v/-~*`u~u~a~u¢n~mnez ~e on~zotu.q/ a,o.u~o, a u~ 
, . I~ ~ . ' ' , ' " . . . . . .  r 
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Collins returned as Kitsumkalum chief 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  t , /~ , , /u  i ,1 .~ i i e eotions Su ier ;, m,,a s 
that  nat ive  band members  who l ive o f f - reserve  
enjoy the same vot ing  pr iv i leges as  those  who live 
in  the v i l l ages  themse lves ,  
School superintendent 
is off on sick leave 
HERB FADER, superintendent of schools for the Coast 
Mountains School Dis- 
trict, has been on s i ck '  
leave for several weeks. 
Fader, 60, is expected ::~:.'~ !~ 
to return to his duties ~ ::~i:i~i;~;;~ ii i i1~ 
:i!!:i:~i:~:: ,"~,: 
when his health permits, ~ : !  
school board chair Linda ~:! [ ] i  • :,::: ,:,:: . . . . . .  
Campbell said. ii!:,i!i:,ii:,ii ~ 
"We are hoping for a ~i~!~i~i~:~ 
speedy recovery,"  ~ ......... ~!  
Campbell said. "We ~ i  i 
anticipate his coming ~ ~!~'i 
back healthy." !~ 
Details of his condi- 
tion have not been made 
public, 'but Fader has 
been off work for three to : '...: 
four weeks, vice chair : .... 
Marj Brown said. .... 
Fader, who joi.ned the Herb Fader 
school distr ict last  June, 
hamed Randy Smallbrugge acting superinteffdefit in~his ''~ 
absence. Smallbrugge is one of the district's two assis- 
tant superintendents of schools. 
Fader-came from lnnisfail, Alberta where he deve- 
loped a reputation as a person who could unite teachers 
and administrators. 
Thornhill 
child care 
expands 
AFTER SCHOOL care for 
children is coming to 
Thomhill. 
The Terrace Daycare 
Society learned last week 
the Ministry of Social De- 
velopment and Economic 
Security has approved 20 
spaces for a licensed child 
care program in Thornhill. 
Society representative 
Mark Battle told the Coast 
Mountains School District 
March 7 the society's 
Thornhill proposal has 
qualified for a $100,000 
child care expansion grant. 
Right now, Thornhill 
only has two at-home day- 
care operations and no 
after school care programs, 
Battle said. 
Battle said the society's. 
two other proposals for 
child care programs in the 
Horseshoe and south side 
area of Terrace were 
turned own. 
The society hopes to 
have the Thornhill after- 
school care program up 
and running this Septem- 
bet. 
At this point, it's not 
known where the program 
would be located. 
Battle said the society 
is still figuring out whether 
the program will be loca- 
ted on school grounds or 
elsewhere. 
The school district's 
operations committee will 
determine if portables can 
he used. 
Battle:said the program 
would,provide before and 
after school care for child- 
ren in kindergarten to age 
12 in:a licensed facility, 
• offering art, music, and li- 
teracy., admires. 
"I 'm excited," Battle 
said. "I know it's only 20 
ohildren, but at least it's a 
start." 
Band vote a piece of history 
station, and the band 
council controls the future 
direction on issues from 
economic development to
housing. 
"This is a big part of 
my life," she said of vil- 
lage activities. 
Of 441 people regis- 
tered to vote, 21! voted, 
THE SIMPLE act of 
casting a vote was a his- 
tory-making exercise for 
Anona Osborne last week. 
The 22-year-old Kit- 
sumkalum band member 
was one of dozens who 
live off the reserve but 
were allowed to vote in. 
band council elections for : 
the first time Wednesday. . according to deputy return- 
A Supreme Court of ing officer Theresa Drake. 
Around45 of the ballots 
cast were mailed in, Some 
from far away although 
most came from within 
B.C. 
Your  emergency  
med ica l  
in fo rmat ; ion  
on  ~a l l  24 /7  
Canada ruling last year or- 
dered Ottawa to open up. 
voting to off-reserve band 
members and the Kitsum- 
kalum election was one o f  
the first to proceed under 
the new rules. 
"It feels pretty good,"' 
said Osborne, who lives in 
Thornhill. "I.get to take 
part in who's going ~o run 
the ba.,.,d." 
She said that's impor- 
tant to her because she 
works for the band-owned 
Kitsumkalum Tempo gas 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your 
assistance in solving a theft that occurred at a residence 
near Copper River area, just outside Terrace, B.C. 
Sometime between 6:30 am and 4:00 pm on March 
1st, 2001, unknown culprit(s) attended the residence 
located along Highway 16, near the Old Kitselas Bridge, 
just west of Copper River Bridge. Once on the property, 
the culprit(s) proceeded to steal an Arctic Cat 4 wheel 
drive ATV. During the theft, it is believed the culprits may 
have pushed the vehicle from the properly to the side of 
the highway. ,' 
The All Terrain Vehicle is described as a green 
1998 '454' Arctic Cat 4 wheeler with a large black 
.bush guard at the front. It is registered by it 
VIN#4USACAT16WT01339. 
The ATV itself is valued at over $6,000.00. 
If you have any information about this or any criminal 
activity; or if you know the identity of the person or 
persons responsible for this, or any other s imi la r  
incident(s), Crime Stoppers would like to hear from you. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of  up to $1.000.00 for 
information leading to an arrest and charges being laid 
against an Individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you 
have any information call Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS that's 
635-8477. Callem will not be required to reveal their Identity 
nor testify In court. Crime Stoppers does not eubscrlbe to call 
Call 635,TIPS 
I EID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
"Your Recreat ion Specia l ist"  
4921 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C.. Phone  :ax635-5050 
The new rules allowing 
off-reserve votes more than 
doubled the number of eli- 
gible voters. 
But the election didn't 
change the political land- 
scape dramatically this 
time. 
Diane Collins was re- 
elected chief councillor -
the band equivalent of 
mayor - with more votes 
than her throe challengers 
combined, 
Elected to band counci l  
were Diane Manion, John 
Christiansen Jr., Shirley 
Bolan, Stewart BoRon, Ni- 
cole Bingham and Mitch 
Adams. 
The change did in- 
crease interest in band po- 
litics, drawing far more 
candidates than usual. 
Many other northwest 
bands vote under the new 
rules in April and May, 
and the Kitselas band 
based on Queensway Dr. 
votes June 9. Diane Collins 
Did you know. our 24-hour Emergency Room treats 
more than 35.000 patients each year? C'~i~'en's Hospilal 
www.kidstetethen,cam 
. . . . . . .  ~ ~ "%&? 
~ ",4 . 
Remember 
On Graham Ave. 
Starting Plants from Seeds 
Question~Answer Period 
Saturday, March 17.2-3 p.m. 
Question/Answer Session 
Bring all your gardening questions 
Saturday, March 31,1-4p.m. 
I , April 14th Register for Children's 
Pumpkin Growing Contest 
GRAHAk4 AVE i 
mj MEDEEK AVE 
~-I 
~( AGAR AVE 
~'l~l 
"Don't or, et the Garden Shed" 
, ..... :~ ~ '~m" ',0 
-i 5033Graham Ave., Terrace 
• Ph: 638-7697, Fax. 638-7671 
You BE THE JUDGE 
I II I I I 
Ki l ler  B lanket  
Rob and Sue were stretched out in the den, 
watching the late movie. ~ _ 
"This film's lousy. Let's go to bed." Rob yawned. , c ) ~  
Sue grinned. "1'11 slip into something more BASEDON / j r ~  
comfortable." ACTUAL COURT IHr j i f l~  
"That sounds interestingl" Rob raised an CASES ( J  
eyebrow. 
A minute later,'Sue reappeared in the den. =Suel The blanket's on tirol" 
Robs face dropped. "A hat, scarf and mittens? 
Am we going to bed or climbing Mount Everest?" 
"Might as well be an arctic expedition. It's freez- 
ing upstairs," Sue complained. 
Rob grabbed her hat, "it's nol that bad..." 
"Oh no? I'm thinking of replacing the dog with a 
polar bear." 
Sue was still dreaming. =Finally, some real 
warmth." 
Rob shook her. "Wake uplI" 
Sue scrambled out of bad just as the blanket 
erupted in flames. "Runl Hurryl" 
The couple watched In horror tom the side- 
walk. =Unbelievablel Our bedroom is burning 
=We're saving money and helping the environ- down because of that lousy blanket, We're suing 
ment," Rob added, the stem," 
Sue groaned. "Just break out that electric In court, Rob and Sue argued firmly. "The 
blankell" blanket caused the fire, Your Honour, It must have 
in the bedroom, Rob lald out the blanket. "It still been defective, We hardly ever used it and took 
works after 15 years. That's quality for you." good care of it. Make the store pay our $18,000 in 
They got under the covers, damages.' 
Sue screeched. "YIKESI Get your icy feet away The store owner jumped up. =We can't be 
from mel' liable after 15 years, Your Honour, Them was no 
Four hours later, Rob woke up. "1 think I smell evidence of a defect, And no other problems were 
smoke." reported with this model. In fact, Rob and Sue's 
Sue was dreaming away. "Can you rub suntan blanket worked perfectly for many years. If the 
lotion on my back?" blanket caused the'fire, they probably didn't follow 
Rob laughed. =She'll kill me if I wake her from a the instructions," 
beach dream. I'll go downstairs and investigate the 
smell." 
Sue kept talking in her sleep. =You missed a' 
spot, John." 
Rob stopped in his tracks, =John?l* 
Rob searched the house but found nothing 
blaming. 
As he returned to the bedroom, Rob's heart 
jumped. There was faint smoke coming from the 
bed, 
Sue pointed out. "Show us these Instructional' 
The owner sighed. "We don't have them any- 
more. Anyway, an electric blanket isn't meant to 
last morn than 10 yearn." 
Rob jumped up: "You should have said so 
when we bought it," 
Should Rob and Sue get damages?  Youl 
Be The Judge. Then look below for  the court 's 
decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
WRIGHT & MARDIROS 
TRIAL LAWYERS 
Serving the Pacific Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 15 years experience DAVID MARDIROS 
Criminal and Family Law Civil Litigation Aboriginal Law 
Free Initial Interview for I.C.B.C. and 
Personal Injury Claims 
4730 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1T2 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE - DECISION: "Sorry, Rob and Sue," held Judge Belly. "You haven't proven that a 
defect In the blanket cau~=¢l the fire. The blanket was used without Incident for 15 years. Although the 
=tom didn't prove misuse, y~ had I~e burden of eliminating other causes for the fire. You can't Just point 
to the fire and sap it must're been a defect In the blanket." 
Today's column is b~,eti on a eLSe f~n the pro'd,~ of O, tarlo II you ha~e a~ ndlar prolflenl, p]e.'t~e offU;lik Writ|| & ,Ma/dll~ ill ~tlr provlflc~ We we 
proud to bring you son.~ td' d~e current legal Lssu~s [urn ~ tile cou nil-/for dt.~usflon and deb',ae. To prgvflle con~elling entmainnwnt, we have fic. 
tlona~i7 .~de n~l~s, me dl~'aders m~. die teen,as in tile. o:~. kn)' re~mblanoe Io real t~Jple is purely cohz¢idonl;d. Indee interea of dadl'/e.n(I 
preHty, the legal I,~ms in me cme ua~ ~en gravy reduced and dnlpliflal. Claire I~m.¢d nis a I~Ter ~u|d naUon..dly S ndicated colulnn L,.1.Col~t 
~0| t l~  e~tetpcL~ 5-7 
I l i l l  i l l  i J I i i i  i 
J 
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II Left behind 
CST. JAMES BOS holds the front quarter panel 
of a vehicle involved in a hit and run Mar. 4 at 
roughly 2:50 a.m. The accident took place on 
Clark St. and Old Lakelse Lake Rd. The suspect 
vehicle struck a taxi then left the scene. The ve- 
hicle is now missing its front driver's side quarter 
panel which came off as a result of the collision. 
The suspect vehicle is light tan in colour. Police 
believe the vehicle's occupants may have been 
leaving an event that was held at the Thornhill 
Community Centre that night. If you have infor- 
mation about this accident call police at 638-7400. 
Health council wants money 
to compete for specialists 
THE TERRACE Area 
Health Council has asked 
the provincial government 
for more money to avoid 
losing specialists to other 
places in the province 
which can offer more pay. 
The request was 
sparked by the departure 
earlier this year of patho- 
logist Dr. Thangarajah Sor- 
narajah who has left for 
Naris,me. 
Sornarajah was maki~g 
a basic $220,000 a year 
here as a salaried employ- 
ee of the health council, 
not including benef i ts .  
He's now making $270,000 
on salary jn Nanaimo, not 
includi]]g benefits. 
."Our dilemma here is 
that we are no longer com- 
petitive with other com- 
munities," says health 
council chief executive of- 
fleer Dieter Kuntz. 
"We need more money 
put into our hospital base 
budget and we can't wait," 
he said. 
"The point is that 
there is an Increased 
demand and a short. 
age of Supply." 
Sornarajah's departure 
has alarmed local physi- 
cians who say having an 
on-site specialist is impor- 
tant for the fast diagnosis 
of tissue samples to aid 
local surgeons and other 
specialists. 
Financial figures from 
the health ministry indi- 
cate that for the year end- 
ing June 2000, Sornarajah 
made $255,583, which is 
more than his base salary. 
Bnt that was because 
he did work for the prey,n-' 
cial attorney-general's 
ministry and other commu- 
nities, said Kuntz. 
Sornarajah was eligible 
to receive an annual bonus 
to stay in Terrace under a 
new provincial government 
incentive program. 
But that amount, 
$26,000, would not have 
completely made up the 
difference between the 
$220,000 he made here 
and the $270,000 hers now 
making in Nanaimo. 
There is no such annual 
bonus available in Nanai- 
me. 
Sornarajah would have 
been able to bill $10 an 
hour if he was ever to go 
on call here for work out- 
side of normal office hours. 
No such provision is avail- 
able in Naris,me and pa- 
thologists there are expec- 
ted to be available for off- 
hour emergencies. 
Sornarajah's recruit- 
ment in Nanaimo now 
brings that area's •regional 
health authority up to a 
full complement of five in 
that city and one in Dun- 
can, says Dr. Robin Hut- 
chinson, that authority's 
official responsible for 
finding physicians. 
"We've had to pay the 
market rate to stay compe- 
titive," said Hutchinson 
who added that the middle 
part of Vancouver Island 
faces as many specialist 
shortages as anywhere lse 
in the province. 
"The point is that there 
is an increased demand 
and a shortage of supply." 
Average pathologists' 
salaries in B.C. are be- 
lieved to be around 
$275,000 a year, slightly 
less than what Nanaimo is 
paying but a significant 
gap over what the local 
health council can afford. 
Nanaimo has become a 
popular elocation spot for 
Terrace specialists. 
Pediatrician Dr. Jane 
Pegg left Terrace for there 
some time ago and this 
year, internal medicine 
specialist Dr. Michael Ke- 
nyon has moved to the 
Vancouver Island city. 
Pathology services here 
are being covered for now 
by a specialist who has 
come out of retirement 
while a permanent repla- 
cement is sought. 
~ :i ~ 
~ ,r,Ge~i~ ] -888-334,.9769 . 
:.:.: : L,~.~ ; , i~F~ 
SMITt i tERS C O M M U N I I ' y  S E R V I C E S  A S S O C I A T I O N  
WALNUT pA RK SCHOOL AUDITORIUM : Smit~ile~ ..... 
March 24- 25 
Sat 9am • 8pro Sun 10am. 6pro Auction Sun h30 pm 
Admission $4.00 per person 
(14 & under Free accompanied by adult) 
For Dealer Space Information Call: 
250-847-8075 
LoLs of parking * Door priz~ *Refreshments * Special Draws etc. 
! . . . . .  i 
At  Soars ,  we  are  b ig  enough to  have  what  you want . . .  
hut  smal l  enough to  care  who you  are.  
SALE PRICES START MONDAY, MARCH 12 AND END SATURDAY, MARCH )7, 2001, WHILE QUANTITIES LAST 
s777 
.~L~"'~'~' ~, SAVE $ | $0. KENMORP 
18,2-CU. FT, FRIDGE 
- . ,  ,,v~q~G:' : , ' ;~ . :  ,ese42. Sears reg. 929.99. 
'~¢' ~ !.:'!L B[ack-~,-Wl,l,e Avada hie i~ WI~Ie. Oisqt~ e~d 
A l l  Kenmore  | l  ~ , ~ m ~  on sa le  nem 
console / I | ~ ;~1 Save s~oo.4oo 
humid i f ie rs  j ] I I  - .~.~,~.'.. J~l Soars reg. 599.99-  
Sears reg. 199.99o I ] ~ ~ "  ~ l  1599.99 Each 
~s999~ach /I I~ .~ :~1 499.99-1~99.99 
99.99-169.99 / I  I~  .~:  ~J  Oypassva~veand / I  . . . . . . . . . .  dlaining tube sold s~o, 
Now 1899"  
CRAFTSMAN"  
17 .5 -hp ,  42"  
s lde -d i snharge  
lawn t rac tor  
116011L Sears reg. 
2299.99. 
Hydro/au lomat ic .  
,solaT. Sears reg. 
2599.99.  2199.99 
~ Save  $130 CRAFTSMAN 6-hp ,  21"  rear -bagg ing  gas  lawn mower  1136153. Sears reg. 429.99. 299.99 
H igh-wheel  model.  
i36154. Sears reg. 
459.99. 329.99 
~ 9 9 "  
Sears 4-head mona VCR. Front & rear 
inputs. ,3~4o. Sears reg. 139.99. 
"Oo,'l ply' oriel: Don'l pay untd Seotembet 200] ~.N~n~e~eu~u~¢~Payin~2et~ua~m~n~ht~pa~ments~*ntexes~hee~unt~Ma~ch2~2~hen~i~fed~ 
any unpaid portion ol your Sears accou~ll balance wtll alhacl c~ed*l cha~ges, commencing Ihe followln= mOnlh, h lh  olfe¢$t On approved credit, oe,  w~lh 
you¢ ,eus Ca~ Mlnirngm S2OO PUrChase. $35 delettal  tee antl all a¢ol~cable lales and cha~ges are payah[e al lime o[ 0uechase. Offers end 
Sat.. Ua~. ] 7. 200 ]. hpl~ f to inef¢llandlse in local Sea~s dealer stores. Exclude Calalogue purchases. Ask for dezans. 
LocoI~x own~ 
oM o~m~ 
Oeon 
Porter 
no393001 
~i : : i i  r i le BRANDS YOU WANT 
AT THE STORE YOU TRUST a 
[ ( I I0 ' I~  Is a l~l~lletl J ~tO~l a l i  O[ Ki~¢hitddd U~.  KachenAld Co,~od = ~in l l l  ie Eonoda 
___• k:.•• .... L, 
:. i . . : ~  
. ..: • ~.~ :.,,::. 
';L~b:: " " 
3228 Kalum St. 
Terrace B.C, 
Monday- Saturday 
9:30am - 5:30pm 
Co~;I;~ 2001. Scott Canada I~¢. 
• :.i, - .  :ifi" Pflj iSH il Ai ilMiMiiMWHi;   
_ i .  ,,t J . . . . . . . . . .  
y 
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i 
Blow out!l 
Three bedroom ran. 
char with separate 
garage/shed on large 
lot In Horseshoe. Quiet 
nelghbourkood, Rustic, ' :  :~: '":":~ '~ii!'i':i:i/: i i 
better than • trailer. 
$68,000 firm. Ph, 838- ~i: ,ii! :!:!::: 
,~ , , -~ ,  u~ w vw m'n over ;;.~ fllOrlUls ~ladd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  " . . . . .  ,,,~o,,.,,,,wop,,=.u,w,o.u~m~luoom~mm~seltor~t.orOcreOitto u~rfed relail I 
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MY POINT OF VIEW 
ARON STRUMECKI  
Beyond the forest 
I THINK, for a place like Terrace 
environment has been both a bles,. 
and a curse. Our love affair witt 
natural environment, specificalll 
resources, is saving us and killing us a 
same time. You only have to look aroun 
the streets these days to realize we ca 
longer afford t'o cling to the resource s
jobs the way we once have. 
We can't depend on the trees we cul 
fish we catch, or rocks we mine any more 
for now, we're still bound to those jobs 1 
baby kangaroo to its mother. 
When I say it's been a blessing, it's 
the most obvious standpoint. Natural resol 
• logging specifically, has built this town 
made it what it is today. Truth be told, wi 
our natural resources, we probably wet 
have much of a province either, or a co 
for that matter. 
' Unfortunately, we're not the only kid on the ~ 
block selling lemonade anymore. There are a 
lot of other people doing the same thing. 
They're just doing it better, faster, or cheaper 
than us, and I don't think we're ever going to  
be able to compete in the same way again. 
It's a global game now, with worldwide 
competition, and we're far past the point of no 
return of seeing the golden days of forestry. 
We'll never be able to compete in a global 
+ market that includes Third World countries 
that don't have, or can't afford to have, the 
same emphasis we do on human life and the 
environment. By that comment I mean pollu- 
tion laws and labour laws. They cost money to 
tmplement and enforce, money they don't 
nave.SO elther We bi'ing theni up t0 our le';,els 
of living or else we're going to sink down to 
theirs. / , 
As things stand, we can't compete with 
other countries' lower standards of living, so 
either we, as Canadians, start to champion 
world-wide reforms, or else we're going to suf- 
fer the consequences. If our politicians are 
going to do their job properly, in fighting for 
us, they have to learn to fight for all the poor 
peoples of the earth, but it's a long hard road 
to travel. 
'Nobody came for the culture, 
but that was then, this is now. 
Maybe this is where we need to 
change.' 
It's taken us a long time just to get where 
we are, and I know there's a lot of people who 
feel we've still got a long way to go. It's not as 
if our own history has been spotless either. 
Let's face it, our early settlers didn't uproot 
themselves and their families for a flag, or 
even forking or a queen. They came for unex- 
plored land, the virgin timber, and the teeming 
waters. They came to see what resources they 
could exploit, whether it was ground to break, 
or wood to cut. 
Nobody came for the culture, but that was 
then, this is now. Maybe this is where we need 
to change. 
We may have a lot of natural resources in 
this town, but I think that we're also overlook- 
ing the best resources of all, our human re- 
sources. One thing I've noticed about people in 
this town is that there is a lot of creative talent 
out there, especially in the arts. A talent is 
usually ignered in the face of more practical 
things. As a result, we see our youth and talent 
trickling down south, to the lower mainland 
and beyond, never to be seen again. 
This is the resource that we need to be uti- 
lizing. 
We must find creative ways and things to 
offer our young people, and get them to stay, 
We already have a big plus in the one thing 
we've always had to offer, the natural beauty 
of this place, It's not all about money these 
days, it's about 'lifestyle', and we have plenty 
to offer in that department. I think the best way 
is by investing in the arts. I think we need to 
make Terrace the 'culture capital' of the 
: northwest. 
• I 'm talking about making Terrace the 
'Nelson,' or 'Kelowna' of the Northwest. I'm 
talking Vale, or Boulder, We can have snow- 
boarders in the winter, hikers in the summer, 
and the arts everywhere in the middle and in 
between, 
We're talking about attracting tourists, and 
a whole lot of them. All we have to do is 
change the way that we think about this place, 
We just have to open our minds up to new 
possibilities. It's time to make Terrace the 
centre it deserves to be, 
If you have any comments, please e.mail me 
at astrumecki@hotmaiLcom 
Annual rite of spring 
THE OOLICHAN were running in the Skeena River last 
week. At left, 10-year-old Rodney Bolton of Prince Ru- 
pert displays ome of the morning's bountiful catch. He 
and his family members were out on the riverbank to 
capture the slender, silvery smelt. 
Above, Heber and Henry Reece of Kitselas effortless- 
ly cooperate to pass an oolichan out of the net and into 
the bucket. For generations, families in the northwest 
have looked forward to the annual migration. It usually 
takes place in March or even April, attracting birds and 
luring seals and sea lions up river. Oolichan are oily, and 
are eaten fresh, smoked, fried, broiled, or pickled. But 
they're best known for being rendered own intogrease. 
PATRICK MCINTYRE makes a move on Diana Braathen in a scene from 
Round and Round the Garden, opening tomorrow at the McColl Playhouse. 
A charming man who 
has way with women 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE CHARMING but 
morally reprehensible ad 
character in the upcoming 
Terrace Little Theatre pro- 
duction, Round and Round 
the Garden, is a textbook 
example of the sum being 
more than its'parts. 
The lead character Nor- 
man, says director Karla 
I-Iennig, is supposed to 
look like a poorly built 
haystack. 
He's not all that scrupu- 
lous, either: "Norman is 
attempting to seduce two 
sisters-in-law - and his 
wife, who is angry because 
she's found out about his 
behaviour," Hennig says. 
In other words, he's 
more cad than Casanova, 
but for some reason 
women just can't help but 
fall prey to his masculine 
charms. 
Hennig and her cast 
(Diana Braathen, Andy 
Roth, Kathyt Patterchuck 
and Scott McDonald) 
think they've figured out 
why. 
"While he's talking to 
you, you're the most im- 
portant thing in the 
universe;" Hennig pro- 
nounces agely. 
"It really works." 
Norman is played by 
actor Patrick Mclntyre, in 
yet  another challenging 
role with the TLT. 
"He had to find a differ- 
ent physical way of reac- 
ting to every woman," 
Hennig says. 
He's also doing a lot of 
kissing and groping. 
"Kudos to all my cast," 
she adds. "We had to have 
his hands all over their.bo- 
dies everywhere. It takes 
an amazing level of pro- 
fessionalism and respect to 
create relationships that 
look real." 
The action takes place 
over one weekend, where 
Norman and his wife join 
two sisters-in-law and their 
significant others. 
Creating an outdoor set 
that really looked like a 
poorly tended, overgrown, 
walled garden was a chal- 
lenge, 
"We've created an old 
English sandstone h0ase 
with a garden wall." Artist 
Wally Humphries painted 
the backdrop, an expanse 
of countryside. And the 
wall was painstakingly 
constructed with Styro- 
foam that was painted, 
burnt, then painted again 
and glued In place. 
"People have walked 
into the theatre and 
walked up to touch it be- 
cause they think it's rock." 
Hennig has wanted to 
direct Round arid Round tile 
Garden, part of a trilogy, 
tbr more than a decade. 
In fact, she took another 
play in playwright Alan 
Ayckbourn's trilogy, Liv- 
ing Together, to B.C.'s 
Mainstage several years 
ago, and has squeezed in 
other acting and directing 
projects since, including 
Harvey, a comedy that 
starred an invisible, giant 
rabbit, 
The comedy in Round 
and Round the Garden is 
"A bit like the comedy in 
Fawlty Towers," she says. 
"The characters are like 
dimwit fools plowing 
through the mist!" 
She also likes the fact 
that two of the play's char- 
acters are unseen by the 
audience. 
"It's like a hidden pre- 
sence, so that's really fun, 
to0." 
Round and Round the. 
Garden runs March 15 to 
14, 22 to 24 and 29 to 31 
at the McColl Playhouse. 
Tickets at Unlglobe. 
Shows start at 8 p.m. 
Happy Gang Report 
Cancer centre has 
info and support 
By HUGH POWER 
THE REGULAR monthly 
meeting of the B.C.O.A.P 
branch 73 took place 
March 9. Richard Olson 
make a presentation out- 
lining the services and 
support at the Canadian 
Cancer Resource Centre in 
Terrace, made possible 
thanks to volunteers. 
Their office is in the 
Tillicum Twin Theatres 
building on Lakelse Ave. 
on the third floor. 
There are pamphlets, 
videos, books and support 
groups that will support a 
family member or yourself 
when diagnosed with can- 
cer. 
There are also people to 
assist with possible finan- 
cial aid, should you quali- 
fy, enabling you to get 
treatment in Kelowna, 
Victoria or Vancouver. 
A minute of silence was 
observed for two long time 
residents, Lionel Sears, 
and Dorothy Smith. Doro- 
thy was a member prior to 
becoming a resident at 
Terraceview Lodge. 
Committee reports how 
how busy the centre is, 
and although there are no 
problems, the latest PNG 
bill exceeded $2,400 for 
two months. 
President Mary Ann 
Dilley said the annual 
conference for the B.C. 
O.A.P. will be held June 19 
and 20 in Lake Cowichan. 
A decision as to our de- 
legates will be made at 
the next meeting. 
So if you are interested 
in being our branch 71 re- 
presentative, l t Mary Ann 
know. 
Dates to remember: the 
Potluck Dinner takes place 
March 14 at 6 p.m. (St. 
Patrick's Day dinner). 
This will be followed by 
a Trip to Egypt video and 
talk by May McFarland, 
Gordon Watmough and 
Betty Demmitt. 
Games night takes 
place March 17 at 7:30 
p.m. April's dinner will be 
held Wed. April 11 at 6 
p.m. 
The next meeting will 
be held on April 12 at 2 
p.m. 
I hope to see you there! 
i i i i  i 
Around Town 
That number again? 
COUNSELLING for survivors of residential 
school abuse and their families is available 
through an outreach program at the Northwest 
Band Sbcial Worker's Association. In Terrace, 
the number to call for information is 638-0744. In 
Prince Rupert it's 627-8435. Otherwise, call 1- 
888-655-6533. In an article printed in the Ter- 
race Standard last week, the Prince Rupert tele- 
phone number for the residential school abuse 
outreach program was incorrect. 
Transition house is 20 
THE TERRACE Transition House celebrated its 
20th anniversary Monday with an open house at 
the Skeena Mall. 
The event was a way of thanking the com- 
munity for its ongoing support. Donations provide 
many of the necessities the facility has on hand 
for clients. 
I I  i I 
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BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Appearing live Monday to Saturday, 
Trixxx, Wednesday is now '80s night-games night! 
Special guest band Semi-Chronic appearing live Fri- 
day to Saturday, March 23 and 24, Watch for more 
special guest bands, 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Check out our new food and drink 
manuel 
GEORGE'S PUB: Presenting St. Patrick's Talent 
Nightt Kinettes Talent Show Saturday, March 17. 
Watch local bands and talents battle it outl 
HANKY PANKY'S is your weekend party destina- 
tion, the northwest's largest dance night club. No 
cover. Join us Friday and Saturday nights for great 
times. Karaoke on Sunday and Monday nights. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION Branch 13. Karaoke! 
Come participate in our Karaoke contest every Fdday 
night at 8 p.m. We're not rowdy, but you could help. 
Members and bona fide guests, Call the legion for info. 
THEATRE 
Terrace Little Theatre presents Alan Ayckbourn's 
Round and Round the .Garden, directed by Karla 
Hennig. March 15-17, 22-24, and 2941 at the McCall 
Playhouse at 8 p.m. It's a funny, delightful comedy set 
in England about a scoundrel who makes all of his con. 
quests in the garden. Tickets at Uniglobe Travel. 
Nils Ling 
Talent Night, presented by the Kinette Club of Ter- 
race, on St. Patrick's Day, Saturday, March 17 at 
the Northern Motor Inn at 8 p.m. Door prizes, 50/50 
draw, joke roll-off, entertainment and fun! By dona- 
tion, Proceeds to the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. Ta- 
lent searchl The Kinette Club of Terrace needs per- 
formers for Talent Night. Contact Katherine at 638- 
1400 or 638-1782 for information. 
The Truth About Daughters with Nile Ling. His oh- 
C 
~ i ~, 
I 
servations about life with his kids - from poopy dia- 
pers to poopy teenaged attitudes - has been a hit 
from coast to coast, Touching, powerful and hilarious- 
ly honest. Saturday, March 17 at the R,E.M. Lee 
Theatre, presented by the Terrace Concert Society. 
At 8 p,m. Tickets at Erwin's Jewellers, 
Skeena River Players have an opening for a stage 
manager and an assistant stage manager for The Rez 
Sisters, playing May 3 in Terrace and also going on 
tour, We'll train you, Understudy roles for First Na- 
tions actors. Call Marianne for info:635-2942. 
MUSIC 
St. Patrick's Family Swing Dance hosted by the 
Skeena Jazz Bands. Dance to live music proVided by 
awesome young musicians, Friday, March 16 from 7 to 
10 p.m. at the Skeena Gym. Tickets or into call Susan 
at 635-9136. 
Celtic Evening featuring Celtic Rain, Glenorchy and 
an open mic session Saturday, March 31. Doors open 
7:30 p,m,, performance 8 p.m. At the Elk's Hall. Spon- 
sored by the Terrace Musicians' Association, 
VISUAL ARTS 
Spirit Journey.., Expressions by Women is a multi- 
media art collaboration exploring how we integrate 
spirit into our lives. View works by local female art- 
isls. Show runs March 2 to April 29 at the Terrace 
Art Gallery, 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
 aRaCE 
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www.terraceautomal l ,com 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14 
Relay for a Friend, There will be a meeting of 
team captains for the Canadian Cancer Socie- 
ty's Relay for a Friend at 8 p.m. in room 324 of 
the Coast Inn of the West, For information con- 
tact Lynda at 635.9276. 
THURSDAY. MARCH 15 
Talent Night, presented by the Kinette Club of 
Terrace, at the Northern Motor Inn starting at 
8 p.m, Door prizes, 50/50 draw, joke roll.off, 
entertainment and funl By donation, Proceeds to 
afternoon. At the North West Community 
Health Services Society (Skeena Health Unit), 
Please phone the health unit at 638-2200 to 
make an appointment. 
Talent search[ The Kinette Club of Terrace 
needs performers for the annual Talent Night. 
Call Katherine at 638-1400 or 638-1782 for 
information, 
The Terrace Canadian Cancer Society is 
selling fresh daffodils. Please order before 
the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, 
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:::: Parasite Imbalance?: ::i : I 
A Ot of US were squirming over local news was about th~!l 
:parasite, Blastocystis hominis. The Terrace area (inciuding::!i| 
:•highway 37 north) reported a seemingly high incidencei;i I 
~ roughly 10 t rues the total found in neighbouring CornrnOni~iii] 
::ties of Smithers, Kitimat and Prince Rupert combinedi :: :i : i:!!!~il 
Naturally, everyone asked as to the reason for thedxpd~iiiii| 
:nent a y h gh evel in Terrace. Several were considered,hal!fill I 
i: hone were deftnitive. :i :?i ~ ::;i :.il;i!il 
ill! s it possible that certain doctors were more aware 0[thi~i!iil 
paras te and required more testing? Did patients thern~i;iil 
ise yes request he examination? ;: ;: iiiii! 
!if: Wouldn't either scenario promote laboratory testing t~!i!il 
:Concentrate on the condtion to a degree? Could thi~ill 
Terrace lab have a spec a ty in detect ng protozoans? : : iii~:i 
Skye Weintraub, N,D., wrote the book, The Parasiteii 
Menace (Woodland, lgg8). ~iii:.ili. 
She states "the Institute of Parasitic Diseases did a stud~iiii| 
and found that half of the people tested had BlastocystiSli:ii| 
::ihominis. It was found in more stool specimens than an~iJ 
Other parasite." Her research doesn't indicate that Terra6ei~ii| 
inumbers are high rather t on y suggests what level ma~iiil 
::truly be present. -:: ~:~,.J 
 :i:i Many doot%  do not re.uest th s type of  abwork; an q 
:When they do its Impodant to use the right lab. Most laB#iiii 
:~:d0n't specialize in this detect on which means that• thei':i! I 
i!wi:ong techn que cr test, poor samples or even the. wr05g:ill 
:iilphase of the disease can result in a false negative rest~lt~:i,ii:~iiiill 
i : i  Of the many kinds of parasites known to Inhabit humans!i!~! 
• ;i:thero are tests to detect on y about 40.or 50 further sdg~ 
Iii~:igeStlng that negative results aren t defin~lve,: / : i i  ii 
[!ii!: ~iYes;~ we shou d be concerned about parasitesil;iBut per~ 
I~iih~ps weii:~hould be glad if our doctor is aware oflth]S ad~ 
.... !;eqt~es~ testingl and that one of our northern !abs:j~adept 
'~tls~ttlnglt[iem, And If I came from an arealwith:al mi0chl 
!6~0~i~e#oHed tnc!dence, I might:still have rd,qlicao~s~!ii~d . 
!FOr? Informatlon, a consultation or;to::?~:;I 
I ili!i:::!purcha=e herba l  nutrit ion products;~ 
iiii~? : a t  who lesa le  prices contact: "!i!i!i 
:i~.i CIoudi0 Perry, Barbara Emery, Dorcie Annesley, Shdly 
ii!i Coxen, Meureen Gent, Wayne Gray, Joan Hough (Kitlmat) 
Bruno Belenger & Kr s~ Bottyan (Terrace]. 
~ ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
~i  Phone: (250) 638'i541 - Terrace 
E N R I C H"  (250) 632.2740. Kitimatiiiiii 
iii , ~ , ,, ~ ~ ^  , , o u ^  , Fax: ( 250) 635i15651! iiii 
!i:?'~",=,,',! " , ," ' ' ' ' '~'  : wvw;enrich:net/b~ii!!! 
~kI~DAY. MARCH 18 
The Terrace Drag Race Association holds a 
general meeting at 1 p.m. at the Coast Inn of the 
West, Everyone invited, For info call 635-0992. 
TUESDAY. MARCH 20 
Learn about brain disorders (mental Illnes- 
ses), a taped lecture series by Mary Moiler, 
This week's topic: understanding and communi- 
cating with someone who has delusions~ At the 
Stepping Stone Club House, 3302 Sparks. 
Free, Sponsored by the Terrace branch of the 
BC Schizophrenia Society. 
.............................. March.23..Elowers will be delivered March 29 or 
30. Please ~ay by March 27 or when ordeflng. 
Call 638.8583 to order yo~lr flowers. , 
Free tutoring Is available to all grades at the 
the Kermode Friendship Centre, 3313 Kalum 
St,, on Mondays from 2-5 p.m., Tuesdays from 
4:30.6 p.m. and on Thursdays from 2-6 p.m. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 21 
Free avalanche awareness clinic from 6 to 9 
p.m. at the library meeting room. Hosted by 
Ruins Board Shop and featuring Johan Slamm, a 
local avalanche technician, 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Family support/family centred care prac- 
tice course for childcare providers, parents 
and other professionals working with families. 
Wednesday evenings from 7 to 9:30 p.m, at The 
Family Place March 28 to May 2. Registration 
required by March 19. Call 638-1863, 
The Hug A Logger Association Is producing 
an upcoming charity fundralelng calendar. 
We are looking for photos of loggers (groups or 
individuals) on the job, especially female or na- 
tive Canadian loggers, Clearly labelled photos 
with names and phone numbers can be dropped 
off with Dominic at Royal Lepage Realty or call 
Sharon at 638-0069 for more info. 
The 36th Annual Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival March 26 to April 7 at the R,EM. Lee 
Theatre, the Terrace Pentecostal Assembly and 
the Terrace Evangelical Free Church, All compe. 
titions are free to the public, except the Scho. 
]arship Competition April 6 and the Gala Per. 
formance and Awards Night April 7. Tickets at 
Sight and Sound in the Skeena Mall, 
Skeena River Players has openings for a 
stage manager and an assistant stage 
manager for the upcoming production, The Rez 
Sisters, No experience required. We can train 
you from 'scratch, Understudy roles for three 
first nations acting parts also available, The Rez 
Sisters plays in Terrace May 3 and will tour the 
northwest in May. Call Marrlane at 635.2942 
for Information, 
Strong, Healthy Equals, a drop In centre for 
young women, is now open Saturdays fro m 
noon to 6 p.m. end Thursdays from 4 to 8 p',m. A 
safe, relaxed atmosphere where girls can come 
for support, Information, Ideas, conversation or 
to hang out. Located at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre. Call 638.0228 for info, 
Pre-Klndergarten Immunization Fair for 
children starting Kindergarten this year and 
children In K or Grade 1 who have not received 
this Immunization, Dates: March 19 and 22, all 
dw, March 28 in the morning and March 30 In the 
Computer courses ere now available at the 
Kermode Friendship Centre, Call 635-4906 
for details, dates and times, Classes are limited 
at a reasonable rate, discount for members. 
Terrace Churches Food Bank March distribu. 
tion March 12 to 15 at 4647 Lazelle Ave, rear 
entrance (look for the sign).Bring ID for you and 
your dependents. March 12 A-H, March 13 I-R, 
March 14 S-Z March 15 anyone missed. Dona- 
tions can be made at the Bargain Shop or Safe. 
way, Buy BC Sharing coupons at Safeway and. 
Over~aitea. Donations can be mailed c/o 4012 
Anderson Street, Terrace, B.C, VBG 2"1"2. 
True Love Waits. Abstinence is God's way to 
protect the heart, body and soul, Ages 12 and 
up. At Uplands Baptist Church, 5003 Halliwell 
Ave,, Feb, 25 to March 25 Sunday evenings from 
6-8 p.m. 
Free Parent Support Circle, an ongoing weekly 
• self help group for parents of young children, 
Mondays from 7.9 p,m. Do you feel like you're all 
alone or feel guilty for how you're dealing With 
Your children? Talk to people who understand 
and believe in confidentiality. For information, 
call 635-0664 or 635.3459. 
IiIatir~avik, Canada's leading national youth ser- 
vice program, is now taking applicants aged 17 
to 21 from all across the country to live and 
work in different communities for seven months, 
• Application deadline April 27, Call 1-888-525. 
1503 or visit the web site: www,katimavik,org 
Residential School Outreach Program sport. 
sored by the Northwest Band Social Workers 
Association group/support circle every Tuesday 
from 6:30 to 6:30 p.m. at 1581 Kulspai in Tar. 
race (Kitselas reserve.) For into phone 638- 
0744, ask for Louisa, In Prince Rupert call 627- 
8435, 
TOPS flake off Pounds Sensibly) meets 
Thursday evenings at the Skeena Health Unit 
auditorium, Weigh in starts at 6 p,m,, meeting at 
7:30 p.m, Come for a free visit, Formore info 
call Joan at 635.0998, 
Emergency Shelter Winter Drop-In. Get out 
of the cold and come for a snack- daily from 2-4 
p,m, at 2614 Hall St, (the big white house be- 
hind Totem Ford), Drop in for coffee, converse- 
tion, card games, the odd video or plain old con- 
versation. Call 635.5890, 
The Terrace Standard offers the community 
ca/endar as a public service to its readers and 
community organizations, This column is in. 
tended for non.profit organizations and events 
without an admission charge, 
Space permitting, Items will run two 
week~ I~efora each event. 
Dsedllne le B p.m, Thursdays, 
Upcoming Events at the  
R,E .M,  Lee  Theat re  , 
March .... ~. ..... '" ...... 
Saturday 17t." at:8 pi:m,:%i~ :. 
Terrace.iO6~c~rt S6ci~yi,,~r#'sents ; ::: '.""' 
" :  : ; : " : ' "  , , , ,  . , ~:i i : ! : i :F i  ::~ , : i ' : : : : !~i :~hx.~:: :  "';:!!i:: i:i::':~i~ :i:~:: " ' , 
March/Apr i l  .i;!~:,,,~;i~:. ::if ,!~::. = . /:.ii~i~i~i::!!iiiii:.;:. . . .
MoII,, Match 2~iiii~.~i~:Th~r~::~iii!~ii 5'" 
~; '::/::i?acffic N~i~st : : : : l~ lu~ic  Festival 
Friday6!" Pa6ifi~:~i!~rthwest Music 
Festivai!!s SCholarship Competition 
Saturday 7" Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival's Gala Night 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Erwin's House of 
Fine Jewellery 
in the Skeena Mall 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at  
Uniglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
Baby's Name: 
Christy Marie King 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 3, 2001 at 11:50 p.m. 
'~eight: 8 Ibs. 5 oz, Sex: Feekak 
Parents: Cory & Susie King 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Madison WiUow 
Date & Time ef Blrtht 
Feb. 26, 2001 at 7:45 p.m. 
Wdght: 9 Ibs. 13 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Darren & Tracey Iloffos 
O 
Baby's Name: 
Alex Adam Mcfarron 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 4, 2001 at 6:46 
Weight: 71bs. tO ½ oz. ~:  Male 
Patents: Brutus & Kate McCarron 
Baby's Name: 
Timothy Ronald 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 4, 2001 at 5:20 p,m. 
Weight,, 7 lhs. 2 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Dennis & Lynn Peerless 
Baby brother for Brook 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Cailin ann 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 5, 2OO1 at 2:53 p.m. 
Weight: 7lbs. 5 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Michelle Owen 
& Wayne Green 
Baby sister for Robert 
O 
Baby's Name: 
Jackson Davis 
Date & Time of Birth,' 
March 3, 2001 at 3:15 a.m. 
Weigh~ 10 Ibs. 2 oz. Se~: Male 
Parents: Bryan & Rachel Netzel 
Baby brother for Joshua & Micbaela 
~ ~ l r e c e i v e  their  f i rst  
  Gund Teddy Bear 
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 TAChelation The apy "=OTA ChelatmnTherapy~ r Intravenous Chelation TreatmentS,, ~cupunc~t'ure ::I:i ~ln~ Food Allergy Testing • Vitamin/Herbal Medicine raVenOus Chelation Treatments Preventative M dicine. Homeopathic Medicine 
I -~ . ,  ::! i: *Acupuncture i :: Nutritional & Lifestyle Consultation 
Ozone Therapy .Vega Testing 
J 
:.:~ ~ • Food Allergy Testing ,~,: 
i: :" ~ i:'Vitamin/Herbal Meal cine:i 
~,:,:: :- Preventative. Medicine;. 
I / :'Homeopathic Medicine~i 
!I~ [ .Nutritional. Ozone & LifestyleTherapyCOnsultation wwm.chelationnorth.com 
1 Hang ing  out  . .vega T  ting 
DRYING IN THE WIND is the final step for these tie dying projects. Teenaged | 
girls turned dozens of T-shirts, scarves and even undergarments from drab to | 
tab at the March 3 opening of a new drop-in centre. Strong Healthy Equals, | 
or SHE, is a comfy, funkily-decorated hangout for girls that s open from noon | 
to 6 p.m. Saturdays and from 4 to 8 p.m. Thursdays. I : " " " : ' ~ i  " 
Season finale 
-Fami ly man-= uH¢  o sp i l l s  the  www.chelationnorth.com 
goods  on ..... ' :  
THE TRUTHAbout Daugh- or suddenly realizing your 
[ !!i i: ;i!iCatberi.e 
, v  . • , . ............ ' " Hart ,  Masseu.,~e i
 ,s4o/ hour, $20 '/'2 hour/:/, 
. .  . . . . . .  . , . . . . .  :::::::::::.$.~::::. ..::::::::. . : ~ .. 
featuring the comedic in- ~:;*~i~i~ seen with you in public, tasting, healthy water. Your authorized 
!~!."..~L~!:: 
sights ofCBC broadcaster ~.'~ The show, which has EVERPUREdealerls 
and father of two Ntis %.!: : : : : :  i~!!~i~!i~: already toured Saskatche- SURETECH SYSTEMS & S0LO1"]:ONS 
Ling, is the Terrace Con- "'-'.~:~: .::~' ~:: :: ::::~ ..... wan and southern Ontario 
I~ i~ Call 250-635"7410 now for tour, informationt cert Society's season fi- m  ~'~'~!i:i::!~i i,:..,,,:,::~ this winter, is resonating 
nale. .;~!i i i :::~:~:":iiii; :~ !i~::i~ with audiences. 
Radio listeners have ii~i!;~ ~::~" Ling says parents come' ~ ~: ' : : i :  
........ Your Ad could heard the nat iona l ly -synd i -~ i l  ~ --., ~, .............. up to him after the show i ,  : cated columnist's family ~ i lm and launch into their own 
m, be here!  ii, ., Eis. 
grow up over the past 17 stories. ~/"  ?~!i~:~: Recoveriyour health in a,.~::!'ti~ !~::~.::!,!!:.~~ 
years. ~ Ling's stop in Terrace is ; ~ ~/  :~;'.::: naturalinte JWay. ...... 
The Truth About Daugh- part of his six-week tour of ~::i~:;:i!;~i' . . . .  gratec 
ters is a full-length stage B.C. ~":':": . . . . .  ~i 
play based on Ling's own From here he's heading Detoxify using 15eil~ g natOral m0 ~10ds ...... 
experiences helping to south to Los Angeles, Call Stacy at 638-7283 for more  into AROMATHERAP¥'MASSAGE'REFLEXOLOG~;EAR~(~AtiD~!~'r~fir;'ae"n 
Natural H~a . F,~.,,..JLirdsell, th Practitio~ raise a daughter from birth where the show will open ~ i~i :~i~ 
to the day he gives her Ntis Ling for a one-month run. STANDARD . :: i:~~:ii:ij~,:.,:~,~,:,,~,-~ ....... (~al1635-2194ioranap~intmentLakelse (aCres 
away at the altar - all de- The Truth About Daugh- ;~'ii~%~!;~i:i 'i506 from ....... Totem=Furniture) scribed in his trademark break and wonder and ters is showing at 8 p.m. ~ . . . .  ,,, 
humour, terror." March 17 at the R.E.M. 
, ~Here's histake on'par- ~' : Parents, he says, all Lee Theatre. . . . . . : :  .. 
e'fithood: . . . . . .  " ................. .. "" - "Being a parent 'share '~iSmi'h'bh ground~ Tickets are availabb at . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -,~ -r,'~,~-~ "': . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
is"fun, it's frustrating, it's whether ,it's dealing with Erwins Jewellers ia the ,- ...... -,,, ~,,i~ ,~'~ . . . . . . . . . .  ,,v" ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
filled with joy and heart- poopy, exploding diapers Skeena Mall. 
. . ' : :  :~,'; 
Thank You 
It's peace  
of mind 
Dear Sir; 
On behalf of Mrs. Doro- 
thy Jones, my family, and 
myself, we would like to 
extend a public thank you 
to the staff and administra- 
tion of Terraceview Lodge 
for the dedication, cheerful 
caring and up-to-date atti- 
tude with residents, their 
family members and 
friends. The New Beetle 
The volunteers who ass- 
ist at Terraceview are fan- 
tastic and many of them 
become friends with the 
people living there. Re i I 
We have been very im- m a n  ca  m.  
i)ressed with the care " 
given by the staff, from There's enough for everybody. 
housekeeping to nursing, : - "  
and the friendly, loving at- 
mosphere provided to their 
residents. 
The facility itself is al- 
ways bright, clean and 
well maintained, providing . • 
a home-like atmosphere, 
You give peace of mind 
to the families of individ- " i - 
uals who, for medical rea- 
sons or otherwise, must 
move from their home st- Comes equipped with A/C, on anti-theft alarm and a luxury package 
tuation into a care facility. 
This is not an easy de- 
s2997mo, cision, but it is comforting ~ i i including o powersunrood and heated seats. Boy, we're really looking to know there are well-rim ..~, 
facilities such as Terrace- "48months " 
view available in the re- L:, S3,s74dubolleasesignlng 
BJon. ~ : :: .... '" ; after you, huh? Visit your local deahr today and take a test drive. 
Dorothy Jones and 
Luella Froess 
Generous Drivers wanted.'@ 
suppor t  
- : NewBeetle GLS 
Dear Sir; 
The Northwest B.C. 
Metis Association would ...................................................................................................................... 
• . . . 
chants, organizations and At all ' J "1  • ' parfidpahng Volkswagen Dealers including your local Dealer: individuals who generously 
supported our Christmas Columbia Auto Haus 
events, 4109 Substation Avenue 
Kathleen Davies 635-5717 D6351 
. President 
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SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PORTS 638-7283 
I I . i  
SKEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
The Heart of the Park 
fter four somnolent months pent soaking 
A up soft summer ains and sun filtered 
through thin cloud cover, the stream side 
shrubbery was thick and intensely green. Today- 
-a rare cloud free day--the brush shimmered in 
the oblique rays of the morning sun. It was a 
good time to make the trip inland, deep into the 
heart of the park. 
We left early in order to put as many miles 
behind us as possible. It was already hot. Sharon 
stood astern, one hand on the painter to main- 
tain balance, the other on the tiller. The sun 
glinted off the mirrored lenses of her shades. To 
avoid losing it, she'd turned her red baseball 
cap front to back. Her long dark hair streamed 
out from under the visor like the tail of a thor- 
oughbred. I sat amidships, atop a cooler filled 
with enough food for a week. 
There was still enough snow from last winter 
to keep the main river high and a shade of gray 
only a shade lighter than the sides of the Zo- 
diac. 
"Moose at two o'clock," called" Sharon. There 
were two: a cow with a calf big enough to be on 
its own, making their way across a side channel. 
They were up to their withers in water but ap- 
parently still running across the bottom,, given 
the surge of water ahead of them. 
Sharon banked sharply and gave the boat 
more throttle. The sound of the engine was am- 
plified as it bounced off the wooden wall of one 
of the many sprawling log piles that lie along 
the river valley. She noticed that I was staring 
at the huge jam . . . . .  ~ ..... i ...... '
"This is why ~'~!~ufla~t!fl:a'~e for this part of 
the river means 'Water of Many Big Logs,', she, 
said. "We"eaii ]t 'ihe 'Sfii:ks.'" . . . .  ' . . . .  ~ ...... 
I wasn't surprised that the guide outfitters, and 
the intrepid river rats like Sharon, would down- 
play the majesty and danger of the place in 
their downsized translation of the First Nation's 
designation. It's natural for those who, every 
spring, dodge trees angrily torn from the banks 
by a river swollen with snow melt, and later na- 
vigate through the wooden monoliths titched 
together by a kinder river in less turbulent 
times, would seek to deemphasize the risk in 
their daily conversation. 
We crossed a line where the gray water of the 
main river met the clear brown water of its af- 
fluent. 
"The Nuhaat call this river something white 
men can't pronounce," shouted Sharon. 
"Something that means 'Roaring Bear.' You'll 
see why in a few miles." 
Alders reached out over the river. Steep 
mountains rose up on both sides. The sound of 
the engine was less reverberant when we passed 
wide rocky swaths avalanches had cut down to-- 
and sometimes clear across--the river. We slid 
over glide after glide. Our passage sent schools 
of fish toward the shore for cover. 
Ahead we saw an aluminum boat. Sharon 
slowed the Zodiac and gave the fly fishermen 
standing spread out through the run a wide berth. 
She brought he boat to the beach at the head 
end where a smiling, corpulent curly-haired fel- 
low with cherubic face greeted us. 
"They're from Japan," he said. "Can barely 
speak any English and the only Japanese words 
I know are Honda and Toyota." 
"What about sushi?" said Sharon prodding 
the guide's ample belly. 
"Fishin'?" he asked, looking at the Zodiac 
and probably noticing that there were no rods or 
guns. 
"No," Sharon shook her head, "O'Doul." At 
the sound of the name the smile on the guide's 
face vanished. Moments later he left us to help 
one of his sports, who was now hooked onto a 
salmon and was whooping with glee. 
We pushed off, rounded a gentle bend, then 
passed through the portals of a tall canyon fram- 
ing a series of deep glassy pools that captured 
its reflection. On the walls, perched like moun- 
tain sheep, First Nations fishers deftly dipped 
salmon. Sharon waved. The natives waved back. 
"Nuhaat?" I asked. Sharon nodded yes as she 
expertly slid the inflatable into an inside corner 
and guided it out of the canyon. 
We passed Mars, saw scores of goats walking 
distant rock walls, roared over schools of sal- 
mon, spooked eagles, kingfishers, and ravens on 
our way to the place where the river roared, just 
as Sharon said it would; At first glance the ra- 
pids looked impassable. As we made our way 
through, the misgivings I'd had about being 
guided on a wilderness river by a woman not 
more than a eentirnetre over five feet tall va- 
nished. ' 
"She's as good as any and better than most," 
Homer had told me, "and she's the only one 
brave enough to go as far as you want to go into 
the Park,": 
Sunny skies for slalom races 
THERE WAS no trace of a 
cloud in the big blue sky 
at Shames Mountain Mar. 
4 as racers prepared for the 
second annual Mr. Mike's 
corporate challenge. 
The music was crank- 
ing, spectators were 
lounging in deck chairs 
and skiers and riders were 
pumped. 
Thirty-six teams took 
part in the triple slalom 
races that saw competitors 
blazing through gates 
down Back Eddy. 
In the skiing event first 
place accolades go to 
team Stone Rock Enter- 
prises from Terrace. Ra- 
cers were Richard Stone, 
Jamie Austin and up-and- 
coming young skier Julia 
Peters. 
Second place went to 
the Ebony's team featuring 
Inn Hamilton, Jeff Stewart 
and Heather Stewart. 
And third place skiing 
honours went to Mr. 
Mike's team. Skiers were 
Ron Story, Faye Campbell 
and Aaron Croot. 
In the snowboarding 
event team Ruins came 
out on top with riders Tara 
Valk, Jeff Doll and Rui 
Salema. 
All three riders also re- 
presented team Ebony's 
which nabbed the second 
place slot. 
Third place in the 
snowboarding races went 
to the Shames Mountain- 
Earl's Bobcat team featur- 
ing Ryan Hovland, Loft 
Hulbert and Callum 
Wood~vorth. 
The challenge also en- 
listed mixed snowboarding 
and skiing teams. 
Taking top spot was 
Robert and Michael 
Campbell along with Leah 
Leclerc representing Kiti- 
mat's Action Sport and 
Cycle. 
Scan Sterner, Sam Mc- 
Kenzie and Graham Dedi- 
luke teamed up for Ter- 
race's All Season's Source 
for Sports and managed to 
take second spot in the 
mixed event. 
Third place honours 
went to Prince Rupert's 
Cowpuccino's team. Jud- 
son Rowse, Troy Chant 
and Colleen Myers were 
taking part. They also won 
the best costume prize. 
Prizes were also given 
away for fa~test man and 
woman which went to Ter- 
race's Graham Dediluke 
and Julia Peters respect- 
ively. 
Token telemarkers were 
Shame's Mountain's ski 
and snowboard school dir- 
ector Mare Boutin along 
with John Krisinger, 
The youngest team 
award went to the New 
Cleaning Company with 
Casey, Tennille and Tanis 
Lewis. 
And the most spectacu- 
lar fall award was all An. 
drew Rushton's. 
Competitors and spec- 
tators lapped up the sun- 
shine later on at the out- 
door beer gardens, barbe- 
qua and awards ceremony,: 
TARA VALK rode with the Ruins and Ebony's snowboarding teams at Mr. 
Mike's corporate challenge at Shames Mar. 4, The teams must have had the 
, rightstuff because they placed first and second respectively over all. 
Barton reaches 
goal at provincials 
TERRACE Peewee Rep right winger OustinHystad lines up wide to the outside 
ready• for a pass following a face-off at this year's Peewee AA Zone Playoffs. 
Injuries mark zone final 
Bantam AA provincials. 
Kitimat played host for the 
Peewee AA zones, Mar. 2- 
4. 
Terrace's Peewee Raps 
faced Smithers and lost by 
a score of 5-1. But, Ter- 
race bounced back against 
Prince Rupert in their sec- 
ond game, winning 6-2. 
Their third game against 
Kitimat was a very impor- 
tant one. Entering the 
match up, Smithers had 
two wins and one loss, K i -  
timat had two wins, and 
Terrace had a win and a loss. 
A Terrace win would cause a three- 
way tie, while only two teams would he 
in the final. 
THE SKEENA Valley Lea- 
gue regular season came to 
a close Feb.16-17, when the 
Terrace Totem Ford Midget 
Reps took a pair of games 
against Prince Rupert. 
Zone playoffs followed 
the regular season. 
Midget AA zones were in 
Smithers, Feb. 24-25. Ter- 
race played the host team 
first, and won the match-up 
3-1. In their second game, 
they easily beat out Prince 
Rupert 7-1. 
Their third game saw 
Terrace lose to Kitimat 4-2, setting the 
stage for the final on Sunday. 
This final turned out to be a rough one. 
Terrace's top players were plagued by in- 
TYLER NOBLE 
juries which ended any chance of taking Terrace would need to win by at least 
the zone. With six injuries, including two 4 goals to make the final. A loss or tie 
concussions, Kitimat beat Terrace 3-0. 
Kitimat moves on to the Midget AA 
provincials in Port Moody, Mar, 18-24. 
February 24-25 saw the Inland Ken- 
worth Bantam Raps in Prince Rupert for 
the Bantam AA zones. 
The Bantam team played Smithers 
first off. Smithers, who finished with 16 
wins out of 18 games in the regular sea- 
son, was favoured to win the zones. The 
team started off by defeating Terrace 5-1 
in their opening match-up. 
Terrace dged out Irdtimat in their next 
would eliminate them, and' the final 
would belong to Smithers and Kitimat. 
The game was back and forth in the 
first two periods, with the score tied at 3 
entering the thirdl Kltimat went ahead 4-3 
early in the final frame, but then Terrace 
got two quick goals and took control. 
Penaltiesplagued Kitimat, and soon 
enough Terrace was in front 8-4. Terrace 
had a two-man advantage late in the 
game for a checking from behind inci- 
dent, and sealed off' the game going on to 
win 9-5, eliminating Kitimat. 
GOAL-SETHNG. 
It's something that any 
athlete or team does on a 
daily, weekly, monthly or 
yearly basis. 
In team 
sports every 
player contri- 
butes to work- 
ing toward a 
goal, be it 
provincial fi- 
na ls  or next 
week's game. 
But in indi- 
vidual sports 
like swim- 
ming it's all 
up to one ath- 
lete. 
At the be- 
ginning of this 
year's swim Jenine Barton 
season, local" 
Bluebook swimmer Jenine 
Barton set some very spe- 
cific goals with Dr. Peter 
Usher, the team's sports 
psychologist, 
Dr. Usher helps the 
swimmers set goals that 
are challenging enough 
that hard w9rk and perse- 
verance is the only way to 
get there. 
"At the beginning of the 
year the goal we had set 
out (with Barton) was 2:26 
for the backstroke," said 
coach Mike Carlyle. 
At the B,C. provincial 
championships Mar. 1-4, 
Barton swam her way to a 
2:26.49 time in that event 
- good enough for a fourth 
place finish and bang on 
her goal time, 
Right now, Barton is 
two seconds off her goal in 
the 200 metre fly but Car- 
game 4-3, The final game against Prince The final on Sunday afternoon saw 
Rupert saw Terrace win 9-1, With Terrace Smithers and Terrace square off, The 
and Smlthers finishing on top in the round other two Terrace teams made it to the 
lyle has faith that she can 
shave those seconds off in 
due course; 
"l think when she at- 
tends nationals this sum- 
mer she'll be 
ab le  to 
achieve that," 
he said. 
Also compet. 
ing at the 
B.C. provin- 
cial cham- 
pionships was 
14-year-o ld 
Fernando Po- 
lance. 
At this, his 
first provin- 
cial cham- 
pionship ex- 
perience, Po- 
lance raced in 
the 1500 
metre freestyle race - the 
longest event he would 
take part in. 
"The longer freestyle 
swim is a challenging way 
to start the competition," 
said Carlyle. 
But Polanco managed 
to get a personal best time 
of 20:33.97, 12 seconds 
faster than his previous 
best time in the event. 
Polanco also had the 
opportunity o swim as part 
of the Points North swim- 
ming team, Points North 
brings swimmers from 
Prince Rupert, Kitimat, 
Smithers, Masset and Ter- 
race together to take part 
in various team events. 
Polanco swam with 
:three other boys in the 400 
metre 14 and under free- 
style race in which they 
placed fourth. 
Salmon Arm sweeps 
THE B.C. high school cur'- On the boys' side a 
ling provincial champion- three-way tie for first 
ships were held in Terrace emerged between Elphin- 
and Kitlmat Mar. 1-3. stone, Cowichan and 
The gir ls '  round robin Charles Hays. 
saw defending champs Charles Hays won the 
game and ,#ent on to take the final 3- champions, The Peewee AA provincials 
0. Smlthers wil ! represent our zone in the are in Nelsoni March 18'24. : 
robin, they would re-match in the final, championship but fell to their opponents. Salmon Arm' go 7 and 0 bye and automatically ad- 
' " ' a ainst Kifimat earning the title of provin- vanced to the final The The game proved to be a thriller re- Tired from thmr game g , . . . . . . .  .. . . 
' ~,~,,,,-~ , o ' ~ 'nst a fresh cml cnamps yet again semi nnai saw Cowichan maining scoreless until 12 minutes to go . . . . . . .  h.d a tou,,h time a,,at . . . .  
e - . ,h , . .  ,-..;. ~...~,u.,,, °~m, k he Second place was oust ElpMnstone 10 6 in the third, o,,, ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ~ too t .. ' - . 
But Smithers turned it on late in the final 8-3, and went on to  be zone Brookswood from Langley But  Cowichan took out 
and Be!brant school  o f  the northwest's Charles 
Victoria placed third.  Hays 1 1 , 7 . . : . :  
I i , , 
%. C";:* 
~i, ~ ?.~ 
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Over .14,000 ads-  updated daily BC Newspaper Group 
: 155OBITUARIES 
i 
511 Cattem~ood Cres. Th~rnh II, 635-7: 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLIHE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, V/ord Classified and Classified Displm/ 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m, for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUM IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
(Standard & Advertiser) ~14,4~Um,,gS ash 
3 w~ks  (Standard & Advertiser) $26.~*(~.r,;'s GeT) 
*Additional words (over 20) 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
per column inch Pickup $5,00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARWCARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $8.12 cJn 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.56 per column inch 
BARGAIN CORNER ADS Sale Items $50 or less adverllsed In 
the Terrace standard only. No on account charges, cash only, no 
phone calls. $4.67 (.~.33GST] 4 weeks (10 words max) 
For regional coverage place your display ad In the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
I Ten ~eks efler you wata caitceivad, i 
I y0ur ffngergrinls were already .,,r~--'~'~ 
I permapenlfy engrgved on ~ i~ 
I y0ur skin. Forever after, he e ~ i l  i 
I may be used 10 idenli~' you. "~..~.~i~" 
II Tenace pro-Life Education Asso~, 
~ I~x e52, Tenace 
I ~NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE 
.......................................... 
Registration & details at centre. 
Practical Guid~ce for your Souls d0u~y 
• Palm Readings-Menn0Dr~@er 
Undemtan~in~ Your Path- Tarot, 
Chann@d Readings 
~urell Ballard, Mac. D, Ph. D, 
C.O.R.E. 
Classifications! 
/U~NOUNCEMENTS 616 COMMERCIAL 
IOS~EMENT5 628 FOR SALE OR R~Ni' 
110 AP~IVERSARIES 636 H~USES FOR RE~T 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 MISC. FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644 MO~ HOMES 
t 30 COMING E'VENIS 648 ROOM & BOARD 
I3S ENGAC~/  65~ ,~ARE 
W~DDiNG$ ACC~ATION 
t 45 ~i ~,~RT~ 660 ~C~GE 
tSO E~AL NOTK~ES 668 TOURISt 
I SS OBHUAHIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
16air,eElS 676 WAHTEDTO RENT 
165 THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PER.,~NM. REAL ESTArlE 
2IC ~USNES5 I~RSONALS 705 ACREAGES/LOTS 
230 teST & rOnJ~K) ? t S COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
240 FERSONALS ?30 FOR SALE BY OWNER 
735 HOUSES 
MERCHANDISE 745 MQ~tF~ 
315 AUCTK3NS 755 OP~ HOUSE 
330 COMPUIERS 770 WANIED 
3as FURNITURE 
360 GARAGE S~ES AUTOMO/WE 
366 MISC. r-C,R S~IE ale CARS R~ .~.E 
380 TL~eER 815 TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANTED 820 VAIx~ FOR 5AtE 
PEI$ I FART~ RECREA/1ONM 
410 FARM EOUipMEM E54 A~RCI~4~ 
426 I]VE3TOCK 
435 ~S 858 AIV'S 
862 BOATS / MARINE 
• lOUSt~ 8J~,6 MOIORCYCLES 
460 EQUIPMeqT 8?0 RV'S ~ S  
470 tOGC4NG/'T~BER e?4 RV'S 5t'H WHEELS 
480 MACHINERY ere RV'S MOTaRHOMES 
f.M~O Y..~'Ni" ~2 RV RENTALS 
510 BUrN F..SS 8?0 ~g,K~aMO~E$ 
OPP(~IUNrrlES 
S2O OmEERS ~RVICES 
530 EDUCATION 910 BUILDING SERVICES 
540 HELP WANTEa 912 C.~PEN'1RY 
570 TUTOR E"4~ 914 CHILD CARE 
580 WORK WANI~D 920 CONStrUCTION 
RENTA~ 932 HANDYMAN 
604 A~ARIheENTS 936 JANffOR~L 
608 BASEMENT .SUITE 9,44 MLSC. SERVICES 
612 CAB~S/CO'nAG~:S 
(Conseryation Outdoor 
Recreation Education) 
Firearm Safety Course 
will begin 
March 26 
Oeldoet Sunlvnl & first Aid 
| l ta l re Safety • An lml  Idos t i fk i tkm 
lied Identffhition • IElhlcs 
HvMI M taws & lelulalleas 
~ B.C. H,..,r,~s ~ ' .  Ih~ ~r  ~ 
re~imd 1o 0bl0in abig game ,h~ling' 
I~  & is .n~essa~ k>q~ef ~x 
o llmiled Enl O, "[~s~¢e, 
"l~is ~1 be my ~t dass off, red ~ the 
LIMITED ENTRY SEASON 
Register TODAY~ 
Ph0~e JOHN ItMEY at 
635-6542 
The Terrace Standard reserves the rlghl to classify ads under epproprlate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
"he Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that il is against he provincial Human Rlghls Act to discriminate on lhe basis of children, marital stalus and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference• 
The Terrace Standard resewes the right o revise, edit, classity or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental, 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Inslructlons are received. 
"rhase answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid lose. 
All claims of errors In adverlisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard In the even| of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser lot only one incorrect Insertion Ior the podlon of the adveflielng space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid (or such adverllslng. 
Name Address ' 
Phone Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION.  Credit Card No. Expiry Date - -  
E3 V ISA  El MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
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Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
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le  
15 .25  
27 .55  
le ,59  
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TANDARD k.. 
Island - leo  t .%l'Olqq-I!!  "i I rO  l 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICA IONS FOR ~m ~ 
SALE OF SEIZED CEDAR BLOCKS Fo~ 
Co~ FOR TIMBER SALE LICENCE A66733 
$50,000 NORTH 
Treasure Hunt, Only $20 for 
your Treasure map. Begin your 
adventure by calling the Port 
McNiel Lions 250-956-3755 
Take Notice that pursuant to Section 115(2) 01 the Forest Practices Code olgfitish 
"~"~ "g% .~i~ 
.-..... i~. ~:~i~ 
~~~ii!i:ii!:~iiii£1Z/iiiiii2i)sii~ii:i!ii :~ 
I I I 
DARBY 
W/th ~eep sorrow we 
announce the death of 
Terry Darby 
on February 28, 2001 in 
Queen Charlofle City, B.C. 
i He will be lovingly 
i remembered and sadly 
i missed by his sisters and 
his nieces and nephews. 
A family service will be 
held in Terrace• 
40 or 
Bust  
From the gang at work 
i 
Passed Away March 3rd, 2001 in Richmond, B.C. ~1, / 
Olive May~ deady beloved wife of the late Dcnald W. May. 
Loving molher o f  Carolyn McKay (Gordle) and Marolyn 
Anderson (Gord). Fondly remembere~ by her grandchildren, 
Shelley Matsuo (Mike), Leanne McKay (Mike), Corinne Stromsten 
(Wade), Sherl Marshal (Rob) and Ryan McGinnis, her 4 great 
grandchildren, Emily and Seth, and Jacob and Cosey. Olive will be 
sadly missed byher 2 sisters Flora Longworth and" Ruth Spanner 
(O I e); her bro~er Emme~t West (Jackle); her 15 nieces andneph- 
ewe and by Angle, a special friend and caraglver. 
She is predeceased by her sister Clara Eddy and her brother Airy 
West. Olive was a member of the O.O.R.P. Lod.~e #216 in Terrace 
l 
and as a member of the Daughters of the Nth, she served as 
Queen at Zarah Temple #72 in 1978, 
A Memorial Service was held in the Chapel of the Richmond 
Funeral Home, 8420 Camhie Road, Richmond, B,C. on Thursday, 
March 8th, 2001 at 1:00 pm. In lieu of flowers, donations t'n 
Oliye's memo~ may be ma~e to The Arthritis Society, 895 West 
10th Avenue, Vancouver, B.C. V5Z 1 L7. 
ii 
II for Directors 
Lionel Wayne Sears 
Oct. 7, 1931 -Feb. 23, 2001 
Lionel has bean a resident of 
Terrace since 1957. He leaves 
J( 
behind many friends and tam- 
lily, who will miss him. He will I be missed by Hs brothers: Sid 
I(Mille) of Calgary, AB, 
[Gordon (Lenord of Hythe, AB 
land Brian (Karen) of CNtek 
Lake, Sask,, former wife 
Patrlcla, Saskat0on. 
His children: Brian (Laura), 
Terrace; Gary~ Terrace; & 
Dabble of Fraser Lake and 4 
grandchildren and great 
grandchildreh. 
We wil l  miss your happy 
smile and giving heart. : ¢ 
Terrace & District Credit Union has 
Positions for 4 Directors 
to be filled at this year's 
Annual General Meeting 
APRIL 10, 2001 
All candidates interested, call 
Paul Scales at 638-8822 
or inquire at the 
Reception Desk 
Ter race  & Dist r ic t  Credi t  Un ion  
Columbia Act, sealed tenders will be received by the DIslrict Manager, Kalum Forest 
District, 200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terracel British Columbia, V8G 1L1, not later than 
8:30 a,m. on March 15, 2001. (or sate el the following volumes el seized Cedar 
elccks: 
Volume: 68.4 m ~ Minimum Acceptable Bid: $10,000,00 
~SI~I~.-!~-~ Ceda¢,Sh~ake'B|o(~ks~ ;;;.,;~'Pailetdepoidt • . . . .  : :  $ 3~200,00 
' Tei'm: i~: Removal to be Completed by March 26, 2001. .~. ~ , .  "• . : :  ,:, • 
A certified cheque peyal~lo tO the Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations is Io 
be Inoludod in o sealed tender for full paymsnt of wood purchased, A separate certi• 
lied cheque Is to be included for the pallet deposit (rotundabls upon the rolum of 
pslleta). 
Proof d Workers' Compensation coverage must be provided, prior to entering the 
Feast Service compound for the viewing and removal of wood, 
Total v0fumo: 68.4 m = of Crown Timb0r to be sold under Section t 15(2) of the Forest 
Practices Code of British Columbia Act has been seized from John Paul Kemeny, 
Ivan r4oy Fied0ach and Skaona Cellulose Inc. 
Seared tenders will be opened at the Kalum Forest District Office at 9:30 P,m, on 
"March 15. 2001. Tender packages end additional information may be oblained from 
the Compliance and Enforcement staff at the Kalum Forest District office at 200 - 
5220 Kdth Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, V8G 1L1. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
~ Accepting applications up to 
blarch 16, 2001 or from the 
Ill @ floor at the Annual General Meeting. 
'l Te~tr~t~Dl~stndct4650 Lazelle ,Avenue, Terace 
T'T~ NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an appJlcatlon has been made to amend 
Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995. 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
The applicotlon affects the Air .ppr/and adjacent lands, within the 
City o~: l'errace, as indicated on the accompanying map. 
THE INFFENT: 
The proposed zoning categories, uses, regulations, and mapping 
are intended to: 
• Sustain the community and raglan by providing land for future 
induslrlaJ and ~irport related uses; 
i Manage dq ant to protect the aviation precinct and envi- 
ronmantell~ ,e or significant lands; 
Manage devdopment o protect life and property from natural 
and human-mode hazards; 
Manage development o minimize and/or mitigate negative 
effects upon adjacent properties and Highway 37. 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSP.ECTED in the recep- 
llon area at the City of Terrace Public Works Buildlnn a 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., Ioatween the hour. of 8:'~0 a.m. to 
,4:30 p m each day from Wednesday, March 141{!, 2001, to 
Monday, March 261fl, 2001, excluding Saturdays and Sundays. 
pUBUC HEARING DETAI~: 
An~ persons wishing to voice the r of inions regarding this appfi- 
ca,tar my do so in writing, al i/or in person, AT THE PUBLIC 
IlEAl GTO BE HELD IN THE N NI( IPALCOUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:00 RM. ON MONDAY, MARCH 2611-1, 2001. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE L~ 
GOVERNMENT ACT. R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NO'lICE and be go;vetoed accordingly. 
RaN PeeLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
4 5 
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For longer rid, please use a aoparote she=t 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION OF F~c.~m~a ( ~  
I~n~H ROAD CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT E01-06-9694 
C~t .~ HARPER H-35 
In accordance with the Contract dated June 16, 2000. 
BETWEEN OWNER: Ministry of Forests 
and 
CONTRACTOR: TIMBER BARON CONTRACTING LTD. 
This is to certify that the work deccdbed therein has been SUBSTANTIALLY 
PERFORMED on contract Eat.Pc.DEe4. For ag purposes under the contract, 
wherein the lights, duties and obligations of all parties concerned are described, 
and for all purposes under the Lien Legislation applicable to the place of work, 
Substantial Performance shall be regarded as equivalent to"Comploled" as 
described thereunder. 
District Manager, Kolum Forest District, #200-5220 Koith Avenue, Tmreco, S.C. 
VaG tLt .  
BAILIFF SALE 
19¢4 Chev P/U CK/2500, 4x4, va, gasl AM/FM 
1999 Dodge Caravan, P/W, P/S, P/B, Cruise, Remote Doors 
1994 Chev Cavalier VL, Auto, A/C, 4 ¢71. 
1994 Ford Explorer 4DR XLT, Auto 
1997 Chev Cavalier Z24, 4 cyl, auto, CD, cruise 
1996 Ford Light Duly F150 XLT, Reg. Cab 4x4, P/S, P/B, 
~/FM 
I snowmobile hailer (holds 4) 
For appomlment o view contact the undersigned. CLOSING DATE 
NOT DETERMINED. 
Caledonia Bailiff Services, Roger Smith 250.635.7649 
CITY OF TERRACE 
TERRACEi NOTICE OF PUBUC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY  PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend City 
of Terrace Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 1312-1993. 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
The aoplication affects the Airp?.rt and adjacent lands, within the 
City o'f'rerrace, as indicated on the accompanying map. 
THE INTENT: 
The proposed Official Community Plan goals, Objectives, policies, 
development permit guidelines and mapping are intended to: 
• Sustain the community and region b); providing land for future 
industrial and airport r" elated uses; 
• Manaoe development to protect he aviation precinct and envi- 
ronmentally sens'itive or significant lands; 
• Manage development to protect life and property from natural 
and human-made hazards; 
• Manage development o minimlze and/or mitigate negative 
effects upon adjacent properties and Highway 37. 
Xl 
I 
m~ 
BYLAW INSPECTION; 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the recep- 
tion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Buildinrt al 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of~:3 ) a.m. 
to 4:3.0 p.m. ~ch day from Wednesday, March 141h, 2001, to 
Monday, March 26111, 2001, excluding Salurdays and Sundays. 
pUBUC HEARING DETAILS; 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this appli- 
cation may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE PUBLIC 
HEARING TO BE HELD IN TIlE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7"00 P.M. ON MONDAY, MARCH 26TH, 2001. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
.GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN PeeLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
i illl ii i i 
B6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, March 14, 2001 
~IgA CALIJNG FOR TENDERS ~) :  
COLOWATER, THUNDERBIRD & BEAM STATION ~,~a 
C~BIA  TII~BER SALE LAYOUT CONTRACTS r0.,=, 
SeF02OKM-006, SBFO2DKM-0O7 & $BF02DKM-00S 
Sealed Tenders for the Goldwater Timber Sale Layout Contract No. SBF02DKM-006, 
under the Small Business Forest Enterprieo Program, will be received by the District 
Manager, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest District, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., v8a IL1. until 1~:O0 a,m. on April 4, 2001. This contract wilt require the layout 
of approximately 36 heqara3 of 11tuber Sales in 4 blocks. 
Sealed Tenders for Ih0 Thunderbird Timber Sale Layout ContractNo. SBF02DKM. 
007, under the Small Business Forest Enlerpriae Program, will be received by the 
District Manager, MInlahy of Forests, Kalum Forest DistriCt. 200-5220 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, S.C,, V8G 1L1 unt 1 30 p,m. on April 4 2001. Thle contract wilt require the 
layout of approximately 44 hectares of Timber Sales In 1 block. 
Sealed Tenders for the Beam Station Timber Sale Layout Contract No, SBFO2DKM. 
008, under the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, will be received by the 
Distr ct Manager, Mtnlst~y of Forests, Kalum Forest DistriCt, 200.5220 KoCh Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C,, VSG 1L1, Until 9:O0 e,m, on April 5, 2001. This contract wilt (oquira the 
layoUt of approximately 9.O hectares of Timber Sales In I block. 
All inquiries should be di~ected to Richard Krupop, Conlract Coordinator, at the above 
address, Phone (250) e38-sloo. Contract particulara package can be obtained at the 
Kalum Forest District O~iCe betwe0n 8:00 e,m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday. 
No tender will be constricted having any qualifying clauses whatsoever, and the few- 
est or any tender wilt nol necessarily be accepted, 
Contract award is aublect o funding being available at Iho time. 
International Forest Producfs Limited 
QMTeRF:OF I )  
Horth Coast Operations 
Proposed Forest Development Plan 
for Forest License A16841 
Notice is hereby given that the International Forest Products 
Limited (Interfor) 2001 to 2005 Forest Development Plan for 
Forest License A16841 will be available for public review and 
comment between the dates of March 1A, 2001 and May 15, 
2001. This plan will cover the following geographl- 
cal/admin strative areas: Scotia River, Ayton Creek, Kwinitsa, 
Kumealon Inlet, Brown Lake, Madeline/McKnight, Ecstall River, 
Farranf Island, Percher Island, Kennedy Island, Moore Cove, 
Marion Creek/Work Channel, Belowe Lake, Red Bluff Lake, Surf 
Inlet, Surf/Archie and Chapple Inlet. 
This Forest Development Plan shows the location and orderly 
development of proposed harvesting and road development, 
maintenance, and d~ctivation. The plan also includes informa- 
tion on the maintenance and protection of other resource values 
in ~e area. It is available for review by resource agencies and 
the public before approval is considered by the Ministry of 
Forests. All approved operational plans that encompass the devel- 
opment area will be made available for viewing between the 
dates of March 14, 2001 and May 15, 2001. 
The Forest Development Plan will be available for public review at 
the following locations and dates: 
Location Between Dates 
Prince Rupert Public Library March 14, 2001 and May 15, 2001 
Kifimat Public Library March 14, 2001 and may 15, 2001 
Terrace Public Library March 14, 2001 and May 15, 2001 
If an), interested parties are unable to review the proposed Forest 
Development Pan during these times or wish to speak to an 
Interfor epresentative, arrangements can be made to view the 
plan at the Interfor office at a time convenient for them by con- 
tacting Andrew Mackay, R.P.F. at (250) 615.6755 or fax (250) 
635-0636 between March 14, 2001 and May 15, 2001 during 
regular business hours. 
This Forest Development Plan will also be available at the Ministry 
of Forests office in Prince Rupert from March 14, 2001 to May 
15, 2001. If interested parties wish to view this Forest 
Development Plan at the Ministry of Forests office in Prince 
Rupert, please contact Dan Motisca, R.P.F. at (250) 624-7460 
during regular business hours. 
This Forest Development Plan may be modified as a result of writ- 
fen comments received by May 15, 2001. Please contact Andrew 
Mackay, R.P.F., Area Engineer, at International Forest Products 
Limited, 3712 Highway 16 East, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5J3 or fax 
(250) 635-0636 by May 15, 2001 with all written comments. 
i i i 
| l  
Thank You% 
I wish to extend rny 
heartfelt hanks to my 
family and friends who 
helped me celebrate a 
wonderful birthday, 
March 1 st. 
My special apprecia- 
tion to the 
ladies at Ihe Happy 
Gang Cenlre and to 
Yvonne Moen. 
Sincereb, 
Aileen Fra~ 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592 
FREE CREDIT counselling con- 
solidate debts, one low monthly 
payment , eliminate or reduce 
interest, rebuild your credit rat- 
Ing, Credit Counselling $oclety 
of B.C., non profit service. 1- 
888-527-8999. 
INTERNET SECRETS you'll be 
blown away by what your com- 
puter can really do for you. 1- 
900-451-1185 exi:2266. 
$2.99/mln must be 18 yrs. Sew- 
u ('619)645.8434 
~ARIE= 25, available for dis- 
crete encounters. Catcalls only 
Mar 17-20. 250.613-0310 
I~IEED A loan but bank says 
"NO"? Are payments too high? 
Falling behind? Would one af- 
fordable lower payment help 
end your stress? Let's talkl Free 
consultation. Bad credit o.k, 6 
locations In BC, National Credit 
Counselors of Canada "your 1st 
choice for a 2nd chance * Call 1- 
888.777-0747, GoVt licensed 
and bonded for your protection. 
More Info www.help@nccc.oa 
CALL NOWI dosies Psychic 
Connection. Rated #1 by the 
people. 1-900-643-4100 
$2.99/min. Registered Minister: 
Josle Clairvoyant:John, Herbal 
Tarot:Sarah, Dream Raven: 
Bonnie 24hrs. 18+ 
CANADA'S BEST 24 HOUR 1 
on 1 (18yrs+) 1-888-913-6122 
from $2.00/min. Credit card bill- 
ing. 1-900-870-7647 $3.99/min 
Webslte: www.discreettalk.com 
"1  i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  IT 
EVAHLY.RAYS 
• raled bed service nd mclsl ac~role ' 
psy(hks In Canada In 1998 +1999 
• Career 
• Relotlonships 
• Spouse habits ,r~...~ 
• Picking Lotto #'s 
* ~ in 2000 
1i i -900-45 i -4055 
,']4 f iRS. ~2.99 / ' ; '1n  - 18'~ 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  !-7 -I w-~ '  
New to the North easy going 
SWM, 23. I'm honest, and con- 
sider myself attractive, intelll- 
gent and loving, rm active and 
have financial stability. Hoping, 
to meet a SWF 18-24. email' 
wayn a 123ca @ yahoo, ca 
UP TO date sports finance 
stocks and more. 1-900-226- 
8809 ext:7625. $2.99/min. must 
be 18 years. Serv-u (619) 645- 
8434. 
WIM SEEKS W/Asian/F 45- 
55 years of age for casual 
relationship. Discretion & 
confidentiality assured and 
expected. Please respond 
to File #96, Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race B.C., VSG-SR2. 
AUCTION SALE Sat. March 
17, @ 10:00 am. "Home 
Hardware" closing out memhan. 
disc. Approx. 150 items to be 
sold. Building supplies, plumb- 
Ing & heating, electdc appliance 
supplies, tools, and much more 
general merchandise. MARJON 
AUCTIONS, Motz Plaza in 
ThornhHI 250-635-9452 
FOUND WOMENS gold ring. 
Terrace & Distdct Credit Union 
parking lot. Call to identify 250- 
636-8906 evenlnfls. 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pro at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
COMPUTER HELP IN PLAIN 
ENGLISH For seniors or an- 
yone wanting to learn in their 
own home. Call Wayne 250- 
635-7665 
P l l  350 10gig hard drive, 56k 
modem, voodoo 3D 16 megs 
graphic card with 17" monitor. 
Asking $900. Assorted role 
playing and war strategy games 
$15 each. Call or see 
www.homeatoad.com/valsells- 
return, no questions asked. I.D. regaYlndex4.htrn/for game list- 
ve~/ Important. Please call .Ings250-638-8102, 
(250)624-2002 extension "0 ~. 
Reward offered. 
STORK CRAFT crib and 
mattress. Excellent condition 
$100 250-638-1028. 
MOVING SALE ~/Agar ,  
Saturdo~.'a~l ~__,~,~lll) am. 
S o= 4m J~k ~1~ 1!t. ~=~'2~, Ikea 
cha~ll_~l~', uresser $50, 250- 
638-8183 
2 DOOR, 4 foot pop cooler ex- 
cellent condition, phone 250- 
635-6331. 
9 PIECE traditional wood dining 
room set. Six chairs, oval table 
with 18" insert. China cabinet 
with hutch excellent condition 
$500.00 250.638-1508 
CANNING JARS, pints and 
quarts complete with rings. De- 
hydrator ideal, for fruit season. 
Call for prices 250.638-0985 
FOR SALE: Exercise Equip- 
ment. Bowflex PowerProXTL 
w/Leg Extension. $1500. (new 
$2500) Beth/250-615-0272 
HOST A Pampered Chef Kitch. 
en show. Its fun, easy and host- 
ess gifts are great. Call Michelle 
Dupuis. For more info 1-250- 
992-5027 
IS YOUR satellite down? get 
your HU card programmed for 
$300. We also sell satellite sys- 
tems and equipment. 250-995- 
1800 
LARGE PLAID futon, panaso- 
nic microwave, chesterfield & 
Ioveseat $125.00, white baby 
crib, atelier, toys, etc. Call 250- 
635-3920. 
LEGAL HELP ON any matter. 
Top quality professionals at a 
price you can afford. Confiden- 
tial. For free information call 1- 
800-335-3112 
NADINA ENTERPRISE, wood- 
working: TAG 1"x4" $.29 1"x6" 
$.39 2"x6" $.62 flooring, pine 
1"x6" $0.62. Logcabinsiding 
2"X6" $0.72. Cabinlogs TAG, 
4"x6" $1.39 Pdces per lin. ft. 
Call Albert 250-695.6954. 
PERCUSSION SALE huge 
blow outl Pearl drums, Sablan& 
Zildjlan cymbals. Interest free fi- 
nancing available O.A.C. Blue 
Water Music 321 Hudson, Sal- 
mon Arm, B.C. 1-888-367-9594 
bwmusic @sunwave.net 
W/W G.E. range excellent con. 
dition $300, microwave oven 
and cart, solid pine sideboard 
$60, 250-798-2529. 
BIRCH, ALDER, etc. Full cord 
delivered. $150 250-635-1931 
eveninas. Ask for Owen. 
WE BUY logs. Purchasing logs 
(spruce peeler & fir sorts) for 
Quesnel Distribution Center. 
For information and the best 
timber value contact Interpac. 
Log & Lumber Ltd. at: (604). 
777-0427. ipruder @ inter.qate.ca 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Hauling 
available. Dave Crossan 250- 
567-2607, 6kin Mopes Road, 
Vanderhoof B.C. 
2 REGISTERED Iimousin bulls. 
Rolled oats $135 / ton. Whole 
oats $120 / ton. Mixed hay 
bales $15/round bale. South of 
Vanderhoof. Phone 250-567- 
2721 or 50-5 .  67 -9404~ 
CHAROLAIS, NEED a yearling 
POODLE PUPPIES healthy 
family raised standards. Par- 
ents registered, puppies $500 
for more Intormatlon call 250- 
638-1167. 
PUREBRED REGISTERED 
german shepherd puppies. 
Ready now. 3 females, 4 males. 
Micro chipped, wormed, first 
shots, vet checked, 250.635- 
4084, Terrace. 
PUREBRED ROTWIELLERS 
for sale, no papers, ready to go 
anytime. 5 females, 1 male. 
$2501ea. Serious inquiries only. 
250-627.5501 
1991 EX300 Hitachi full 
guarding, 2 buckets and 
grapple. 1995 EX300, full 
guarding, extra fuel, high lift 
bucket and grapple. D8K Angle 
Dozer and brush rake 250-559- 
DISCOVERY TOYS. Sell edu-,' 
eational non-violent toys, books, " 
software. Ft/pt, low start-up, 
cost, no pressure, Free cats- 
Iogue/info, Joyce 250-564-3485 
Collect after 3era, 
FREE TAPE & Report reveals 
how I made $10,000 last month 
in what I consider the easiest 
home-based business on earth. 
Call 24 hrs. 1-888-411-5011. 
HOME WORKERS neededllt 
To assemble our products. For 
free information send eASE to 
Crafts, 8-7777 Keele St., Dept. 
#2, Concord, Ontadon, L4K 1Y7 
or call 905-866-6095 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY, 
4 totally refurbished mobile 
homes, fully rented showing 
a 10% plus net return. 250. 
638-1885. 
8459 TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
COMPLETE BERLIN 94 plan- ity to own and operate a 2000 
er. $15,000. D7 3T Crawl- Pete with zero down. You must 
er/winch, HD blade, $11,000, have rain. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
10 man sleeper; exc cond. experience, able and willingto 
run Canada/USA and possess 
$10,000 1-250-564-8573 good references. Tom or Andre. 
PLACER GOLD operation, 600.663-0099 
claims and equipment. ULTIMATE FRANCHISE Op- 
$300,000 value, Dawson City portuntty. No fees. Unlimited 
area. Sell or trade for equip- earning potential Proven sum 
ment, cattle, real estate. Phone case. No hidden costs. Adver- 
250-847-1375 tieing support. Hottest floodng 
trend today. Call 604-341-3804 
BEAUTIFUL HERITAGE 6 bed- 
room home, ideal for bed break- 
fast business. Located in the 
B.C. Rockies close to Wildlife 
Refuge, waterstides, Hwy 3/95. 
Prime Recreational $185.000. 
250-417-9957 
EARN $5K to $25Wmo like I 
do. Earn up to $5K while we 
train you FREE. Call rec'd meg 
@ 1-866-377-3777. 
FINANCIAL SERVICES fran- 
chise. Excellent return on capi- 
tal with flexible work schedule. 
First in financial sewices cate- 
gory by annual franchise 500. 
Call today 1-888-819-3289 or 
www.lnvoicediscountar,com 
BC03 
,3 
WELL ESTABLISHED small 
retail store with loyal clientele, 
approx. 200m sales. Good po- 
tential for full time owner. Reply 
to file # 95 Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace B.C., 
VSG-5R2. 
WWW.BUSINESS-TRAD- 
ER.COM 1,100 BC Businesses 
for sale. Cost $0.55. View or 
call 604-312-7876 
A'i'rENTION MOTHERS & oth- 
ers. Free info, stay home, make 
money, tall training provided, 1- 
877-418-7179 or www.myinco- 
meonline.com ( password 
cashl. 
"'ll . . . . . . .  I l ~  
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY r= 
SHEFIELD & SONS TOBACCONISTS ® 
• Skeena Mall • 
* Great New Store 
• Established Chain 
• Great Lease 
• Established Lottery Centre, Sales I million + 
• Excellent Return 
Full Training & Support 
weekdaysSam-  4lpm (p .s , ( I ) : 'Y"=~ 
- i '  "' " :  
: 60% of the jobs opening up in the 
next 10 years will be in trades and 
technology. Apply now and prepare 
D:  for a rewarding career in Millwright, 
Heavy Duty Mechanics and Auto 
Mechanics. 
NWCC's entry programs level trades 
are designed to be equivalent to the 
O first level of their respective 
apprenticeship program? 
For more information, call our 
• Educational Advisor at 635-6511. 
~ii;~Nodhwes l ' '  l ' l "  "l" 1'1 ' 
s~i~i !  .~i:Co I ! i~  ei li:~:':+.:)'.').:~.'-':.'i:':: ' 
II 
PL:lrRO CANADA" Bus iness?  
Petro-Canada is looking for you. We are presenti 
seeking a candidate with retail experience to opeJ 
ate a facility" in Kitimat, British Columbia. The suc 
cessful candidate will manage all aspects of opera 
lag a retail business including staffing, training an 
the delivery of products and services. 
The selected candidate will be required to make 
capital investment to acquire the inventory, equil: 
ment, and systems to  support the busines 
opportunity. 
If you have the leadership and drive to operate 
successful retail business, and you want to be pa 
of a winning team to share in the financial reward 
of growing the business together, please subm 
your resume in confidence to: l 
Petro-Canada 
Attention: Claudia Benstead 
Fax: (403) 296-6551 
We wish to thank all applicants; however, onl 
those under consideration will be contacted. 
I 
I Z SAFET~ TKAIN ING 
I WCB OFA Level 1 
I 1"burs., March ! 5 Men., April 2 Sot.= April 7 
[ WCB OFA Level 3 r~REreOGAer, Instructor 
[ March 19-30(Fu11) Aprii 17-30 
I TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
I Fri., t~arch 16 Sun., April 8 I 
~ Northwest 
Community 
College ~. 
Continuing Education 
• Terrace Campus 
Jntroduction, toNorthcoast Design - Learn the 
~basi~elemdhtS iJ~edJnti:aditional Northwest designs 
in this twelve-hour workshop . . . . . . . .  
Dates: March 31 & April 1, 2001 (Sat/Sun) 
Times: 9:00 am to 4:00 p.m. 
Fee: $99.00 plus G.S.7:. 
Introduction to Northcoast Carving - Continue 
your study of Northwest design with an introduction 
to the basics of wood carving in the coastal tradition 
hosted by internationally recognized artist Stan 
Bevan. Students learn technique by producing a 
traditionally designed and carved aider spoon. An 
unforgettable cultural experience and a foundation ~ 
for further art studies. 
Dates: Apri l2- 12, 2001 (Men-Sun) 
Times: 7 pm-  10 p. m. 
Fee: $299,00 plus G.S. T. 
i 
Register by contacting Northwest Community College' 5331 
McConnell Avenue, Terrace, B.C. or call 635 6511. On-campus 
accommodation available. 
For further Information, contact Roxanne in Continuing Education 
at 638-5473. 
charolals bull, give us a call. =- 
Pennchar Farms, Gordon & , 
Mary-Anne Penner 250-567. 
9323 I 
LONE FIR RANCH 2 yr. old ,,r'L'~. ~l--.='~...----= II 
polled Hereford bulls. Proven 
I bloodlin0s, easy calvers. View dams and sires. Ask about delivery. Phone 250-690-7527 
Fort. Fraser. Building Service Worker - Level I I  $299 presents 
En~q [isl!; Wqst et'n lSctolcflet'lJ, 
" ,  J i l l  rttPSs.l .51l}~/~li~2$ .}~l ". : 
Ei, i!ri) t h/ i l i~': f0/ '!  i h [-": l ': " - 
H'o re'/' Lt/vd; : )  
= Ko61i=li ~• ~ 
• L~;it~dr!,~ h:ee- Ar/~t;r 
--A t.41L t )IOd)IA~S WI:L('( JML . 
REGISTERED YEARLING red 
angus bulls, Damns and sires 
available for viewing. Walter 
Read Diamond X Ranch Ltd. 
250-699.6990. 
REGISTERED YEARLING red 
angus bulls, dams &. sires avail- 
able for viewing. Walter Read, 
Diamond X Ranch Ltd. 250- 
699-6990 
THIESSEN CHAROLAIS have 
good selection of thick, good, 
halrooat, yearling charolais 
bulls, some polled, one red. 
Vanderheot call 250-567-1116 
to view. 
The Tack Store 
w," S i J r ing ,  s ~ I  
ounrl the  corner  
• Get  ready  fo r  
R ID ING It 
Mar 16-18 ...................... Fri/Sat/Sun .......................... 6-10/8-5 
Transportation Endorsement $85 
Mar 16 ................................... Fr i  ......................... 8:30-5:30pm 
Transportation of Dangerous Goods $70 
Mar 17 ................................... Sat ......................... 8:30-3:30pm 
MS Excel - Level I I  $169 
Mar 19-28 ....................... Man/Wed .............................. 7-10 pm 
Internet/E-mail $ 39 
Mar 20-22 ..................... Tues/Thur ........................... 7-10 pm 
Traffic Control Recertification $60 
Mar 23 ................................... F r i  ........................ 12:30-4:30pm 
Basic Drywall Techniques $139÷ 
Mar 24 ................................... Sat  ......................... 8:30.4:30 pm 
Pruning Fruit Trees $39,gst 
Mar 24 ................................... Sat ................................... lO-2 pm 
WHMIS $50 
Mar 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sat ........................ 8:30-12:30pm 
Traffic Control Flagging $I89 
Mar 24-25 ....................... ~t/Sun ................................ 8-Spin 
OFA Level I*  $85 
Mar 27  .................................. Tuas ..................... ~.. 8"30-5:30pm 
*includes Adult Care C~rn#onel~t (fee Includes text)  
Computer Starfer Course $69 
Mar 27-29 ..................... rues/Thur ...... ,...................... 7 - I0pm 
Airbrakes $85 
Mar 27-31 ....................... Tues-Sot ............... : 6:30-10:30/8-4 
Adobe PageMaker 6,5" $225 
Mar 30-Apr 1 ................... Frl-Sun .................. 6 .9/9-4:30/9-1 
win.of ~n i l tee  by Met 19 rh 
BUILDING 
'OR BUSINESS 
,~ TRUE COLOUESTM Personality 
Assessment Techniques 
LYNNE HILL 
lfied TRUE COLOURS Facilitator 
re Hour  Workshop inc luding:  
Understanding your own personality 
Increased effectiveness in personal 
team participation 
,Team success through acknowledg- 
ment of the role of the individual 
, Improved internal and external cus- 
tomer service 
~ining investment for Job Seekers, 
)loyers and Employees, Managers 
and for general interest, 
day, March 30, 2001 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Ch inook  Room, 
st Western  Terrace Inn  
$100 per person payaUle in advance 
(Group rates available) 
1-800-808-3899 
'or InformaUon & RegilstraUon 
r 
i ~ ~ , ~ ! ~ ! t  '~  ...... ~ i  iii''~iii .~i  "~i:: ...... ~:~"! '~i~ .:i/"i:i. '"!i :< ~'~ 
Duttes ThainS a gp~?i:A::T~i ;Im~dile rr nip ~ilSlen~o rr 
• - providing leadership and direction to the 
organization for Finance, Materiel 
Management, Information Systems, Patient 
• Reception and Clerical Support. 
Qualif ications: Successful complet ion of  a 
recognized program (CGA, CMA or CA) 
and a minimum of three years recent, 
related experience in a senior financial 
management position. 
Deadline for appl icat ion: March 25, 2001 
Submit your  resume to: 
Kitimat & Area Health Council 
Ken Pitzel 
Director of Human Resource Services 
Kitimat General Hospital 
899 Lahakas Blvd. Kitimat, B.C. VBC 1E7 
Fax: (250) 632-3044 
E-maih kpitzel@kitcil.hnet.bc.ca 
#.  
HOSPICE COORDINATOR 
Terrace Hospice Society is looking for a 
Hospice Coordinator. This position is part- 
time and will commence June 1, 2001. 
Candidates must possess strong 
interpersonal relationships, good 
communication skills both verbally and in 
writing, the ability to organize work and the 
ability to prioritize duties in relation to 
workload. Use of own vehicle is required. 
Preference will be given to those with a 
hea~thcare background. 
Applicants interested in pursuing this 
opportunity are asked to submit their 
resumes to:. 
Shirlee Lindsay 
5213 Mountain Vista' 
Terrace BC, V8G 5J7 
• Phone: 635-2635 
Fax: 635-6881 • 
Deadline for applications is March 23;-2001 
R 
[] The Dze L K'ant Friendship Centre 
gl requires a
Family Support  orker,, , 
!Dutle~ include: :' " " "" " ' ' ....... 
• Assisting clients to apply for housing 
• Status card applications 
• .Government forms 
• Advocating with government representatives 
• Making community referrals 
• Counseling 
• Client and administrative reports 
Requirements Include. 
• Grade 12 education, plus BSW, BAin Child and Youth 
~Care, or counseling training or related experience 
• Highly motivated 
• Ability to work in a team environment 
• Knowledge of Aboriginal culture 
• Knowledge and experience with the goals and actMdes of 
Friendship Centres 
• Experience r lated to Aboriginal Child and Family Services 
• Experience with word processing systems 
• Experience with fde management 
• Healthy lifestyle 
• Valid B.C, driver's license 
• Reliable vehicle 
• Must undergoa criminal record check 
Wage: $12 - $15.00/hour depending on experience 
A~Oplfcaffon deadline: March 15, 2001 
Annette Morgan, Executive Director 
Dze L K'ant Friendship Centre 
: i Box 2920, Smithers, B.C. 
• " V0J 2N0 
: Tax: .250-847-5144 
: X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X  
" the  Corporat ion  o f  the  
Village of Burns take 
| ! r  W P,O. BOX 570, BURNS LA~E, EC V031E0 TEL: (2~) 692-7587 
';' DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING 
| : !  
;:; & DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
|i;J The Village of Bums Lake, located near the geographic centre of 
,.-, British Columbia, cun'cntly requires aDirector of Engineering & 
vision to its Public Works Department. 
I! Reporting tothe municipality's Chief Administrative Officer, the 
II Director of Engineering & Devdopment Services will be part of 
l ]  ~ a progressive management t~'m whose goal is to provide fficient, 
|i] ~ quality service to local residents and businesses. The successful 
I] :'candidate will be responsible for organizing, supcwising, 
|iJ .coordinating, evaluating, and admidsterlng the maintenance, 
|i| : ,t~3~a ir, opcr'ation, and construction of all muNcipal systems and 
~J ~ infrastructure. He/she will also be expected to liais¢ with other 
JiJ 'i' government ager¢ies, review all suMivision applications, and 
]!J; assume 0ther duties m directedby the CAO" 
i ' ' , ' . 
[:o: Applicants should be self.starters capable of working closely with 
| i ]  all other aanagcm~t and public works taffwhil= exercising a 
li] : highdegreeofindepcndentjudgment, action, and initiative. 
|!] ~ Rcm~uhuailon Willbe commensurate with expcdmc¢, knowledge, 
|,J and abilities. An anmctive b nefits package is also ffered, 
!,t ",,,,~,,, .... • ,~ i i lm e,~it~n ~oppa~nit~,s~o.~d ubmit . . . . . . . . . . . .  L :nteres 8 
I J ~ resumes to " ': ' !  : : :  :: " ::. ,: ' " ' " " " 
I I ; " ,  : , " LonnyJ, Mille~ ' , 
I!! ':'- " . • ChiefAdminlstntiveOfficer • , 
r~ TERRACE &'AREA ~%1 
I I  HEALTH COUNC,t !1 
IJ Superv isor  II 
IJ Regular full lime non-union position available with I I  
II Terrace Home support Services. This position is I I  
II open to applicants with a health care background I I  
II and possessing excellent organizational, supervI- I I  
II Sor  and communication skills. Must be able to work I I  
II effectively In a team environment. Vehicle required. II 
II For more Information call 638-4013. [ I  
II Applications to: J J  
IJ Manager, Home Support Services Ill 
II 4720 Haugland Avenue II 
kK Terrace, B.C., V8G 2W7 
McEIhanney  
Civil Engineering Technologist 
McElharmey Consulting Services Ltd. is seeking an 
experienced Civil Engineering Technologist for our 
Terrace office, The ideal individual should have a 
minimum of S years experience in design, construc- 
tion inspection, project administration and 
surveying. 
Work would include: 
• Civil Engineering * Roadworks 
• Municipal Engineering • Watershed Restoration 
• Environmental Engineering 
• Water Resources Engineering 
• Fish Habitat Enhancement Works 
Knowledge of ACAD LDD would be an'asset but not 
essential. Salary will be commensurate with 
experience. 
Please fax resumes to (250) 635-9586 or email to 
ahampshire@meelhanney.com 
Employment 0pportunily 
GIS Technician 
Nistm'a Lisims Government is seekin~ applications for o GIS Technician 
passion. Applicants must have the foffo~i~ qualificalions: 
• B.A. or B.,Sc in a land or resource re[at~ field 
• Advanced training in GIS applications, 
particularly Arc/Info and bxcView 
• At least 4 years experience in GIS a~lications 
* At least 2 years experience with ES~l'produds 
• Experience in a government and/or 
resource management environmenl 
In addition, experience wit~ the following would be an advantageous: 
* Database management systems 
• Image processing 
. ~ programming 
• B.C. Ministry o['~orests data standards and formats 
:~ * TRIM data standard and format , - , U .L , :  ~-  
I~ties Ineude" . . ~ , - . . 
' * ProJudion o~ GIS dea~s[s, modellng'ondmopp~ud|ons .:. 
* Generation of custom cove~es using a variel,/at data sources 
• Generation ol:accum~e tapoffraphic and cadaslral mapping 
• Developnlenl a~ malntenance of accurate and 
lundlonal spatial databases 
The succesff~ a~ cant will be self'-motivaled, extremely well organized 
and able to wo~well under pressure. Famifiarily with the Nass Valley 
and Ihe Nisga'a culfure would be an asset. 
The position is based in New Aiyansh, B.C. New Aiyansh is a remole 
cem munlty of approximqtely 1.000 people !n the scenic Nass Valley in 
Nerthem Brilish Columbia. There are abundant opportunities Ior 
outdoor ecreation. Commercial facilities are limited. ~ nearest centre 
in Terrace, B.C., 105 km to tbe south. 
Sala.ry will be commensurate with education and experience. 
Applications must be received no later 5:00 p.m. on March 22, 2001. 
Please forward your resume, references and covering lepta" to: 
Lands Manager 
NISGA'A U$1MS GOVERNMENT 
P.O. Box 231 
New Aiyansh, B.C. 
VOJ IhO 
Fox 250-633-2051 
Emoil: dianec~nistjaa.net 
COMMUNITY HOME 
CARE NURSES 
* Terrace • 
The North West Community Health Services Society is 
inviting applications for the positions of Community Home 
Care Nurses based In our Terrace office. (Competition 
#NWOI:Of6- regular part-time position for afternoon/evening 
shill: rotations and evening/nlght =on-call" and Competition 
#NWO1:017- casual, for sick, vacation and other leave relief, 
including late afternoon/evening shifts and/or evening/night 
"on-call"). Salary range: $21.40 - $26.50 per hour. 
Reporting to the Assistant Continuing Care Manager, the 
successful candidate must be able to use independence and 
initiative to plan, organize, Implement and evaluate 
professional nursing care for clients of all ages with chronic, 
acute, palliative or rehabilitative health care needs in 
community settings. You must ba flexible and have access 
to a vehicle. 
Qualifications: ° Licensed to practice nursing in the province 
of British Columbia under the Registered Nurses Act 
• two years' related experience within the last five years in 
acute care nursing and/or community home care nursing 
• BSN or equivalent combination el education and experience 
preferred • IV Therapy certification an asset. 
You may be required to use your own vehicle on Society 
business and transportation arrangements must meet 
operation requirements of the Society, The successful 
applicant Is also subject to satisfactory references including a 
criminal record review, 
'A Job description may be obtained upon request. Your 
application must clearly Identify how you meet the posted 
qualifications. 
Please direct all inquiries quoting ~e applicable competition # 
to: Caroline Hill, Assistant Continuing Care Manager, North 
West Community Health Services Society, 3412 Kalum 
Street, Terrace, B.C., VBG 41"2. Tel: (250) 638-2272; Fax: 
(250) 638-2264; E.malh carollne.hlll@nwch.hnet.bc.ca 
Applications and resumes must be received 
no later than 4:30 p.m., March 23, 2001. 
North West Community Health 
Services Socle[y thanks all 
interested applicants, however, only 
those applicants who are selected 
for an Interview will be contacted. 
I 
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~ KITIMAT AND AREA HEAffH COUNC!L 
~..: . .~<~.~.~ ~:~::`:~:`.:~.~..:~:~..`..~:~`.`..~.``...`.~!..~.~.~~.``.~ 
~!i~  ........... : ":~"~ "~ ......... " "::~: : ::: " ".:.~ . . . . . .  ~i: ~+~.~ . : .:: : :i: ..~ 
(to August 31, 2001) 
Duties: Accounts Payable, General Ledger analysis 
and reconciliations, fixed asset schedules 
and amortization. Month-end and year-end 
working papers and supporting schedules. 
Wages: $21.64/hour 
Please app ly  before: March 18, 2001 
Submit your  resume to: 
Kitimat & Area Health Council 
Ken Pitzel 
Director of Human Resource Services 
Kitimat General Hospital 
899 Lahakas Blvd. Kitimat, B.C. VBC 1E7 
Fax: (250) 632-3044 
E-marl: kpitzel@kitcil,hnet.bc,ca 
;{ZXXZZXZZZXXZXXZZZZXXZXZZXXXX:tZIXZXZXXg] 
,4'" The Dze L K'ant F r iendsh ip  Centre  ;I 
• an ACCOUNTr u'rgUPERVISOR 
The successful candidate is responsible for the accounting 
function and benefit administration f rall programs and 
services offered by the Friendship Centre. To assist the 
Executive Director in all aspects of financial dministration 
of the Friendship Centre including but not limited to budget 
preparation, preparation f£mancial reporting to funders, 
payroll, accounts payable, accounts receivable, insurance 
and preparation for the annual audit. 
Duties include: 
Preference given to a candidate with an accounting designa- 
tion, but will consider acandidate ~ho have attained 3rd or 
4th year status in recognized accounting designation (CA, 
CMA, CGA) along with 5 years in an accounting position 
which involves some management responsibilities. 
Knowledge of all aspects of payroll, accounts payable and 
accounts receivable. Ability to prepare budgets for a variety 
of programs. Ability to manage a payroll benefit program. 
Knowledge of standard accounting software programs, 
(AccPac Plus - GL Version 7, AccPac Plus - Accounts Payable, 
Version 6.5, botus DOS Excel, Wordperfect 5.1 and or 
Microsoft Word, Windows 95 and 98 AccPac Plus Windowing 
Systems Manager 7.0 Upfm and AccPac Plus Lanpal 7.0 
upgrade) and ability to maintain the accounting etwork. 
Excellent interpersonal skills and the ability to work in a 
team setting. Criminal record check is mandatory. 
Resumes with three references should be sent o: 
Dze L K'ant Friendship Centre 
Box 2920, Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 I [ ~  
Att: Annette Morgan, Executive Director | ~ t ~  
Phone: 847-5211 or Fax: 847-5144 ~ ~  
Application deadline: March 30th, 2001 
.'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXZXXZ 
ATTENTION: PROFESSIONAL 
Ddvers Training program 
for long haul trucking, job place- 
ment available for those who 
quality on highway training.Call 
1-877-763-8040 MJ Bloomfield 
Contractin.cl Ltd. 
AUTOMOBILE SALES rep re- 
quired immediately for the lar- 
gest dealer in the Shuswap. Ex- 
perience a definite asset. Must 
be self motivated dynamic, pre- 
sent,able. A leader not a follow- 
er. Excellent opportunity for a 6 
figure income. Full benefit pack- 
age for more into fax Nell or 
Mark 250-832.8310 E-malh neff 
@jacombsonford,bc.ca or 
Phone 250-832-2101 
BREAKERS PUB / Pdnce 
Rupert B.C. is seeking 
expedenced bartenders and 
line cooks. Send resume to 117 
George Hills Way, Prince 
Rupert B.C. V8J 1A3 or fax 
250-624-2688. 
CASUALS REQUIRED - Home 
Support Workers. Cadng de- 
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Bupport Worker/Nurses 
Aide certificate or a nursing 
background and enjoy working 
with clients in their homes. Ve- 
hicle required. Apply at Terrace 
Home Support Services, 4720. 
Haugland, Terrace, BC 25(}- 
638.4013 
CHILD CARE provider wanted 
for special needs child, first aid 
an asset 250.635-7470. 
EARN $200,$300,$500 or more 
per week, assembling product 
in the comfort of your own 
home, send a self addressed 
stamped envelope to O.P.H 6- 
2400 Dundas St. West Suite 
541 Ref 683 MIsslssauga, Ont. 
LSK2R8 
The Back Eddy Pub 
is accepting 
applications for the 
following position: 
SERVERS 
Apply within with 
resume. 
Ask for Paul 
4632 Lakelse Ave. 
WOODS SUPERVISOR 
for Southern BC Interior 
POPE & TALBOT LTD. is a major progressive forest company with manufacturing 
facilities in Grand Forks, Midway and Castlegar and woodlands offices in Midway 
and NakusP. i :, .. ...................................................... 
We: are seekin an eX aria'need Woods Supervisor to joinrour team~at ~ei,Bound.,arYfi~ 
Timber operatlgn in ~v~Idway, BC. L6c~it'ed onthe US'border, 6he I/r; ehst of:rO~cJ~'66S ' ~' 
and two firs.south of Kelowna, we enjoy a semi-arid climate with long, warm 
summers and a multitude of summer and winter recreation. The Boun~lary Timber 
operation is ISO 14001 certified, encompassing the Boundary TSA and TFL8. 
Reporting to the Woods Superintendent,this position requires an enthusiastic team 
player with a stron~ backzround in mechanized ground Based harvesting, leadership, 
communication a 5 probl6m-solving skills. Responsibilities include planning and 
supervising the safe work of a full plmse compfiny crew and contractors involved in 
log harvestmg. 
P&T offers a competitive compensation package and relocation assistance. 
Interested candidates should respond by March 31,2001 to 
Human Resources Pope & Talbot Ltd, Box 70, Midway, B.C. 
V0H IM0 or e-mail: HR_GF@poptal.com 
We thank all applicants in advance, however, 
www.poptal.com only those selected for an interview will be contacted 
• Terrace • 
Competition #NW01:019-The North West Community Health Services Society is inviting 
applications for the regular part-time (.5 FTE) position of Mental Health Clinician based in our 
Terrace Osborne Home. Salary range: $21.40 - $26.50 per hour. 
In this position you will: • provide ongoing intensive outreach care to the most seriously mentallyTill 
adults • design, implement and monitor individual patient plans to maxlmme community 
functioning and reduce re-hospitalization • work as a member of a multi.disciplinary community 
mental health team • act as a consultant educator in the area of mental health nursing 
• contribute to the development of community mental health programs and * perform other 
related duties. 
You will be licensed to practice nursing in the province of British Columbia under the Registered 
Nurses Act with extensive otinlcal experience providing services to individuals, groups and 
families with severe mental health Issues. Some travel may be required. 
CLERKLY 
• Terrace * : . . . . . . . . .  
Competition #NWOI:018- The North West Community Health Services Society is inviting 
applications tor the regular full.tlme position of Clark IV based in our Terrace office. Balary range: 
$18.26" $19.55 per hour. 
Reporting to the Human Resources Administrator, you will be responsible for the day-to-day 
operations of four offices (Terrace, Kitimat, Prince Rupert and Massot) Including the supervision end 
training of all clerical staff within these offices, while providing support to boards and committees 
as required under the direction of the Executive Assistant to the Chief Executive Officer. 
Qualifications and Experience:, Certificate or diploma In Business Administration including 
supervision • secondary school graduation • thorough knowledge of routine office practices and 
procedures and their application in a health setting ° strong computer skills including formal 
training in M crosoft Word, Excel and Netscape ° typing minimum 50 wpm ° operation of 
dictaphone, calculator and other office equipment ° strong communication and organization skills 
• ability to exercise tact and good judgement • ability to work effectively with staff and the general 
public ° must have a valid Class 5 BC Drivers License and • frequent ravel is required. 
For both positions, you may be required to use your own vehicle on Society business snd 
transportation arrangements must meet operational requirements of the Society, The successful 
applicant is also subject to satisfactory reterences including a criminal record review. 
A Jub description may be obtained Upon request, Your application must clearly Identl~ how you 
meet the posted qualifications. 
Please direct all inquiries quoting the applicable competition # to: Human Resources, North West 
Community Health Services Society, 3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., VBG 4T2. 
Tel: (250)638-2220; Fax: (250) 638-2251; E-malh human.resourcee@nwch,hnet, bc,ca 
Applications and resumes must be received 
no later than 4:30 p.m., Friday, March 23, 2001. 
North West Communlly Health Sewices SocltJty 
thanks sll interested applicants, however, 
only those applicants who are selected 
for an interview w#l ba contacted, . .. 
h 
i 
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CAREER OPPORTUNITY  
Decker Lake Forest Products has a challenging opportunity for a 
highly motivated individual with strong organizational skills as a 
Circular Sawfiler or Benchman 
Our ideal candidate will possess a minimum of a Circular Sawfiler 
certificate and have experience working in an automated lumber- 
manufacturing environment. 
D.L.EE is located near Burns Lake, 230kin west of Prince George, in 
the heart of the Lakes District. The community ofBurns Lake offers 
excellent recreation, education and shopping facilities, with 
affordable housing. 
Qualified candidates hould forward a current resume by 
March 30, 2001 to: 
PERSONNEL MANAGER 
DECKER LAKE FOREST PRODUCTS LTD. 
BOX 250, BURNS LAKE, B.C. V0J 1E0 
FAX: (250) 698-7374 I 
EXPERIENCED LOG builders 
or fitters required for permanent. 
full time work. Send resumes to 
Whitsvalley Log Homes Ltd. 
RR#1 Lumby B.C. VOE-2G0 
Phone/Fax 250-547.6666. 
EXPERIENCED SERVICE ad- 
visor required by busy Southern 
Alberta Dealership. Contact: 
Mike Francis @ Martin Chrysler 
Ltd. Box 1960, Brooks,. Alberta. 
T1R 1C7 or fax 403-362.2102 
or emati march1 @eldnet.ora 
ATrENTION: METES Members 
of the Northwest Region. Look- 
ing for interested Individuals of 
Metls descent to voluntarily sit 
on the Northwest Metis Educa- 
tional and Training Committee. 
These organizations are re- 
sponsible for Metis's Training 
Dollars for the region. For fur- 
ther Info please contact your lo- 
cal Mefis President, or Lynne 
Thompson 250-667-7478 or 
mail a.letter of Interest (includ- 
ing resume) to Northwest Metis 
Education and Training Institute 
Society, Box 386, Pdnce Ru- 
pert, B.C. VSJ 3P9 by March 
16th, 2001. 
FULLY QUALIFIED hairdresser 
wanted. A few years experience 
preferred. Dental/Medical pack- 
age available. Apply in person 
at Topknots Hair Studio, 4624 
Grei.q Ave. 
INDUSTRIAL SALES pneumat- 
Ic distributor and compressor 
house is looking for an experi- 
enced outside salesperson. 
Territory includes Northern BC 
worklng~out of our Pdnce 
George • Office emall sepg 
@ske~n.~.Com •Fas:. 250,564.1 
2202 
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 
expanding here. Work from 
home. Set your schedule. Eam 
$423 to $5327. Pt/Ft. In home 
training provided. Call 1-800- 
432-6359 
www.aohlevefromhome.com 
LINE COOKS or shortorder 
cooks with minimum 3years ex- 
perience for busy modem res- 
taurant In Fort Nelson, BC. 
Please fax resume to 250-774- 
6294. Excellent wages. 
LOOKING FOR mature couple 
to work at open pit mine North 
Coast B.C. Apdl to November 
pdmadly operating wheel load- 
ers, Call Alberta 780-523-4848 
for details or leave messa.qe. 
NOR-BURD RV is needing :a 
self motivated salesperson to 
start the new camping season. 
Mail resume to RR#3 S-18 C.0 
Terrace B.C. V8G 4 R6 or drop 
off at 5506 Hwy 16 West. 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY: 
Permanent/full.time, highly mo- 
tivated, enthusiastic, fully li- 
censed automotive technician 
with minimum 4 years. Benefit 
package available, competitive 
wage. North Shore Auto Club, 
250-747.1488 
SALES manager Vernon Pro- 
duce Marketing Company has 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
250-638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 250-635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
Ing. thdependant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
EXPERIENCED ROOFER: 
. shake, asphalt & metal. Very 
reasonable rates. Seniors dis- 
count. Free estimates, referenc- 
es available. Book now for 
spring. Call Rilley 250-849-5289 
EXPERINCED CERTIFIED 
male home support worker, will- 
ing to do personal care, respite, 
errands, cleaning etc. Phone 
250-635.9216 
1 AND 2 bdr apts available 
immed. On site management. 
250-635-6929, 250-635-5136 or 
635-6428. 
1 BEDROOM basement suite in 
quiet location in good condition. 
Available Immediately. 
$450/mo, 250-638-8544 or 250- 
615-7734 
1,2, 3, bdr apt. Availlmmd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
250-635-6428 or 250-638-0015 
or260-615-0345 
2 BEDROOM bright, newer 
condo, top floor end unit, patio 
front & back, 5 appliances incl,. 
ensure laundry very close to 
downtown, 2 parking, stall s. 
Available Apr I:, 1st, ~ ~90/n o 
Adults oniy. RGferehces req. 
250-635-6160 
2 BEDROOM In Summit 
Square. Close to hospital and 
schools, great for seniors 250- 
624-5824 after 5:00 pm. 
BACHELOR SUITE $350.mo. 1 
bedroom apartment $475/mo. 
Heat, light, and cable Incl. 
Phone 260-635-6021 or 250- 
615-9968. 
We treat our tenants as 
valued customersl 
Available immediately. 
3-Bedroom Suite ($650, 
utilifis'inc.), 1-bedroom 
suite ($525), Bright and 
Clean. Washer/Dryer. 
Beautiful fenced yards with 
fruit trees and garden. 
Call 635-4261 
an immediate opening for a 
Sales Manager, Reponsibllitles 
Include: outside and Inside 
sales, serviclng exlsting cus. 
tamers, acqutdng new custom. 
ers, product quality Inspection, 
Invoicing, general office related 
duties. Qualified candidate must 
be able to work under pressure, 
be proficient in computers be 
detail oriented, Innovative and 
also possess excellent commu. 
nication, Interpersonal, problem 
solving and teamwork skills. 
Knowledge of produce Industry 
Is essential. Closing date Fdday 
March 23, 2001, Compensation 
commensurate with experience. 
Fax resume and cover letter 
with references and avail.ability 
to 250-542.1510 c/o The 
Morning Star, Box #2. 
i 
111 HUNTINGTON 
;111 APARTMENTS 
iiii Taking Applications 
;Ill Now 
!11/ • 2 
I l l  Bedroom suifes 
ill ~ , Clean, quiet renovated suites 
i ill ° Ample parking 
illJ ' Laundry facilities on each floor 
' ]H" Close to schools & downtown 
: lip On bus route 
Il l ° Secu~y Bntrance 
II/" On site management 
'Ill ' No pets 
JJJ • Ref0rences required 
'Ill" To view coil 
![Jt 638-1748 
MOVING EAST? 5-ton looking i ~ 1  
for a load to Ontario end of 
Apdl. Holds 3.bdrm house plus. 
Reasonable. Aldermere An. 
tiques, Telkwa. 250-846-9778, 
250-846-5180 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. II II 
TRUCK and 28' trailer an- I I u.uurcoverrarl<mg I i  
closed, and new 32' trailers, will II & Elevator. III 
protect your goods across town I I  , .... ,_. L_,~ ..... I I  
or across Country, Will assist, or II ~""_'r,'~"'"es on II 
load for you. Reasonable rates. | J '  eacn near / I  
.o..c.., o,,0oo  ore. II On sRoute II 6g69 (cell I. ' 
SMART PAINTING: exped Il l  '"ur=~= I J  
enced painter will add fresh 
new colour to your home or of- 
rice. Extras. Paint 10% discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% dis. 
cOunt for' labour, Reasonable 
rates, free estimates; Call Kad 
at 250-6 ! 6-0'199 
CLEAN QUIET 2 bedroom 
apartment $475/mo plus utilities 
tend deposit in Thorhlll. 250- 
635-59t2. 
FOR RENT in Thomhill one 
bedroom furnished apartment, 
single occupancy only. Refer- 
ences required. No pets. $360 
+ $180 sac dep. Ph. 250-635. 
2065. 
NEAR NEW, bright, spacious 2 
bdrm apt. Onsite caretakers, 5 
appliances, NG fireplace, mini 
storage, NO pets, references 
required. $750/m0nth. 250-635- 
6248 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please. 250-615-5441 
ONE BEDROOM unit in Thorn- 
hill, $325/mo. available March 
1st. 250.638-0438. 
ONE LARGE studio suite,. 
secured building downtown. 
Heat included. Laundromat. 
Perfect for working couple 
or working single. Call 250- 
635-7585 
PERFECT PRIVACY for single. 
this is a cozy and clean, com- 
pletely furnished, studio suite. 
All utilities included and laundry 
access. $490.00/mo. No smok- 
!n~, no pets. 250.638-8323 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
, $525/month. Ref reqd. 250.615. 
7665 or 250-635-5653. 
SMALL ONE bedroom duplex 
available immediately $450/mo. 
Drive by 4657 Lazelle or call 
250-638-8639 to view. 
TWO BEDROOM economy 
apartment on Braun's Island. 
$375 & $400. Pets welcome. 
250-635-9102 
TWO BEDROOM economy 
apartments on Brauns Island 
$375 & $400 pets welcome 
63.5.-.9~102. 
CLINTON MANOR-  
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
ANO ONE BEDROOM APT. 
9500.00 monlh. 
One block from swimming pool. 
1'4o Pets, re~erences required. 
Phone 635"3475 
i 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom " 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking.. 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
. .Hospital . • 
:-.Dn Bus Route.: .... ~ . . . . .  
• ~*,~ :-SecUrily Entrance. "
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts. . . 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
.Call: 635-4478 
TWO-DR trailer on private prep. 
erty on Brauns' Island, close to 
bus. Older, refurbished. W/d, 
sundeck, carpeted joey shack, 
pets welcome. Large play area.' 
Gas, hydro, phone extra. 
$450/mo. Phone Betty 250-615- 
0272 
APARTMENTS -1T, RRACE 
N EWLY RENOVATED 2 B0dr0un Ap(s 
$500 per month 
• Free hatwater/recreatlon 
• Close to school and hospital 
• Security entrance 
Call collect (250) 877-6773 
i 
PARK MANOR APTS 
2 bedroom apt,, 
$600 mth,,includos heat. 
Close to swimming pool & 
d.ownfown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Ph. 635-31475 
Ite, 4 appliances + microwave, 
T.V,, table &chairs. No pets, no 
smoking. References required. 
$550/mo Utilities inc. Avail 
March 1st. 1996 Arctic Cal 
snowmobile, 580 Powder Spe- 
cial. 2" track, w/helmet & cover. 
.$.3000. 250-635.0495 
z 
BLOW OUT!!! 
3 BR rancher w/ separate 
garage/shod on large lot in 
Horseshoe. Quiet neighbor. 
hood. Rustic, better than a 
trailer. 
$68,000 
FIRM 
Phone 250-638-8990 ] 
' ~  ONE BEDROOM for rent for a 4 BEDROOM home on bench. 
gentleman with kitchen facili- ' New oak cabinets and ceramic 
ties. Available immediately. 
250-635-5893. 
1 BEDROOM suite near 
schools & hospital $475/mo. 
Damage deposit required. All 
utilities Included. No pets. Non 
smokers, non drinkers. Ref req. 
250-635-7470. 
2 BEDROOM bsmt. suite, 
pdvate ddveway and entrance. 
Close to town and hospital. 
$550 me. 250.638-1028. 
BASEMENT SUITE. 1 bedroom 
1200 sq ft. suite. Close to town. 
Laundry facilities available 
$425/mo plus utilities. Non- 
smoking. Available April 1st. 
j 250-635-0604 
I LARGE BASEMENT suite for 
rent on 10 acres. Available Apdl 
1st. F/s, w/d & utilities included. 
Call 250-638.6291 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath town- 
house on Molitor St. Terrace. 
Fridge, stove, blinds included. 
Security deposit required. No 
pets. Available immediately. 
$750/mo. Phone 250-638-7140 
or 250-632-2261 
3 BEDROOM, 2 baths house in 
quiet neighborhood in Thornhtil. 
5 appliances, wheelchair acces- 
sible, shed, garage, large yard. 
Close to school. NO partys. Call 
after 5pm 250-624-9817 
BACHELOR SUITE close to 
town, no pets, no parties, dmg. 
deposit ref req. Available now. 
250-638-6874. 
BRIGHT, CLEAN, cozy upper 
floor of duplex, 2 bedroom, 4 
appliances, available Apdl 1st. 
$550/mo small pets OK. 250- 
635-6352 
Ite on Straume Ave, fd~lge, FOR RENT in Thomhlll. Clean, 
stove, washer & dryer, non- well 
of fourplex, no pets, no parties, 
no smoking. Ref. required, 
fddge and stove, washer and 
dryer, NG fireplace, gas Includ- 
ed, 250-635-9684. 
maintained 2bedroom 
ROOM FOR rent in 3 bedroom 
house, near Uplands school. 
Suitable for working female, 
small pets welcome. Pdce ne- 
gotiable, for right person. Call 
250-635-95B8 anytime. 
LOG CABINS overlooking 
beautiful Kootenay Lake, amen- 
ities include sauna, laundry 
room, horseshoe pits, play- 
ground, and more, information 
or reservations, 250-428-7881. 
or email klls@kootenay.com 
Craston. 
PENDER ISLE Oceanfront Bed 
& Breakfast. Relax on 10 acres 
in own private deluxe suite with 
hot tub, ensuite bath, fireplace, 
deck. 1-600-663-6962 or 
www.alicesoceanfrontbnb.com 
tile In kitchen and bathroom. 
Oak hardwood flooring, fire- 
place, fenced yard, garage, 
$142,900 phone 250-635-5610. 
EX(~ELLENT HORSESHOE lo- 
cation 13 year old split-level, 3 
bedroom + den. 3 baths over 
2200 sq.ft, finished area. Dou- 
ble garage, covered deck, RV 
parking $177,900. Call 250- 
635-3861 
2832 JACKPINE read. Custom 
built executive rancher on very ' 
pdvata treed one acre lot, 3 '  
bedrooms, 2 baths, quality oak 
cabinetry, hardwood floors,. 
vaulted ceilings, double car ga- 
rage. http://nwhomes.hyper- 
mart.net/homes/0204.htrnl ask- 
Ing $193,000 to view call 250- 
635-1855. 
smoking, quiet person only. house f/s, w/d. Natural gas PENDER ISLE OCEANFRONT 
' 635.4672.$525 plus utilities. Phone 250- heat. No parties, no pets. Suit- Bed and Breakfast. Relax on 
able for 2 people. Call After 10 acres in own private deluxe 
, ONE BEDROOM spacious 5pro 250-635-7467 suite with hot tub, ensuite bath, 
'basement suite for rent. Walk- 
ing distance to all amenities. In NEWER LARGE four bedroom fireplace, deck. 1-877-629-6555 
Horseshoe area. No pets, no home close to schools. Three SKYLINE MOTEL special rate 
smoking. Available immediately, bathrooms, office & 5 applianc- $30+tax one person, add 
Call 250-635-0033 es. Fenced yard & wired work- $4.00PP $4.00 extra bed, Ex- 
shop. References required, cluding Long Weekend/Special. 
ONE BEDROOM suite. Country $1200/mo. 250-635-3909. Event. Free room, coffee, local setting, satalite tv, own trans- 
portation a must. Available ORE BEDROOM duplex. F/S, phone, movies, endear-swim. 
Immed.. Hydro and access to new paint, wood fioodng $325. ming pool. Hot tub, sauna, coin 
W/D included. Ref. Required. Two bedroom duplex. F/S, new laundry, queen-bed, Monthly, 
250-635-4084. paint $425 me., on Queensway weekly. 250-374-8944 Fax: 
Drive,Terrace. Available March 250-374-8950 
15, Ph. 250-632-2540. 1763E Trans-Canada, Kam- 
Ioops,BC. Bdng this ad expires 
2-3 BEDROOM HOUSE in March31,2001. 
quiet neighborhood on bench. 
MOUNTAIN VIEWS, spacious Close to park. Four appliances, 
home on quiet crescent in no smoking. References re- 
ThornhilL 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 quired $800/mo + utilities. 250- 
baths, large living/dining area. 638-0603 
Treed fenced yard. Very good 3 BEDROOM 14X70 mobile TEACHER SEEKS clean quiet 
condition, 4 appliances, home. f/s, w/d. Newly renovated apartment downtown/horseshoe 
$89,500 or $700/mo. rent 250- in small trailer Park in Thornhtil. area. Laundry, parking. No 
638-7142. $600/mo + dam dep. No pets, basements please. From Sep- 
references required. 2 bedroom tember 2001. 250-638-5437 
duplex, save $$$ with electdc 
heat, w/d f/s, on Pine st. in 
Thornhtll, no pets $475/mo + 
14X70 TRAILER 10 rain. from dam dep. Small 2 bedroom me- 
downtown, F/S, W/D, $310 bile home in small trailer park. 
dmg. dpst., $625 me., 250-635-. $350/mo 250-635-9530 156 ACRES with approximately 
4000 M3 cottonwood 260-635- w/built in pantry, bay window, 2 
6224. ONE BEROOM apartment and 5276. fireplaces, laundry, cold storage 
' 14X70, 2 Bedroom mobile 2 bedroom duplex, F/s, electric & family room, attached shop 5 ACRES in Williams Creek . 
• home on pdvate lot, can be fur- heat'.:: Pets ~ welcome/Damage with 3 bedroom trailer, large ad- . , • . w/work bench 2 car garage 
nished ...... or ..... .~iunfum shed , depp.sit~,iCall L!oyd~ at,25~:.615- dition' 32x3_,:m . . . .  ¢=l~t~'*~| r ,~r ( ,  . . . . .  r ,  ~on ~w/auto .~openers,L RV 'or  ' .  . : boat 
$650/mo., 250-638-1885Newly 6018o~" 25b:635.:9333 ' "  excavator ~ sawm ti~ and enougl~ parkin, g' woc~d.shed,: :ga~e_b0, 
renovated 12X60 2 bdrm mobile- SIDE BY side Duplex for rent. logs to build house and fencing . green .house, zg gar.aehi 12 prl- 
y neage N/g neat, extra home in Thornh]ll trailer park. $800.mo damage deposit re- $135,000 or with out machinery ar-ehot wrier tank "184 9 ^ ^ 
$550/mo 250-636-1885 quired. No pets. Available April $110,000. Rent to own may be to vglew 250 635 443() = ' UU. 
1A ONE bedroom cabin 1st. 3 bedroom townhouse, considered.250-635-01OS. 
$395/mo. One bedroom cabin $650/mo damage deposit re- CALIFORNIA USAIII Large, : TOTALLY RENOVATED 1300 
$375/mo. Available April 1st. quired. No pets. Available now. fully improved, residenftal/refire- kitchen cabinets, new flooring, sq.ft.. 3 bedroom rancher. New Small inside dogs allowed. 250- 250.638-1094 
ment lots in Southern California. wood stove, french glass doors, 635.2319.. TAKING APPLICATIONS for 1- Mobile homes okl $60 down , 
2 BDRM townhouse. Clean side duplex, 3 bedrooms, f/s, $60 monthly, $5995 cash (us fenced yard, garage $119,900 
quiet. Fddge/stove. Sultable for w/d hookups, electric heat, funds) Free brochure 1-800. 250-635-5510. 
professional couples. No pets. available April 1st, close to has- 884-7050. 
Ref. required.Phone 250-635- pital, schools & town. $750.mo. 
3796 Dam dep, ref. req. Phone 250- LOT FOR mobile landscaped -
2 BEDROOM house in New 635.2442 new water and sewer. 250-635- PRICE REDUCED to sell at 5625 
Remo 10 rain from town, is $239,900. Located at 4517 Ce- 
available March 15. $475/mo. SERVICED LOT on bench dar Cres, 2.8 acres of view 
F/s, w/d hookups. Country IIv- great location, R2 60' x 131' property, owner may consider a 
ing, with pets and garden possE. $35,500 call 250-638-0622. smaller home In trade. Features 
bilitiss 250-635-9266. 3 BEDROOM trailer could be " 3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths, full 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE. fully made into 4 bedroom with basement, 3 car garage, forced 
fenced yard. Fruit trees. Oak 12x34 addition, F/S, W/D, wood air, heat/air cond., alarm sys. 
cabinets. Close to hospital and stove, and propane heat, dam- tern, 2 nat.rock fireplaces 
schools. Perfect for active sen- age deposit and references re- (wood), paved ddve. call to 
qulred $550 me., rent to own REDUCED TO sell immediate- view 1-250-766-0205 or,250 .= 
Ear citizens. $650/mo Phone could be an option 250-635- ly. 3 bedroom, fully finished 635-1543. 260-535.4838 
0105. basement suite with huge rec- 'REVENUE PROPERTY, 3bed-" 
3 BEDROOM ground level apt. 3 BEDROOM trailer In Thornhill room, separate entrance, room stable older home with 2 
for rent. Available Immediately. horseshoe, $121,900 view on- bedroom basement suite, large 
$650/mo Call 250-635-8648. line at http://nwhomes.hyper- back yard. Agar Park area. 250: 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin . mart.net or call 250-635-2922. 635-5081 
3 BEDROOM home in horse: 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, Kitchen 
and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Reunions. Day 
and Evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 e-mall kinsmen@osg.net. 
Bartending Services Available. 
3 BEDROOM home in Thorn- 
heights, beautiful mountain view 
and backyard sunsets, large 
bdght kitchen, 2 baths, fire- 
place, alarm system, hot tub in 
rec room, walkout basement 
with workshop area. Large 
fenced backyard has paved RV 
parking and new shed. Great 
nelghbourhood, nearby bus 
stop and park. Well maintained 
with many recent upgrades. 
Must be seen $144,900.00 250- 
638-1427. 
3 BEDROOMS plus den, split 
level home located on bench. 
Full basement, hardwood floor. 
Ing, new carpeting, bright and 
modern decor throughout. 250- 
635-4334 
2 BI~DROOM rancher w/ensu. 
ite, carport and south facing 
covered deck, electdc heat, 6 
yrs old, near woodland park 
subdivision. $165,000 Ph. 250- 
638-8320. 
shoe, large living room w/wood 
1 BEDROOM BASEMENT su- . stove new kitchen cabinets, 
new floodng, fenced yard, ga- 
rage, f/s, $800/mo 250-635- 
5510 
3 BEDROOM house at 4509 
Greig Ave. $750/m0. 250-638- 
8639 
3 BEDROOM upstairs of house. 
F/S. Close to school and town. 
: No smoking, No parties. No 
; pets. 250-635-5174. Call any- 
time. 
Office Space Available 
First  and second floor office space available at 
Terrace & Distr ict  Credit  Union, a central ly 
located bui ld ing in Terrace's down town core. 
Second fleer'has elevator access. F lat  rate lease 
includes all uti l it ies excluding phone. For more 
information, please call Val or Chris at 635-7282. 
2 YEAR old split level home on 
bench. Hardwood floors, 3 bed- 
rooms, large unfinished rec 
room, sky lights, near school. 
250-638-2069 
1800 SQ.FT.HOME on double 
lot minutes from downtown, 
beautiful view of mountains 
w/natural lighting. All pd- 
vate/publlc schools nearby. 4 
bdrms, 1 1/2 baths, kitchen 
i 
REVENUE PROPER/Y- THREE YEAR OLD TWO STOREY, IHREE RE|ROOM flU/A! 
~!h o full basemenl and a,ochd double garage:.2 H ~ 
~lhs mpadoussuncl~ and covered porch ~luiel I ~ ~ ! , , , ,  
neighboulhood near college. BaSe,hi sutie is devel- 
oped wilh a ene bedroom, self conleined legolsuile. ~ ~  
5218 Mounla ln  ~r=do Dr ,  REDUCEDTO $174,500  m ~ = = ~ , ~ , m  
Call 638-1456 to v iew - -  
LARGE 2 BEDROOM trailer for 
rent in' town. $550/mo. 2 bed- 
room trailer on private lot In 
Thornhill $450/mo. 250.638- 
0438. 
TWO BEDROOM mobile in 
Thornhill. Newly renovated, w/d, 
f/s, natural gas heat. No pets. 
Serious Inquiries only. Refer- 
ences and damage deposit re. 
quired. $625/mo. 250.635-1393 
14X70 3 bedroom mobile home. 
F/S, W/D, in small trailer court 
In Thomhlll. No pets, $600 me. 
plus damage deposit, ref. re- 
quired 250-635-9630. 
2 LARGE bedroom trailer locat- 
ed in Sunny Hill Trailer Park. In- 
cludes: w/d, f/s," dishwasher. 
Close to town. No pets please., 
Available Immediately. 250-635- 
4571 
2&3 bedroom mobile home In 
Pine Park, washer, dryer, 
fddge, stove, new rioadng." 
Fenced yard, very clean, avail- 
able immediately. $550/m0. 
250-635-2126. 
CLEAN 4 bedroom trailer in 
Thornhlll available Apdl 1st. 
$425/mo. 250-635.5152 
FREE PAD rent. More dispos- 
able Incomel Country life, BC 
Intedor ranch, retired persons, 
outdoor enthUsiasts, free pad ' 
rent for accessional caretaklng. 
!-250-694-3711, ' 
JUST IBMIN. from'town, A 
blight clean 2 bedroom mobile 
home, "Pdvate eettlngi ~$600 
me., 250-638:8772. * , 
i 
OWNER 
~o,  ! TRANSFERRED 
Great Shop 
. . . . .  Plus 
i 3 bedrooms 
. . . . . . .  ~ 3 Piece Ensuite 
Large Family 
II Kitchen, Sundeck, 24 x 32 ft. insulated, heated and I 
I /  wired shop on 1/2 acre lot near Ihe golf course. M.L.S. I 
U K E F R O N T  
[ "Ill 3 Bedr00m 
  100 Frontage 
 ,3ogjooo. 
Beautiful Lindal Cedar home on Lokelse Lake wilh guesl 
cabin..Vend0r is motivated and will fake a trade. . ~  
Shella Love 635-3004 
of Terrace. 638-1400 
= • • ~ i¸ •~i ~. 
=mm 
ROYAL LEPAGE - - "  +~'~ 
-,m---m,mmmmm 6 3 5 -  2 4 0 4 
Ter race  Emaih info@royalhpagelerrace.com 
Indop0ndontly owned & up,toted 102-4644 Lazelb Ave., Terrace, &C 
~ experienced backgrot~nd in selling Real Estate. ! 
Gordie received his Real Estate licence in 1984 with Block 
Bros. Pmden & Cuttle. In 1987 he achieved 3rd place with 
~ the Northwest Real Estate Board. In addition, he was proud to serve as Presklent of the Northwest Real Estate Board for ~1 
the term of 1991-1993 and as a director of the British 
k" Columbia Real Estate Association. In 1991, C~,,rdle joined ,1 I 
Ik' the starting firm of Re/max of Terrace a~nd proceeded to with 
awards of achievement, including the Re/max President's 
club in 1991 and ~e 'Executive club in 1992, 
' After several years absence due to health reasons, he is 
Ik healthy and anxious to get back in the swing of thinp~s, o 
I 
f or all your real estate inquiries, please call C-ordie at Royal 
Lel)age, Terrace 635-2404 or after hours at 635-1483. 
¢'¢,¢,¢,¢,¢,e¢,¢,+,¢,¢,¢,¢,¢,¢,¢,¢,¢,~ 
• 745:MOBILES  ~ 
HOME OWNERS warranty cov- 
era this new strata titled home. 
2 bdrms, 960 sq if,plus attached 
garage. One level, no steps. 
Small landscaped yard. Asking 
$125,000. Call builder at 250- 
638-1648 
THORNHILL, COZY 4 bedroom 
home 'on 1/2 basement, Large 
fenced backyard. Large cement 
block shop, Close to school. On 
bus route $97,900. Phone 250- 
635.4246 
i 
Beautiful Log Stmct.re 
pro~ssionally built by 
I ~O0 sq. ft. - main floor 
7(30 eq. ft. - upst~irs 
P~e4nhhed for protection i side 
and out, Pre insu/ated. Log floor 
joists and roof logs, balcony, sun 
room, etc Valne )SZ,000 
....... Serious Inquides . + ,., 
IHOMEBASEDBUSINESSDIRECTORY 
' - FORD ii 
' . . . . . .  I ,e .  
14X70 MEADOWBROOK 3 
bdrm home with addition and 
garage in excellent condition on 
own property. Close to schools, 
10 minutes from town. Asking 
$75,000 
1975 2BEDROOM 12x60 mo- 
bile home, neutral colors incl. 
F/S, all blinds, nice home for 
young couple, fenced yard, 
$18000 O80 250-638,-1528 
leave messa.qe. 
1995 DOUBLE wide, situated at 
Timberland Trailer Park (adu[l" 
oriented side). Perfect for a 
couple starting out, or retired 
couple looking for a low main- 
tenance home. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full baths, 3 skylights, beautiful 
kitchen and covered wood 
deck, comes with 5 appliances. 
Priced to sell at $69,000 (lower 
than assessed value). Call 250- 
638-0920 for an appointment to 
view. 
SPRING DISCOUNTS on fac- 
tory direct Chaparral modutars.. 
Custom designs, Industrial 
units, park models, factory 
tours. Sheldon Custom Homes, 
3075 Sexs.mith, Kel0wna, Toll 
free 1-888-765-8992. DL10146 
SRI HOMES now on sale at 
Ping Ridge in Burns Lake. Dou- 
ble wides starting at $58,900t 
Limited time offer. Call Leon at 
250-692-3375 
TWO BEDROOM 14X60, 3 yr 
o!d mobile h.ome, in Thornhill. 
F~s; w/dv, disbwashorv satellite~&, 
lots of extras::,Asking $57,000 
or assume mortgage 
$525.00/mo. willing to nego- 
tiate. 250-635-9582 
1998 SR114X70 modular home 
situated on fenced pad in Pine 
Park. 2 bedrooms, nicely deco- 
rated, 6 appliances, sky light 
and lacuzzi tub in bathroom. 
Storage shed on property. Ask- 
in¢l $62,900.250-638-8438 
MOBILE HOME 12X52 with 
8X16 addition c/w 4 appllancea 
set up in Timberland, $16,000. 
For appointment o view 250- 
635-2013. 
MOBILE HOME 12x64 + 
clean open plan, 2 bed- 
rooms plus den, 11/2 
baths, 4 appliances, new 
furnace, located in Lan-" 
gley, ready to move, 
$14,000 OBO 604-596- 
5470. 
7: 
,': GARAGE WANTED to rent. 
', 250-635-7125. 
1984 COMMANDER 26' 
twin engines, gps, radar, winch, 
,spar heater, hot water, dingy, 
electric downr]ggers, stereo. 
12000 Ib tri axle trailer many 
more extras, $51,500 obo 250. 
638-1427. 
BOAT FOR sale. Moving sale, 
1974 25 1/2 ft bayliner c/w 350 
rebuilt GMC, rebuilt leg, good 
running condition, 9.9 hp marc 
outboard, Marine & CB radios, 
marltek depth/fish finder, 100 
gal gas tank, galley, head, 
down riggers, $7000 obo. Boat 
can be viewed at Kitimat yacht 
club. Keith 1-403-946-4406 for 
arrangements, Negotiable ex- 
tras. 
1993 SKIDOO Safari shod 
• track, $1500 OBO. 250-635. 
2198. 
1984 OLDSMOBILE, good run- 
ning condition. $2,000 obo. FLOORING LIQUIDATION. All. 
Phone250-638-0809 stock must gol Laminate .75' 
1993 OLDSMOBILE Clera. 3.31 sq/ff; oak or maple p(efinished 
V-6. Good condition, 230 K, $2.49 sq. ft. oak or maple float- 
great highway car. $3595 Call ing $3.50 sq. It. tons more. Just 
Kelly 250-638.5633 or 250-798- calll 1.800-631-3342 
2535 
1989 FORD F250, 4X4 good 
running condition $3200. 250- 
635-9530 
19911/2 ton Ford extended cab 
4X4. Automatic, a/c, cruise. 
169,000km. good running con- 
dition. $5950. 250-638-0484 
1995 JIMMY 99,000km, loaded, 
Black, beautiful, a steal at. 
$17,500. 250-635-8858 
A WORKING person's truck/car 
lot. Are you self-employed (or 
not)? Is no proof of income a 
problem? No downpayment? 
Declined by your bank or your 
dealership? We can help, No 
payment for 90 days. We will 
lend you our money from 0.9 for 
Fords, Dodges, GM"s. Western 
Canada's only straight forward 
dealer grouop. We will make it 
happenl Call now for further in- 
formation. Joanna or David 1- 
800-650-4829 
FORD DEISEL 15' cube van, 
excellent condition• Many new 
pads including transmission 
and starter. Good rubber 
$930.0. Phone 250-638-0204 
CRAFT LINE countertops, 4 
styles, 250 standard colors, cut 
to size and wrapped, 5 year 
warranty. $16/lin. ft. 250-561- 
2240 www.kitchensbc.com. 
FACTORY DIRECT sales, af- 
fordable easy to assemble 
kitchen cabinets. Murphy beds. 
10 year product warranty. Free 
estimates. Te1:250-561-2240 
www.murphybedsbc.com Fax: 
1.888-553-2343. 
MOTHER OF 2 living on town 
bench willing to babysit in own 
home Monday to Friday 
daytimes. 250-638-8102. 
+"- Looking for "~ 
Child Care? 
Sk~ena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has Information on 
chlld care options arid on 
choosing child care, 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCBR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resomce Centre 
sndis funded by t~e Minisl~/of Social 
~%~vdopment a d Economic Secudty~ 
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PREPARATION 
Confidential/Reasonable 
Rates ~'~ [ ;HRYSLE! | 
Call 638-1982 
4916 ]Iwy, 16 West 635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 DUt 595s 
www.terraceautomall.com 
SKI SUN PEAKS RESORT the • ~.-,. . . . . . . . . . .  
CHRYSLER ski vacation ot your dreams • I I 
begins with us. Great 
accomodation , great rates, 2000 Chryslerlntrepid 
great sewice at a great resort. VG, Auto, AIr, Crulse,.fllLPwr 
For more information and Windows & Locks, Cassette 
reservations cal~ 1-888-578- NOWONLY ______$19,995 
8369. Visit our website at 
www.sunpeaksreservations.co ~J Jeep Cherokee 
m Classic 
..... ~> "' 4 Or., 4x4, 6Cyl.,Auto, AIr, Crulse, . . . .  • " '2  ' " I "  • u 
NOW ONLY $22,995 
~ Dry  ~ 
: SERVICES LTD.  '98 Dodge Caravan 
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEA~ING Vf, Auto, NC, 0ual Sliding Doors 
Was $17,995 
:,*CHIMNEYS & FURNACES ,SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS NOW ONLY $16,995 
"AIR DUCTS ,SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
. -BOILERS .CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS ~8 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
• FIREPLACES .REST. GREASE TRAPS 
,AI"IrIC INSULATION REMOVAL : '  'ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS -FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
,, PAINT BOOTHS .VACUUM EXCAVATION 
. . . .  Industrial Vat:uumTrucks 63 5-1 1 3 2 
1999 ARCTIC cat 500 Atv, like 
new, low mileage, heated han- 
dle bars and thumbwarmers, 
warn winch and snow blade. 
$7500. 250-635-2126 
The Rack .  The  Whee l .  
: .  : : '  
Water  Tor ture .  
Schedu le  3.  
~>GM/:!/ 
4 Dr., 4x4, 6 Cyl., Air 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'98 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, A/C, 4 Door & More 
Was $13,995 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'98 Dodge Durango SLT 
Auto, V8, Leather, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'97 Dodge Ram 
Club Cab 
4x4, V8 
NOW ONLY $17,995 
'96 Dodge Ram Club 
Auto, VS, 4x4, Air Conditioning 
Was $17,995 
NOW ONLY $16,995 
'96 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Auto, 4 Dr., 4x4, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks • 
Was $21,99S 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'96 Dodge Grand Caravan 
VG, Auto, NC 
Wan $11,99~ 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'94 Dodge Dakota Club Cab 
4x4, V6, 5 Spd. 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'99 Ford F150 XLT 
XCab, V8, Auto, 4 Door, NC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
Now ONLY $28,995 
'98 Ford F250 XL 
4x4, Rag Cab, V8, A/C, 5 spd 
Was ~4,995 
NOW ONLY $22,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
V8, Auto, 4x4, NC 
' NOW ONLY $17,995 iii; ' 
'97 Ford Taurus 
4 Door, 6 Cyl.,Auto, 
h'C, Tilt, Cruise 
Was $1S,488 
NOW ONLY $13,995 
'99 Pontiac ~f i re  
N~~95 
'97 GMC Sierra SLE 
Ext. Cab., V8, Auto, 3 Door 
Wee $25,995 
NOW ONLY $21,995 
"96 Chemlet Camaro Z-28 
T-Top, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
• Cass., pw, pl 
Was $21,99S 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'96 GMC XCab 4x4 
V& Auto, A]C, "flit, Cruise, 
Was $16,995 
NOW ONLY $15,995 
'95 Chevrolet Tahoe LT 
V8, Auto, 4dr, 4x4. 
Was $29,995 
NOW ONLY $25,995 
'91 Pontiac Sunbird 
2 Door Coupe 
NOW ONLY $4,995 
IMPORTS 
'98 Honda Accord EX 
V6, Auto, Leather, 
Sunroof, Loaded 
Wee $26,995 ' 
NOW ONLY $25,995 
'95 Volkswagen Jetta 
4 Door, 5 Spd.,/VC 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'95 Honda Civic I 
4 door, Tilt 
Wae $11,09~ 
NOW ONLY $9,995 
'94 Toyota Camry LE 
4 door, Auto, Air & More 
Was $t6,005 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'93 Subaru 
Legacy AWD 
4 Door, Auto 
Wet ~,OgS 
NOW ONLY $7,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Locks, Windows 
W~e $14,~S 
NOW ONLY $11,995 
I TER  " E 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
: [~RHH6!SP ' : '~  ,~ : ....... :is:;+.. ::::+:: . +~ ........... + :::, ,i+::::~+++++~+i:. YZ's, V-Stars, ITR125 
I'0il' Lube, Filter { I +p to 0+0,) I !, E ! 
],Tire Rotation i J 
I' Front & Rear / 
I Brake Inspection - =oo  yo=.h. 
AIIMakes&M0dels ~.~s~c~m=oo~ ," I r~r~ I BR250, LongTrack 
*3 ,999 .00  
i: B l . . .¢  90/~::Q+Rd{I 
}i: HEY/: Blue+ in ilGCkl i + 
1994 Pontiac Sunbird LE 
$8,995 
1994 Pathfinder LE 
~ r~ ~ ~i ]  r~ w,s m.m NOW $18,9951994 Ford Taurus 
$g, gg5 
1993 Chov Blazer Tahoe 
$14,99~ 
1993 Dodge Campedzed Van 
1999 Yolks Golf Wolfsburg $16,995 
$20,995 1993 Ford E150 XLT Club Wagon 
1 9 8 9 ~  CX $12,995 
1992 Mazda MPV 
1998 Ford Contour Sedan was $~.99s NOW $"[.~9~ 
$14,995 1992 Mazda MX3 Pracedla 
199"/Ohev 314 Ton 4x4 $8,99~ 
WAS $24,99S NOW r ~ 2 ~  
1~7 C.ev ~,4 Ton S,vore.o 1~1~ GT 
was ~7,+9s NOW ~tS,99~ 1991 Hondam~"-'-'~Accord EX-It 
1997 Yolks Jet, s GL8 $8,99~ 
NOW $17,995 
1997 Honda Civic EX I991 Plymout~,~ager" "-'" AWD LE 
was slT.~s NOW $15,995 
1990 Ford FI~O' 
1996 Char 314 Ton L Box $6,99~ 
w~ ~+.m NOW ~Z2,99~ 
1989 Ford F I~ 
1996 Char Sitvemdo 314 Ton ~.,995 
was a27,m NOW $25,995 1989 Ford Escort 
19=36 Honda Accord EX $2,99~ 
$17,99~ 
1988 Mere GR Marqule LS 
1995 Honda Civic Hatchback was ~,m NOW $4.99~ 
• $9,99~ 1987 Honda Civic 
! 995 Chev Tahoe 1.8 $4,995 
$24,095 
199~ Honda Accord EXR 19813 Ford E198 Econoline Van 
w~s .,m NOW $17,995 ~,99~ 
198~ GMC 1 Ton Rag Cab 1981 Ford Ecooellne Vao 
. was s19.99s NOW $1 &~ $3,995 
! 998 Polaris 
RMK 700 
141 Track 
s3 ,995 .00  
"q~hy torment yourself when a professional 
can help? It's our job to understand the most 
cotnplicated tax situation and our pleasure to 
help you get every cent you have coming. 
4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE o,~,~+ 1-800-66~-1998 638-8171 
L 
4716 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-2908 
H&R BLOCK 
.I~_~ PRECISE LYRIGH Tel 
MO Y IRG 
~ Your Moving Professionals Since 1097 
#uck & New 32 & 28 # #aile[s at Your Se~ce! 
~+~p • Across town or the country 
~ * Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
1-866"6£5.0002 
~~m615;0002 ++ii 638-6969 
I++++)+++++++++++++++++ '  I sOs sO F  
YR 2000 MM600 dsh Music for special occasions 
141x2" trotk, under . .Spruce -Hemlock (Cedar) ([~/'/~/~ :IP=jgy ¢od, vtol n ~Priece Ra~rti: ~! 
[635 
1,000  kin .Will custom cut to aRy size ~Annl+~Townscdd;Celhc h~++.~Tcrror~: + 
$ u+¢eO +O +e .~vv  • Fencing material available Musicians may be booked together or Sel~rotely. Our 
specialty isCeltic music but we also plm/Clas,icd end 
,7400  3o-4o% +o.,+,.o,.,i.~,.,o+,+,.o....+o..,,.+e.mo 
Off Regular Price emoll:anntmt@hotmoil.ccm • + %.. 
FIRST AID SERVICES /=\ /  
Variety o[ Decoratlve Plants including 
' Bedding Planb • Hanging Basket 
' Window Boxes • Deckapots 
I Level 3 Instruction / m \1 • Ground Maintenance 
CUSTOM MADE gASKETS TO YOUR SPECIFICAtiONS 
Ph.: 635-6009 Nelson Rd, i: 
i F~x'. 635"7544 . New Remo, B.C,~ 
i 
• Water Systems 
Cell 615-2248 *Landscaping I 
• COOS .AN  [A OS  11' 
Serving th, Norrhwex, zinc, 1980  OUTDOOR SPORTS [ J 
Pimo Tuning For all  your  Firearms Work I I 
Complet~ Rebuilding Regulado$,~ S~e~ Minor or Major ] J 
W .~ ~ ' Jos6 Co'smarts RO. Box 29, Prifchard, B.C. VOE 2P0 [ | 
- -  ~ (250)535.9275 Ph: 250-577-3244 Fax: 250-577-3249 J [ 
ST~BLIPIO KDCfRICAL @KVICP3 
i~ J~ l~ by House & Power Lmes 
e¢lean-up Service Available 
' ,~?~/L~,  "BETTER PRICES THAN EVER! 
~li(~ll~ 24 Hour Emergency Service " ~] "" FREE EST IMATES I 
[.~.+,+.,..+.--'~,~e*~,,z,l<~+'St,[,1. ~. ~ (2501635-7400 j  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  -'~ l:]li'Jk']=lll:i'|'JlJ:]l[q;ll[ql[e]+l'-- - -  
l ~- //~..+@~_~.~/,, " (. ...~.~ .theex<able, prd~iona CATV ~guY Auctlon ptlces move In ono dlro,tlon...UPt 
i ~ '=" ,, / SATVinstaila+ons i TAKING CONSIGNMENTS NOW! 
• add ouOeU, pre-wires , * EsU,e S.'des .Store Suq+lm .Mming Sales 
~J  "-:..9 ,e,,~ ,23)'ears of experience .Antiques "Tools *DisconUnued Stock 
• Repos~ssions ,Equipment .Etc. 
............... 5009 - Lan£ear Dro LET US REMOVE THE HASSLES OF SELUW, YOUR MERCHANDISE 
Id T~r~a~e,n.C. Randy Dozzi MjP.To ~ 
ii i] , : Canada 250.635-3714 Pb. (250) 635.9452 
h ::~: : ::: i ~, V8G 3H3 randy_dozzi@telus.net A~4~L{z '~,  Fax. (250) 635-40oo 
, ~ ~ " ~ #10 Motz P I~,  Terrace, t ic  
+ + + 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ............... +~ .+.r+~+~+++,~,.~,.,..~,~.,~. 
PRUNING :* LANDSCAPING : .P,,,,#;/;; ~,~,,,,/,-.~,/,~/,~, ~n ~tr~ 
.,,,. F,,,,,,... (2SOI~ 635.2652 .o.... s..v,~.,,,u,.^.... I= i~-  
4916 Hwy. 16 West 635-7187 
1400-313-7187 D~ 59~ 
www.terraceautomall.com 
L ~ 
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Scoreboard 
Terrace Men's Rec Hockey Standings 
OLDTIMER DIVISION STATS TO END OF SEASON 
TEAM GP W L T PTS GF GA 
Canadian Tire 40 22 12 6 50 180 13 4 
SRD Blues 40 22 15 2 46 143 123 
Terrace Subway 41 17 17 8 42 113 118 
Northern Motor Inn 39 11 19 9 31 131 152 
Terrace TImbermen 27 8 14 5 21 87 107 
SCORII~G LEADERS TEAM 
Will Taekema SRD 
Bill Leffers . . . .  CT 
Rob Bell SRD 
Emil Gagnon CT 
Fraser Dodd NMI 
Darcy Mallet TT  
Roy Vick NMI 
Brad Owen CT 
Rory Rienholt : SRD 
Chris ClJicoine CT 
GOALS 
34 
31 
27 
24 
12 
18 
15 
12 
10 
11 
ASSISTS 
28 
28 
22 
25 
26 
19 
20 
23 
24 
22 
F rs  PIM 
62 8 
59 24 
49 14 
49 9 
38 15 
37 11 
35 14 
35 11 
34 6 
33 14 
. RECREATIONAL DIVISION STATS TO END OF SEASON 
TEAM GP W L T PTS GF GA 
Chapter Qne Aeros 39 21 13 5 47 185 153 
Back Eddy Bullies 38 20 14 4 44 183 159 
All Seasons Lightning 39 19 15 5 43 203 183 
Nuyens Blasting Caps 39 15 15 9 39 190 212 
Coast Inn of the West 39 9 27 3 21 152 211 
ASSISTS PTS PIM 
44 85 14 
46 85 20 
38 83 24 
34 74 21 
SCORING LEADERS TEAM GOALS 
Andrew Tait BED 41 
Maria Desjard[ns ASL 39 
Troy Farkvam COA 45 
Scott Mulder COA 40 
Matt Schinde ASL 30 
Mike Funk NBC 38 
Inn Alger ASL 32 
Mitch Schinde NBC 28 
Norm Laderoute ASL 26 
Shane DeJong CleW 21 
Playoff Schedule 
Terrace Men's Rec. Hockey Lea~]ue 
Rec Division Timberman vs, 
Northern Motor Inn 
Oakles Mar. i5, 10:30 p.m, 
Chapter One vs. All 
Seasons Mar. 14, 10:30 p.m. 
Subway vs. Canadian 
Mar. 18, 9:30 p.m. Tire 
semi-f inals: let  vs. 4th 
• Mar. 21, 9 p.m. 
Mar. 18, 11 p.m. T imbermen vs. SRD 
semi,f lnals:2nd vs.Jrd B lues  
Mar, 20, 9 p,m, Mar. 21, 10:30 p.m, 
final series: Northern Motor Inn 
game one vs. Canadian Tire 
Mar,  24, 8 p.m. 
final ser ies:game two 
Marl 2S, 11 p.m. 
final series: 
game three if needed 
Oldt irnere D iv is ion  
Mar, 14, 9 p.m. 
Mar. 22, 10:30 p.m. 
SRD Blues vs. Sub- 
way 
Mar. 24, 9:30 p.m. 
Northern Motor Inn 
Oakies vs. Subway 
Mar. 25, 8 p,m, 
f inal: let vs. 2nd 
Sa.dma. 
.ort~t.s m~SisuiT~s 
(250) 635-9151,  Toll Free 1-800-SANDMAN 
4828 Highway 16 West, Tear#ace 
(250) 635-6855,  (250) 635-7369 After Hours 
Toll-Free 1-800-227-7368 
42 72 49 
30 68 70 
34 66 29 
35 63 44 
19 45 2 
24 '  45 S 
Learn  about  
la che  A WORKING person's car/truck ava  n o Areyouselfemployed ( r 
not) Is no proof of income a 
problem? No down payment? 
Declined by your bank or deal- 
ership? We can helpl We will hazards  lend you our monoy from 0.9 for 
Fords, Dodges, GM's. Western 
Canada's only straight forward 
dealer group. We will make It 
A FREE avalanche awareness course is set for Tuesday happenl Call now for further in- 
Mar. 27 al the Terrace Public Library. " '  formation. Joanne or David 1- 
800.310-2346 
m BusinessStrategies 
== Prac#calTaxAdv/ce 
m /VnancJal Piann[~g . 
m Trust & Estate SeMces 
  gemers & 
C~'TIRE~ GENERALAC~OUNTANTS 
QJWIRED RNANCIAL PI.ANNERS 
' (250) 638-8705 or 
www.de rne rsa ndb rodle.be..ca 
~ 201,-4716 Lez'efle 
Ten'z~ e.¢.V86tt2 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ,m% • _ ,  
Local avalanche, technician and Ruins snowboard 
team member ]ohan Slam will be teaching the course. ~-~®~:)~.:~®@~.:-~'-:~q*~'-:-%:-~.~:-~'-::~:~®~®~,~)~,~.~ 
Participants will learn general avalanche termino- ~ TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER ~ 
logy, gain a greater understanding of snowpack stability ~ 
and go over avalanche rescue techniques, ~" 
A video will also be shown and Slam will be answer- @ requires COACHES for all age groups 
ing any questions participants might have. 21 .oge 6-1 7 years for both boys and girls 
Whether you are a skier, snowboarder, snowmobiler ~ d v stone. Season runs May to Seotember ~)' 
or just interested In learning how avalanches work, this ~ Coach ,no  courses  well run  in Anr ; I  ).~@).. ~" 
course is for you. ~ " . - " " r ' "Y /~v~ ¢.) 
The course will take lace in the library meetin~ ~ ',~, ,5~: I n te res ted?  ~-~/  
room from 6 p.m. to9 p.m. ~! ~ ~:. , .  Call: Bey: 635-3719 , '{~ 
Participants'are encouraged to get there early as seats ~ ~ - ~ -  '~ :  /=,,. /,I ~ ,~AA~; ~. . - ,~  
ar . . . . . .  - - G> - ~  . . . . . . .  " " " " ' '  ' ,~ .  ~'~..; '~ c hmxted to 20 and it zs a first come first serve event . . . .  , . . . . .  , 6  
Skaters '  r It,), 1 j[ 
taketo  , , . . i i . , ,  . 
March 2001 March 200 
the ,ce 
THE Terrace Skating club 
will be holding their year end 
pop concert at the Terrace 
arena March 15. 
The event will run from 
5:45 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
This is the last skating 
event of the year for the club. 
Come out and watch our 
local figure skaters show off 
their skills. 
The public is welcome 
and admission is free. 
Women's So¢¢cr 
League standings to Mar. 1 
Flower Power 67 
Northern Savings 65 
Northern Motor Inn 57 
Blessings 50  
Molson Rockets 47 
Almwood Royals : 31 
Top Scorers  
Adrienne Williams 30 
Lianne Funk ~ :' !6  
Kaliopi Kollias ~ '15 
Sheila Denomme 1 4 
Lyn Wikstom 12 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER ASSOCIATION " 
COACHING, REFEREE & PLAYER DEVELOPMENT 
CLINICS FOR THE 200:!. SEASON 
COURSE DATE TIME LOCATION 
Referee Refresher Course M0rch 171h 
Class 4 Referee April21st 9:00am-Sol NWCC 1101 
Apdl 22nd 9:00am - Sun Trades Building 
Class 5 Referee Apri1281h 9:00am-Sol NWCC IlO0 
Trades Building 
C0mmunily C0.ch Y0ulh April 275 6:00pm- Fd NWCC 0002 
~d1281h 9:000m- S0l Trades Building 
~0ri1291h 9:000m- Sun 
RefereeAssess0rs (I/nit Mey 4Ih 6:00pm. Fd ' NWCC 2001 
May 51h 9:00am- S0l 
Uay 61h 9:00am- Sun 
ommun C. nor.y,h 900am St "CC 2OO2" 
• May6lh 9:00am-Sun 
Ii ]aA Player Development Aug 18lh 9:00am- Sol ,.~/~)/~ • Aug191h 9:00am Sun t~e~ f inlereded in any of Ihese clinics please carl ~ •. 
II ... ,~:, Georgeauilos {/:~,.~.,; l i  
| l .~J~".... ,,~. P~onVFox: (250)635-3719 -",': ~';; li 
k L ~ i  Em0il: g.bujlos@kerm~e.ne! ; J  
l r  ~ f~ 
Prince Ruwt, Kitimat, Smithers & Terrace 
Mini Soccer Playem to participate in 
For the first of what is hoped to be many times, our 
North Coast Children ages 6 & 7 will be given a week- 
end of Excitement. Soccer and Noise, in the first Annual 
Rain Forest Indoor Soccer Tournament to be held April 28 
& 29 in Prince Rupert. 
Intact teams and others will be participating in a non' 
competitive round robin tournament, providing fun and 
soccer skill development for these young players. Games 
will be played in a gym environment with a special 
indoor soccer bell, allowing the entire game to be played 
without interruptions, and with a great deal of fun. 
This weekend of hectic soccer fun is the first of what is 
hoped ta be an expanding inter communi!y effort to pro- 
mote Youth Soccer, development s~,nergy between the 
local clubs, and provide enhancea soccer experience, 
and fun, to our young people. Expansion fo mare age 
groups and venues is both expected and encouraged. 
Come by and watch the funi For further information, con- 
tact your local club represenlatlve: 
Kitimat Pat Harrison 632-6887 /LP~,~ 
Prince Rupert Dave Meers 627-7411 
Smithers Cesar Pereslrolo 847-4950 
Terrace C-eorge Bujlas 635-3719 
Terrace Les $innott ' 615-5445 
FIRST ANNUAL INDOOR 
• TOURNAMENT, 
I 6 4 5 
Clarence Terrace 
Mtchlel Terrace Minor 
, Parent Baseball Peaks 
Council • Association Gymnastics 
Club 
1Caledonia 
Senior 
Secondary 
Sch,ool 
Parent 
Council 
18 
Skeena Junior 
Secondary 
School Parent 
Council 
25 
Thomhnl 
Junior 
Secondary 
School Parent 
Council 
1 Terrace 
AntiPoverty 
Group Society 
Terrace-Kitimat 
Airshow 
Society 
7 Terrace 8 
Community Terrace 
Volunteer ' AntJ-Pover ty 
Bureau Group Society 
Royal Canadian ~keena Valley 
Legion Branch Snowmobile 
#13 Association 
12 13 14 
Terrace 
Bluebeck 
Terrace Minor Swim Club 
Hockey Order o[ 
Association Royal Purple Shames • Mountain Ski 
Club 
! 9 20 ! = 21 Knights of 
Columbus 
Terrace Minor #5149 
Hockey Terrace Kitsumkalum 
Association Peaks Muks-kurn,ol 
Gymnustlcs Sisterhood and 
Club. Elders Society 
26 27 ' 28 29  
Terrace Terrace 
Community Anti-Poverty 
Terrace Minor Benevolent Volunteer • Group Society 
Hockey Protective Bureau 
Terrace.Kitimat 
Association Order of Elks retrace Ringette Airshow Society 
#425 Association 
15 Ter~co 
Anti-Pover ty; 
Group Society 
Terrace 
Salmonid 
Enhancement 
Society 
i22 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Society 
Kinette Club of 
Terrace 
Big 3"  
Brothers and Terrace Symohony 
Big Sisters or @chostfa Society 
Terrace Kolmode Ftiondshi~ 
Terrace Society 
Nisga'a Terlece Minor 
: Society Softball Assoootion 
9 110 
Rotary C~ub To;race Downtown 
or Terrace- Uons C[uU 
Skeena Valley tumc~e Riendshi 
Terrace Society 
Nisga'a Terloce Youth 
Society Soccer Association 
!i6 17 
i Terrace Seerc,h 
Mills Memorial and Rescue 
Hospital 
Auxiflisry Kermode Fhendsh, 
Sot/ely 
Terrace Nlsga'a 
Society Terrace Skoting 
Club 
23 24  
I Terrace 747 Cenodien 
Air Cadet Parents for F, ench 
Society Kermode Fnendshir 
Terrace Society 
Nlsga'a , Terrace Minor 
ocle~ ~oftball Association 
Big Brothers Telloce Art 
and Big Association 
Sisters of ,~e;mode Fnofldship 
Terrace Society 
Terrace Nisga'a Terrace Youth' 
Society Soccer Association 
~at. Afte~'noon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:00 p.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 p,m, 
Ned, ThUl's.~ Fri.& Sat.- Late Night Games . Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
Late Night Bingos Are Now All You Can Play Main Cards On/y. Wed.&Thurs. $8 ea., Fri.& Sat. $10 ea~) 
31ngo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V, MONITORS ~ AISLE CONCESSION 
1410 Legion, Terrace 635.2411 
I 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BUSINESS EDUCATION 
BRITISH? WORKED OPPORTUNITIES BE a SUCCESSFUL 
THERE? Or drawing MARTIAL ARTS: DANCE: WRITER,.. wdte for money 
• frozen' pension? Get Filness: Your skills, our and pleasure with our 
facts on your UK pension Venue 2,500 sq.ft, cuslom unique home-sludy 
dghts and our'anti-[reeze • facilily, cenlral Nanaimo. course. You get individual 
campaignl Call nonprofit CaSTim @ ZaicanaRealty tuition from professional 
Canadian AUiance British Lid. 250-753.6757. writers on all aspects of 
Pensioners Free 1-800- MAKE MONEY with wriling, romances, hort 
760-6633, E-mail: Noways Internalional stories, radio and TV 
m aya@brenlwood,b¢,ca, home.based business, scripts, arNcles and 
LOOK FOR THE ART 0f It Proven syslems, training & children's stories. Send 
Iscalling all professional ead generation programs, today for our Free Book. 
Canadian artists and Neways markels patented 1- 8 O 0- 2 6 7.18 2 9. 
designers for a $75,000 heallh produclso Enjoy ~w.quatityofcourse.com. 
commission award in immediale income, profit Qualily o[ Course, 3538- 
downtown Edmonton; sharing & luxury car 38 M~dhur Ave., Ottawa, 
www,theworks.ab,ca, programs. Call 1-888-764- ON K1L6P,2. 
Phone 780-426-2122. 3526. EMPLOYMENT 
BUSINESS INVENTORS. PRODUCT OPPORTLINITIE8 
OPPORTUNITIES ~.IDEAS wantedl Fre~ TECHNICIANS. Well 
PAYDAY LOANSI B ^ n ~,formatlon Package: eslabltshed Chrysler 
$600 un {,,a~'da ,, "~--  n_ew.prooucz Idea Io "technicians, Chrysler 
~ v ,,..o = tgsnutacturers mrougn and/or electrical 
job? Get " a loan Davi~, an award ~nning experience preferred, 
Guaranteedl I hour easy firm. Patent assis ance Mode n fac lily, excallent - 
Phone Approval 1-866.3. available: 1.800.677-6382. 
PAYDAY 24 hrs. 
IF ,,,,, Comlz~niW N~wvaver,~et¥ork taassmea A(lvertlslng 
Reach ~.3 millio. BC ~ Yukon readers for 
,,,or 11 million readers natlon.wide for $1411 
To place = 
[NetworkCh.ffhd Mr . ~' 
• [cell ~ls newspaper or . | 
/clmllhd=@ccommndtTm~.¢o m r. 
FOR SALE MISD. PAY TELEPHONE SERV. 
JOHNNY SATELLITE H EXPERT PSYCHICS... 
Cards are running, can Discover the Truth. 
repair. Dish NetworPJEcho Accurate and Detailed 
Star Direct TV. Can Readings by Canada's 
program Scard to receive Most Popular Psychics- 
American Programming. 24 hours. 1-900-561.21®. 
www.johnnysatellile.com. $2 95/min, 18f, 
F866-741-DISH. "~ - -  
" ~ RECREATIONAL 
SALES PEOPLE VEHICLES 
WANTED. Herb & Bud 
shredder, first showing 
sells. Retails $20.00. 
Large protils. Great gills. 
Hundreds old. Money 
back guarantee. 1-250. 
729.8851, 1.250-753; 
6018~ fax 1.250.753-6099. 
1 B~JCK A DAYI Greatest 
deal in Canada, no money 
down, no payments unlil 
June, 1000 MH;; 
computer. Apply online, 
$31/month O,A.C. Call 
f-888.855.5527.; 
www, lbuckaday,com. 
OVER 200 RV's In 
STOCK on Sale. Custom 
order an Itasca, Jayco, 
Prowler or more & save 
thousands. Allow 8-10 
weeks for delivery. Call 
or emil us today 
sales@v0yager.rv.com, 
1-800-668.1447. 
TRAVEL 
TIMESHARE RESALES. 
World's Largest Reseller. 
Era Stromon since 1979, 
Call Nowl Buyers Call 
1-800-613.7987. Sellers 
remuneration, Fax resume FOR SALE BY OWNER Call 1-800.201.0864, 
FAMILY FABRICS - 403.678.5208, Attention: SAVE THOUSANDS. Sell www.slromen.com, 
LOVE CLOTHES? Brooks, Alberta. WarrenMac_Do.~gafl,.~___ your property on the DISCOVER COSTA RICA. 
BatanceFashlonsahome. Ln:s~;~enotwnedlamlly " WOLVERINE FORD ol Internet for $99. 0o you dream o[ 
based Canadian clothing . . . .  _and Nodhern Albeda is laking canadlanhomeseller.com 
company featuring ~}Pwenr~l:Orei~l~ep~cye~,~ applications for a service vacationing •rething in is Canada's National For Paradise? Safe. excellent 
premium quality, upseale r -hi For ~' ' "'° wdter Experience Sale By Owner network, hosiitatization, econom~l 
casual and career wear Is I gn i'D r m * I = more prole;red but DOt Zero Commissions. Toil living, miniscule aXation, 
looking for sales swpicker@aolee'm"" " '  necessary. Personable free 1-877.668-7355. oulstanding inveslmenl, 
associates in your area . . . . . .  computer lilerate, drivers 
Great commissions • REALTYFOR LEASE- license, mechanical LIVESTOCK learn unique financing 
Incredible rswardsl For Well esleblished aptitude, Top wages and KEITH QUARTER s t r  a I e g I e s, 
information on selling haridrosstng shop, Hay bonafils. 1.800-362.4292; HORSES Presenls ihe sem[nar/inforrnalio, 1-877. 
Balance, or Io locale n River, N,T, 5 elations, 3 fax 780.926.3868, Apdl7th'Sae, 100headof 656.6397 exl 317, 
~°a;SUll~you/,a,re ~, slnks, equipmen!,pdvale Altention:DaveorTom broke geldings, w~,venlenadelpacitico.c 
v~ba;neef:~,u-o.o'~o; =.anm!g room. Long or ~ T A  broodmares slalli0ns and om/Irevor, 
. a=,=~u.~,~ snort lease, 867.874.6853 CHRYSLER dealership IS 3ear ngs Well marked TRUCKS 
FIND NEW CLIENTSI Use afler lp m alnls • h . . . .  , ......... " ^.."'.'. ... , '. Z" -  currenlly seeking aS~ales P in all categories. ;~-~~-~----~--~-;. 
.,: . . . . . . .  p,,.,,u, L,,q,,..,-, m,~lmNu Manager Competitive ~eling son of Perry San'. ^_  .""'; . . . .  ".'. 
cmssifled system In - ~ ~  . ' . uuarameeo credit . . . .  EXCITING WELL PAID wage and excellent benefit Canadian cutting , . . . .  . .  
~.anauaanare.acnmillio~ careers In computer p~ckage Phone Jim at1. champion, closeup approvals' r.rUCKS,4X~lS, 
el readers mzngued? ' crew cues, u ssels slJod . . . . . .  ' programminglnternet 780.542.4488 or fax boodlnelncludePeppy : . 
~;omc.Hn.zs news.pape.r websile design. Home re~ume Io 1,780.542. Sanl Smart Lilllo Lena, utilities, cars & vans. 
and ask adorn NetworK S udv D nloma nronram 2425 n,,.o ,;,,~,,,,,, n,, o,,, Rape s, broken leases, 
Classifieds. Or call 604. Regl'ste'redla;pr~ved ............. ,'~:==-----"-~..-~-~..~ .Frec~kle's~'P~p'7'~i"an heavy duly equipment. 
669.9222 ext.3 Pdvato Vocational Schod rINA,UIAL,=:,V;U,-~ . . . . . . . .  Take over "a"'ents Free 
OPPORTUNITIES IN ~nl:~enl.~,ans, c°m.p,ute[ s DM~IE~ISuOLoUnTsl0o~'~nOM ;al~s;;,~apnri~;:;°pl~ delivary:;~:Ii'~awrenoo 
uaeo/placemem toes Siccta BC HORTICULTURE , ~ ' 780-727.2346 slargest finance 
Profllabla Hodiculture in svailabTo. 1 800-477.9578 Anytime, ~ broker. 1-800.993.3673, 
Be. Apd121-22 Penlidon. w~.cmslralnlng.com~  FOR SALE MISC! MUSIC Vancouver327.6377. ' 
Apd128-29 Williams lake. EDUCATION 8AWM LL $4895.00. All MUSIC for YOUNG . 
Delalls from Growers ~U~IN ING new Super Lumbarmate CHILDREN® Is training WANTED 
Press Inc. POBox tag, INSTITUTE, Accr~ded by 2000, larger capacities, teachers inselecled areas. REQUIRE 99.2000 F4-50 
Princeton BC, p~x 250- PPSECr Become a more options, Norwood Sharelhajoyofmuslcv~th orF55Olowhuck. Muslbe 
295q?55, emil profess ona counsellor industries msnufaclure of children In small groups low ~lomotresl Please call 
grower@nelhop,netr Ihrough on-campus or sawmills, edgers and Pdvaie leachers oradul Tom or Dove al t.8OO. 
w e b s I t e correspondence courses, aldddera. Free Informal~i. p~anlsia ~mud Mve Grade 362'4262,780,926.22gl 
~:21.= .~Z~ard~er.~ Fr~ ca!alogue 1.800-665. '1-800.556.6899i exL i e pfano toapply, 1'800, Oi fafs~'S to 780.926- 
upacalSll~teo. , 7044. :~ 400.0t. 828-4334 wwwmyo¢om. 4204 
• i ' ' ' : " 
::% ii . . . . .  y 
